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Executive Summary
This document presents the user requirements and system architecture of DAIAD, a system which will
support the entire life -c ycle of collection, management and analysis of highly -granular water consumption
data, and the provision of services to several end user c ommunities: single consumers, consumer groups,
utilities and policy makers. The user requirements and system architecture will serve the needs of the
project in terms of guiding the software development, and ensuring its acc urate and timely technic al
targeting. However, DAIA D does not reside on a vacuum; external technical advanc es, new polic y
frameworks, and stakeholder insights on water use can evol ve during its duration. For this purpose, we
intend to update this document when relevant to reflect s uch changes and ensure it contains a complete
and current overview of the DAIAD system.
The layout of the document is the following.
In Chapter 1, we introduce the requirements elicitation process that included online surveys, panels, and
one-to-one inter views. Requirements elicitation targeted several stakeholder groups, such as consumers,
scientists, utility stakeholders and policy regulators. Further, we present our m ethodology and tools for a
continuous requirements elic itation from end -users. Througho ut the duration of the project we will be
able to update the system’s user requirements and validate its operation.
In Chapter 2, we elaborate on the process for c ollecting user requirements and present the major insights
we obtained. First, we provide inf orm ation on the design and distribution of our online surveys. We then
present an analysis of the responses and highlight important insights. Second, we provide the
methodology and insights derived from our discussion panels and one -to-one interviews. Thes e have been
implemented to augment the online surveys by fostering an active discussion beyond the confines of
predefined questions. In order to ensure an open discussion and solicit c ritical feedback, partic ipation in
the discussion panels and interviews was confidential . As such, the minutes provided in Appendix I have
been anonymized.
In Chapter 3, we present the major use cases of DAIAD organized per the major deployment and
exploitation scenarios. A high -level scenario desc ription is provided for every group of use cases in order
to identify: the environment and assumptions under whic h DAIAD will operate; the involved stakeholders
and their relationships; significant key performance indicators and/or goal -setting that must be achieved.
This chapter esse ntially serves the purpose of c onveying a homogenized vision of the DAIAD system across
all involved in the software development process.
In Chapter 4, we present the form al user requirements of DAIAD system, as extracted from analyzing the
user requirements and use case scenarios. The user requirements are categorized in the five fundamental
components of the DAIAD system: DAIAD@feel (sensing water c onsumption), DAIAD@know (conveying
knowledge and stimuli), D AIAD@home (data management and analysis for c ons umers), DAIAD@commons
(data m anagement and analysis for consumer groups), and DAIAD@utility (data management and analysis
for utilities).
In Chapter 5, we discuss the architecture of DAIAD across its software and hardware components. First, we
present an o verview of the DAIAD logic al architecture, identify the main DAIAD hardware and software
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modules, and establish the dependenc ies and data flow paths between them. Next, we show a more
detailed view of each module and investigate different architec tural sol utions, enumerating the
advantages and drawbacks of each one. In the following, we describe the integration practices which are
going to be used for streamlining all the stages of design, implementation and testing of all software and
hardware modules of D AIAD. F inally, we provide information regarding the roadmap and first version of
the Synthetic Data Generator (SD G), a software for generating synthetic big water consumption data.
In Chapter 6 we present the libraries, frameworks and tools we are going to evaluate for implementing the
software components of the DAIAD system, as well as, the software systems and applications that we will
deploy, extend and incorporate in the DAIAD architec ture. First, we present data management systems and
processing framew orks for managing and analyzing big water c onsumption data. Next, we briefly
enumerate mobile applic ation development approac hes and evaluate two distinctive frameworks to be
applied. Finally, we discuss web applic ation development and present web developm ent libraries and
frameworks organized in two sections, targeting client -side and server-side development respectively.
In Appendix I, we provide anonymized minutes of the discussion panels and one -to-one interviews. The
minutes have been anonymized by the Consortium partner involved in the organization of each spec ific
panel and interview. C onsequently, the minutes have been treated confidentially even within the
Consortium. Finally, in Appendix II we provide responses to the optional demographics question s of the
consumer surveys.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
API

Applic ation Programming Interface

BT

Bluetooth

CORS

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing

DRBD

Distributed Replicated Bloc k Device

GPL

GNU General Public License

HDFS

Hadoop Distributed File System

ICT

Information and Communic ation Technology

IoT

Internet of Things

JSON

JavaScript Objec t Notation

M2C

Meter -to-cash

MVC

Model–view–controller

MVVM

Model View ViewModel

NDA

Non-D isclosure Agreement

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

RADOS

Reliable Autonom ic Distributed Object Store

RF

Radio Frequenc y

SaaS

Software-as-a-Service

SDG

Synthetic Data Generator

SPA

Single P age Applic ation

SPSS

Statistical Package for the Social Sc iences

UI

User Interfac e

WDM

Water Demand Management

YAML

YAML Ain't Markup Language

YCSB

Yahoo! Cloud System Benc hmark
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1. Requirements Elicitation
1.1. Requirement elicitation methods
For the purpose of gathering and c ategorizing user requirements for the DAIAD system, we adopted three
common practices: online surveys , dis cussion panels and one-to-one i ntervi ews . The first method enables
reaching a wider population across the Internet, but with the drawback of limiting user responses across a
predefined set of questions. The last two methods enable the extraction of broader, more precise, and
intuitive findings based on open discussions and interactive communication.

1.1.1. Online survey
Online surveys consist of questions targeting diverse sets of users, allowing the collection and modeling of
different behaviors and points of view, but, compromising, on the other hand, the granularity of the
available answers. Terms, concepts, and boundaries o f the dom ain must be well established and
understood by the participants and questionnaire designer. Further, questions must be focused to avoid
gathering large amounts of redundant and irrelevant information.

1.1.2. Discussion panels
The purpose of discussion pa nels is to have an open discussion regarding the functionality and services of
DAIAD. The organizer has complete freedom to direct the panel based on its composition and area of
expertise. At the beginning, a short overview of DAIAD is provided and then th e discussion is steered to
cover at least some of the points mentioned in the online surveys. Minutes are kept during the discussion
(num ber of parti cipants, focus of the panel, major points/insights ), which are then utilized to extrac t formal
user requirements.

1.1.3. One-to-one interviews
Similarly to discussion panels, their purpose is to have an open discussion regarding the functionality and
services of DAIAD. However, in this case, the discussion is performed with only one expert. The general
structure of the interview follows the one of a discussion panel. M inutes are kept during the discussion
(short profil e, focus, major points/insights ), which are then utilized to extract form al user requirements.

1.2. User groups
In order to gather a complete and representati ve set of requirements, we addressed to a diverse set of
users, either individuals or organizations. Specific ally, we identified the following target audiences:
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Consumers . Ordinary c itizens who consume water in their everyday lives are the central figures in
WDM, since (a) they constitute the vast majority of end users, and (b) they are the actual body on
whic h WDM models and pricing policies are applied.



Active c itizens . Apart from being water consumers and end users themselves, they have the
additional incentive of preserving water and partic ipating in awareness initiatives and campaigns.
Thus, apart from obtaining useful feedback from this group, the projec t can also benefit from the
dissemination of the project’s initiatives and results, as well as from their potential interest in
participating in studies and trials.



NGOs. NGOs and c itizen assoc iations aim at educating the general population, promoting
sustainable changes in c onsumer behavior, and driving m arket and innovation towards new
sustainable prod ucts and services. M embers of these communities, through their collective ac tion,
will embrace the project’s initiatives, provide valuable feedback and form a critical mass that can
lead to larger-scale adoption of ICT solutions for sustainable water consu mption.



Public sector. This target audience comprises g overnments, Local Authorities, International
Bodies, the EC, and in general entities responsible for designing and/or enforcing water demand
management strategies and pricing schemes. These will apply the novel capabilities DAIAD can
provide in understanding, estim ating, and influencing water dem and, and will be able to provide
feedback from the viewpoint of WDM stakeholders.



Water Utilities . Sim ilarly, water utilities must understand the emerging chall enges and potential
benefits of integrating real -time water monitoring technologies, big data management and
analysis, as well as water management and pricing . With these insights utilities will provide useful
feedback from the aspect of WDM experts. This feedback will define the requirements of the
system regarding the facilities for building new and effective WDM models.



Private Sector. These inc lude existing companies in the water domain, and knowledge management
companies in the forefront of the data ec onom y. They can extend and contribute to the project’s
technologies, delivering novel value added products, applications and services for real -time water
monitoring. These stakeholders m ake up the heart of the data econom y and given adequate
opportunities (e.g. reusable services, open software, open access to data) they c an rapidly
produce and market added value products. Thus, they can contribute valuable feedback that will
allow us to prescribe proper requirements covering their specific application needs .

1.3. Continuous requirements elicitation
Collection of user requirements and their analysis for the project will be an ongoing process. This will
enable us to carefully align the system’s functionality based on timely stakeholder feedback, respond to
potential technology advances and new policy initiatives, and most importantly, integrate insights and
observations from ac tual users of the DAIAD system. As such, the requirem ents will be revised when
necessary, along with the development of the core c omponents of DAIAD and the interac tion (meetings,
telcos) between the partners. F urther, dissemination of our progress and the respective user feedback
(thr ough the trials, demonstrations, exhi bitions, open events, social networks ) will also contribute in the
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refinement and extension of the initial set of requirements. In the following, we briefly provide the
channels for collecting additional user requirements throughout the duration of the projec t.

1.3.1. Online survey
The online surveys will remain open, even after the p reparation of this deliverable, in order to attract as
much user feedba ck as possible . It is expected that, as the project proceeds and disseminates its visions and
results, m ore and more people will seek to provide their opi nions/feedback , through the onl ine surveys.
Further, since the surveys include questions relevant for other research projects and policy initiatives (EC,
national, local), we will provide the responses (anonymized) to any interested stakeholder.

1.3.2. Feedback forms
All end -user applications of the DAIAD system will inc lude functionality for collecting feedback and
insights from the end -users. We believe this sourc e of information to be valuable for identifying and
evaluating potential technical and design problems. Further, we will include a feedback form in our
website, available for any interested stakeholder. The form will be available throughout all website
pages/sec tions and will invite ideas, insights and discussion regarding DAIAD as a whole. Again, we
anticipate this source of informat ion to deliver important information for the development of DAIAD.

1.3.3. Tickets
DAIAD’s source code will be available in our github repository (github.com/DAIAD). We expec t third -party
developers to experiment throughout the duration of the projec t, by installi ng, testing, and ultimately
contributing to the development of DAIAD’s software. As suc h, the ticketing mechanism of github.com (i.e.
Issues) will be a valuable source for identifying software issues that can escalate as update and/or new
user requirements .

1.3.4. Social interactions
The projec t’s progress will by constantly dissem inated through several soc ial network channels (Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn). Further, these channels will give us the opportunity to collec t further feedback from all
stakeholders, rega rdless of their involvement in the trials.

1.3.5. Trials
Two extensive trials will be performed during the third year of the projec t. DAIAD sensors, software
(DAIAD@feel, DAIAD@home, DAIAD@know), and smart water meters will be installed in households and at
corporate consumers. Upon the end of the trials (but also through their duration), we will be able to
gather massive c onsumption data, as well as information on the engagement of users to use the DAIAD
sensors and the respective software. Thus, we will be able to identify frequently used features (resp.
requirements) of the DAIAD framework and enhance/extend them or improve/remove features (resp.
requirements) that are of no use/interest to the end users. The same will apply for WDM expert users by
measuring the ir utilization of the several features of DAIAD@utility components.
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2. Implementation of requirements collection
2.1. Online surveys
We have prepared three (3) web surveys for solic iting user feedback. Each survey is focused on a spec ific
stakeholder group, in term s of content, targeting, and complexity. The surveys have been prepared using
Google Forms and the responses are c ollected in the assoc iated Google Spreadsheets. The three surveys
are:


Consumers . The survey is targeted to all domestic water c onsumers, and as such to all citizens.
Consequently, we assume no technical expertise on the part of the participants, and provide
questions that enable us to simultaneously im print social perceptions regarding water, and
technology preferences.



Utilities . The survey is targeted to professionals working in water or energy utilities. The need to
include the energy sector has been identified early in the projec t’s duration, since DAIAD is also
highly relevant for the energy sector due to the potential benefits from reducing hot water
consumption. We assume a certain level of familiarity with resource management, pric ing, and
data analysis of consumption data.



Policy Makers . The sur vey is targeted to professionals involved in evaluating, implementing, or
planning Water D emand M anagement policies for the Public Sector (local, national, international
levels) or a Citizen Assoc iation/NGO. As such, we assume a certain level of familiarit y with water
demand management terminology/processes.

2.1.1. Design
Overall, the three aforem entioned surveys aim to c apture use cases, behavior s, opinions and, eventuall y,
requir ements from DAIAD end users. They include diverse sets of questions, foc using on the specific end user needs, intentions, and expertise. At the end of each survey, we invite the partic ipant to optionall y
provide us with her email for future communication.

2.1.1.1. Consumers
Consumers are asked a total of 38 questions, categorized into the followin g groups: General questions ,
Technology pr efer ences, Interventions, Pri cing and Demographics . The set of questions belonging to each
group is presented in the following tables. The “*” symbol after a question denoted that an answer to the
question was mand atory in the survey.
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General questions
No

Question

Type

Q1

I consider my household to be a:*

Nominal, Single Choice

Q2

According to your estimate, how much water do you consume every day? (in liters) *

Numerical, Single Choice

Q3

According to your estimate, how much water do you consume per shower? (in liters) *

Numerical, Single Choice

Q4

According to your estimate, how much energy do you use for water heating per shower? (in kWh) *

Numerical, Single Choice

Q5

According to your estimate, what is the total cost for your showers in one month? (in Euros) *

Numerical, Single Choice

Q6

How often are you informed about the water consumption of your household? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q7

I would consume less water if: *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q8

If you had to, would you find it easier to consume less electricity or less water? *

Nominal, 3-Scale Choice

Table 1: Consumer - General Questions

Technology preferences
No

Question

Type

Q9

Do you carry your mobile phone with you when you are inside your residence? *

5-Scale Choice

Q10 Is your mobile phone within reach or visual range when you: *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q11 Would you be able to replace the shower-head in your residence without anyone helping you? *

5-Scale Choice

Q12 If you own both a mobile phone and a tablet, which one do you generally use more when inside
your residence? *

5-Scale Choice

Q13 Is Bluetooth ON in your mobile phone? *

5-Scale Choice

Q14 Do you own another device that connects to your phone over Bluetooth? *

Rate items on a Yes/No
scale

Table 2: Consumer - Technology preferences

Interventions
No

Question

Type

Q15 Would like to have more information about your water consumption than your periodic water
utility bill? *

5-Scale Choice

Q16 Assuming you could have information on a mobile device about how much water you consume,
which of the following devices would you prefer? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q17 What type of information would you prefer to be given instantly (i.e. in real time) as you
consume water? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q18 Would like to have access to your historical water consumption data? *

5-Scale Choice

Q19 Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption data, what
kind of information would you find useful? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q20 Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption data, how
would you prefer this information to be presented? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale
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Assuming you could compare your water consumption data with others, which of the following
Q21 groups would you prefer? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q22 Would you share your water consumption information with others? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q23 Would you have any worries regarding sharing your water consumption data with others? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Table 3: Consumer - Interventions

Pricing
No

Question

Type

Q24 How much money would you pay for a device enabling you to monitor and learn about your
water consumption in real-time? *

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q25 If such a device was offered to you for free, would you use it? *

5-Scale Choice

Q26 Let’s assume you were in the market for a replacement shower-head and had three choices: (a)
a regular shower-head for 29€, (b) an intelligent shower-head that displays your water
consumption and water temperature in real time for 79€, or (c) a luxury shower-head with great
design and multiple jets for 79€. Which one would you choose? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q27 If I purchased a shower monitor that provides real-time water consumption information, I would
do that because: *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Table 4: Consumer - Pricing

Demographics
No

Question

Type

Q28 What is your age?

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q29 What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently enrolled, highest
degree received

Nominal, Single Choice

Q30 What is your gender?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q31 What is your marital status?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q32 What is your total household income?

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q33 How many members are there in your household?

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q34 Do you own or lease your residence?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q35 In total, what is the total number of fixtures and appliances consuming water in your residence
(e.g. faucet/tap, shower-head, dishwasher)?

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q36 What is your opinion of environmental issues?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q37 How well do the following statements describe your personality? I see myself as someone who:

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q38 Please rate how well the following statements describe you.

Rate items on a 4-Scale

Table 5: Consumer – Demographics
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2.1.1.2.

Utilities

Utility users are asked a total of 39 questions, categorized into the following groups: General ques tions,
Water Consumption Data, As sessing your Data, Consumers and Pricing, and Real-tim e Water Consumpti on Da ta .
The set of questions belonging t o each group is presented in the following tables.

General questions
No Question

Type

Q1

What is your position in your organization*

Nominal, Single Choice

Q2

Do you experience strong pressure to reduce the meter-to-cash costs? *

5-Scale Choice

Q3

Do you experience strong pressure to improve the quality of water demand forecasts for “next
day” forecasts? *

5-Scale Choice

Q4

Do you experience strong pressure to improve the quality of demand forecasts for time scales of
several years? *

5-Scale Choice

Q5

Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential water consumption? *

5-Scale Choice

Q6

Do you feel strong pressure to reduce water consumption among commercial customers? *

5-Scale Choice

Q7

Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential energy consumption (due to water heating)? *

5-Scale Choice

Q8

Is domestic water conservation of importance for your company? *

5-Scale Choice

Q9

Do you feel there is a need to educate and assist consumers with reducing their consumption? *

5-Scale Choice

Table 6: Utility - General Questions

Water Consumption Data
No

Question

Type

Q10 If you do not currently apply smart water metering technologies, what are the reasons? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q11 If you do not currently apply smart water metering technologies, what are the reasons? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q12 What type of data management system do you currently have for storing water consumption
data? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q13 What type of analysis software do you use for extracting insights from water consumption data? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q14 What is the most detailed information you have regarding the water consumption of a specific
household? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q15 What is the most detailed information you would like to have regarding the water consumption
of a specific household? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q16 What is the estimated size of your water consumption data? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q17 What is the earliest point in time of your digital water consumption data starts from? *

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q18 Besides water consumption data, what other data do you use in order to analyze water
consumption? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q19 Are there departments in your organization responsible for analyzing water consumption data? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Table 7: Utility - Water Consumption Data
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Assessing your Data
No

Question

Type

Q20 How do you evaluate the quality of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q21 How do you evaluate the resolution of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q22 How do you evaluate the accuracy of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q23 Have you ever been limited in your work by the lack of appropriate water consumption data*

5-Scale Choice

Q24 Do you believe real-time water consumption data would be beneficial for your organization? *

5-Scale Choice

Q25 What could real-time water consumption data be good for, in your view? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Table 8: Utility - Assessing your Data

Consumers and Pricing
No

Question

Type

Q26 Are your clients aware of water efficiency? *

5-Scale Choice

Q27 Does the geographical area you serve face any of the following challenges? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q28 If you have performed awareness actions for water efficiency in the past, how would you
describe their success?

5-Scale Choice

Q29 How was your water pricing policy designed? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q30 Would personalized tariffs be feasible in the area you serve? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q31 How long would it take to change your pricing policy to support personalized tariffs for your
clients? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q32 Which of the following actions would be required to change your pricing policy to support
personalized tariffs for your clients? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Table 9: Utility - Consumers and Pricing

Real-time Water Consumption Data
No

Question

Type

Q33 How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data and
corresponding insights for the every-day operation of your organization? *

5-Scale Choice

Q34 How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data and
corresponding insights for medium and long-term decision making of your organization? *

5-Scale Choice

Q35 Do you believe that having access to real-time water consumption data of your clients would be
beneficial for your organization in terms of: *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Q36 Do you provide your water consumption data to public sector stakeholders? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q37 Would you object to having your organization’s water consumption data publicly available? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q38 Assuming your clients purchased a product that reduced their water consumption by 20% on
average. Do you believe the purchase of this product should be subsidized by your organization?
*

Nominal, Single Choice
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Q39 Assuming your clients purchased a product that provided you with their real-time data water
consumption, with an average error of 20%. Do you believe your organization would use this
data? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Table 10: Utility - Real-time Water Consumption Data

2.1.1.3.

Policy Makers

Polic y makers are asked a total of 31 questions, categorized into the following groups: General questi ons,
Water Consumption Data , Assessing your Da ta, and Citizens. The set of questions belonging to each group is
presented in the following tables.
General questions
No Question

Type

Q1 What is your mandated geographical coverage for policy issues? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q2 How many citizens do your policies influence? *

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q3 What is your position in your organization? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q4 Do you feel strong pressure to implement water conservation measures among the residential
sector? *

5-Scale Choice

Q5 Do you feel strong pressure to implement energy conservation measures among the commercial
sector? *

5-Scale Choice

Q6 Do you implement measures to make the consumers understand the water-energy nexus? *

5-Scale Choice

Table 11: Policy makers - General questions

Water Demand Management
No

Question

Type

Q7

What type of data do you use to assist with Water Demand Management (WDM)? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q8

What type of data management system do you currently have for storing data relevant to WDM?
*

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q9

What type of analysis software do you use for WDM analysis and decision-making? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q10 What is the estimated size of your WDM-related data? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q11 What is the earliest point in time your WDM-related data starts from? *

Ordinal, Single Choice

Q12 What is the most detailed geographical level of information you have for water consumption? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q13 What is the most detailed temporal level of information you have for water consumption? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q14 What is the most detailed information you have regarding the water consumption of a specific
household? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q15 Are there departments in your organization responsible for WDM-related data analysis? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q16 Would you object to having your organization’s WDM-related data publicly available? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Table 12: Policy makers - Water Demand Management
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Assessing your data
No

Question

Type

Q17 How do you evaluate the quality of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q18 How do you evaluate the resolution of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q19 How do you evaluate the accuracy of the water consumption data you currently have? *

5-Scale Choice

Q20 Have you ever been limited in your work by the lack of appropriate water consumption data? *

5-Scale Choice

Q21 Do you believe more detailed water consumption data would be beneficial to better fulfill your
responsibilities? *

5-Scale Choice

Q22 If yes, what would be your preferable level of detail on a geographical level?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q23 If yes, what would be your preferable level of detail on a temporal level?

Nominal, Single Choice

Q24 What could real-time water consumption data be good for, in your view? *

Rate items on a 5-Scale

Table 13: Policy makers - Assessing your data

Citizens
No

Question

Type

Q25 Are the citizens under your reach, sensitive in water efficiency and/or aware of how to become
water efficient? *

5-Scale Choice

Q26 Does the geographical area you reach face any of the following challenges? *

Nominal, Multiple Choice

Q27 If you have performed awareness actions for water efficiency in the past, how would you
describe their success?

5-Scale Choice

Q28 Is your organization involved in water pricing? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q29 How was water pricing in your geographical area of reach designed? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Q30 Would you support personalized water tariffs per household? *

5-Scale Choice

Q31 Assuming citizens purchased a product that reduced their water consumption by 20% on
average. Do you believe the purchase of this product should be subsidized? *

Nominal, Single Choice

Table 14: Policy makers – Citizens

2.1.2. Creation and distribution
For the surveys ’ creation, Google Forms was used. Google Forms allows collec ting information from users
via a personalized survey in an easy, stream lined way, ensuring the privacy and confidentiality of
responses. Each Google F orm is c onnec ted with a single Google spreads heet, where all responses are
automatically collec ted. Access to the corresponding Google spreadsheets is protected and available only
to select members of the projec t’s Consortium. These periodically extrac t the provided responses in
Microsoft Excel forma t for analysis.
All surveys were available for participation on August 1 s t , 2014, with dissemination activities taking place
for the subsequent two weeks.
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Picture 1: Web survey for Consumers

Each survey was dissem inated with a d ifferent manner, catering to the characteristics of the intended
audiences.


Consumers. The survey has been made publicly available in our website and disseminated through
all projec t dissemination channels. Further, the survey was forwarded by all C onsorti um partners
to their local/national networks, to EC officials, FP7 projects, and to our Advisory Board. Overall,
we estimate that the survey reached ~ 5,000 consumers.

Picture 2: News article for disseminating the Consumer web survey (http://www.daiad.eu/?p=2999)



Utilities. The survey has not been made publically available to ensure partic ipation only from
members of the target group. Consortium partners disseminated the survey by email to select
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stakeholders ( organizations , indiv iduals), inviting them to complete it and share it only with other
individuals that fit their profile. Overall, we estimate that the survey reached ~ 500 users.


Policy Makers . The survey has not been made publically available to ensure participation only f rom
members of the target group. Consortium partners disseminated the survey by email to select
stakeholders ( organizations , individuals ), inviting them to complete it and share it only with other
individuals that fit their profile. Overall, we estimate th at the survey reached ~2 50 users.

2.1.3. Overview of insights
In this document we analyze responses to the surveys provided until 10/10/2014 . As already mentioned,
the surveys will remain open for participation throughout the duration of the projec t. Overall,
participation in the surveys has been according to our expectations . In particular:


Consumers. We received 102 responses, i.e. ~ 2% of reached consumers participated in the survey.
While the participation percentage is small, t he num ber of partic ipants is satisfactor y, enabling us
to derive useful insights. This is strengthened by our periodic analysis of responses during this
period. After the first ~50 responses, our analysis results remained practically the same.



Utilities. We received 12 responses, i.e. ~ 2 % of reached stakeholders participated in the survey.
We consider the number of participants to be small and the standalone analysis of responses not
suitable for extracting significant insights. This low level of partic ipation has been anti cipated by
the C onsortium and validated during the requirements elicitation. For this reason we have
planned in advance additional discussion panels and on -to-one interviews for this target group. In
summary, the major reasons for this small participation, as extracted f rom direct communication
with this group (panels, intervi ews ), were:
o

Confid entiality. Members of utilities evaluated most questions in the survey as directly
targeting criti cal busi ness functions of their organizations, and as such protected by
confidentiality clauses. D espite the provided privacy/anonym ization guarantees, the
audience did not want to provide responses to issues describing and/or affecting the
operation of their organizations. In the context of the discussion panels and one -to-one
interviews we have managed to somewhat curb this reservation and ensure a higher level
of participation. However, we believe this insight to be critical for our future interactions
with this community ( pr eference in direct communi cation ), and also releva nt for future
interac tions from other research projects.

o

Techni cal Background . The number of personnel in utilities directly working on analyzing
and extracting insights from consumption data is extremely small compared to their total
workforce. In most c a ses, the role of the Data Analyst is absent; data analysis is most often
subcontrac ted to third parties/experts bound ed by NDAs and other confidentiality
agreements. As such, most participants could not provide responses even for simple
questions of the su rvey (e.g. size of their water c onsumption data), and thus entirely
dropped out from the survey.

o

Low interes t . A reoccurring theme, which also consists one of the major c hallenges the
project aims to address, regards the low interest of utilities in real -time water monitoring
and big data analysis technologies. The prevalent view is that the current status quo in
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water monitoring is perfectly adequate to address the needs of utilities. Consequently,
many members of this target group simply had no interest i n completing the survey. Most
importantly, the goal of water efficiency is not shared by a large number of utilities, as it
directly affec ts their turnover.


Policy Makers. We received 4 responses, i.e. < 2% of reached stakeholders participated in the
survey. We consider the number of participants to be very small, so we have not analyzed them
further. This low level of participation has been anticipated by the Consortium and validated
during the requirements elic itation. For this reason we have planned in ad vance additional
discussion panels and one -to-one interviews for this target group. In summary, the major reasons
for this small partic ipation, as extrac ted from direct communic ation with this group ( panels,
inter views ), were:
o

Policy Targeting . The vast majority of policy makers in the area of W ater M anagement
mostly focus on broader and mainstream policy challenges, not relating to real -time water
monitoring. As such, the level of understanding for the project’s goals, technology, and
impact is extremely l ow. F or most members of this target group the notions of real -time
water monitoring from c onsumers, and the corresponding insights/stimuli for water
efficiency was almost alien. Consequently, interest for participating in the survey was low.

o

Techni cal Back ground. The same observation regarding the disconnect of polic y makers to
the project’s goals, is also materializing in the technical background of this target group.
The data, tools and processes used to identify, plan, implement and monitor policies in
the Water domain are quite simple in terms of technology used (compared to other
domains). As such, many participants could not provide even simple responses to the
survey (e.g. which data management system they use), resulting in high drop out from the
survey.

In the following we provide an analysis of the responses received for each type of survey.
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2.1.3.1.

Consumer Survey

The online survey targeting c onsumers consisted of five question groups, as discussed in Section 2.1.1.1.
Next, we analyze the responses for each question. The “*” symbol after a question denoted that an answer
to the question was mandatory in the survey.

2.1.3.1.1. I consider my household to be a: *
1%
9%

High water user
37%

Medium water user
Low water user
53%

Unsure

Figure 1: Responses on "I consider my household to be a:"

As we can see, end -users are opinionated on their general behavior regarding water c onsumption, with
only 1% unsure of where they stand consumption -wise. There are two more observations that can be
gained from the responses. First, one in two partic ipants identifies their households as medium water
users. Of c ourse this c annot be true, and clearly demonstrates that half of the population considers
themselves to be a verage, and as such wi th no real incentive to change their water consumption habits.
Similarly, one out of three participants considers their household to be a low water user. A gain, this is
cannot be true for all responses, and exposes an already perceived barrier for improving water efficienc y
in a sizable percentage of the population.

2.1.3.1.2. According to your estimate, how much water do you consume every day? (in liters) *
0

5

10

15

0-20

20
15%

10%

40-60

18%
15%

80-100

14%
10%

150-200

6%
2%

250-300

1%
10%
Figure 2: Responses on "how much water do you consume every day? (in liters)"
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2.1.3.1.3. According to your estimate, how much water do you consume per shower? (in liters) *
0

5

10

0-5

15

20

25

6%

8%
8%

10-15

12%
11%

20-25

21%

30-35

1%
9%

40-45

0%
11%

50+

14%
Figure 3: Responses on "how much water do you consume per shower? (in liters)"

2.1.3.1.4. According to your estimate, how much energy do you use for water heating per shower?
(in KWh) *
0

10

20

30

40

50

0-1

60
55%

14%

2-3

4%
4%

4-5

7%
0%
1%
0%
1%
3%

6-7
8-9

10+

11%
Figure 4: Responses on "how much energy do you use for water heating per shower? (in KWh)"

2.1.3.1.5. According to your estimate, what is the total cost for your showers in one month? (in
Euros) *
0

0-5
5-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50+
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19%
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13%
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5%

28

Figure 5: Responses on "what is the total cost for your showers in one month? (in Euros)"

From Figure 2 to F igure 5, we can see that consumers have very dispersed estimations about the amount of
water, energy, and associated costs of their water consumption. For the majority of participants, their lack
of understanding for their consumption behavior is evident ( e.g. percentage of unrealisticall y low/high
amounts provided ). Quite simply, the vast majority of participants cannot quantify its consumption of water
and energy. Another important insight regards the extreme ly low volume in liters users believe they are
using in showers. Almost 90% of participants provide a number which is less than half of the volume
required for a shower (~80 liters). As such, we c an deduc t that 90% of users already perceive their
showers to be extremely efficient! A similar, but less dom inant observation relates to the energy
consumption and associated costs, again showing that participants underestimate their consumption.

2.1.3.1.6. How often are you informed about the water consumption of your house hold? *
1%

Whenever I want to!

4%
7%

23%

At best every week
At best every month
34%

31%

At best every few months
At best once a year
I don’t know, I don’t really notice how
much water I consume

Figure 6: Responses on "How often are you informed about the water consumption of your household?"

The answers of the above question are expected: the majority (64%) is informed about its water
consumption at best every few months or once a year . Interestingly, a large proportion (22%) does not
care about how much they consume. Overall, 84% of participants are informed about their water
consumption at best every few months.
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2.1.3.1.7. I would consume less water if: *
Definitely Yes
0%

10%

It was more expensive

Probably Yes
20%

30%

60%

Definitely No

70%

54

28

There was water
scarcity or drought

100%

19

2

16

10

10

17

64

31

38

21

6

16

30

0

6 0

28

35

20

90%

12

50

19

10

80%

20

35

I was challenged in a
bet by a friend of mine

I was informed on why
I should consume less
water

50%

Probably No

43

25

I knew which activity
uses the most amount
of water

Everyone was
consuming less

40%

17

I had more up to date
information about my
consumption

Neither Yes or No

21

9

10

3

Figure 7: Responses on "I would consume less water if:"

Figure 7 provides an important insight on which are the most important facto rs for inducing reduction s in
water consumption. According to the provided responses, the most important factor is a potential water
scarcity or drought . Consequently, we can deduct that half of the participants is willing to reduce their
water consumption only in times of crisis, i.e. when a sustainability challenge has already manifested.
The next two important fac tors are related to users’ awareness of their consumption. Consumers would be
willing to reduce their consumption if they knew (a) whic h ac tivi ties result in the most consumed water,
and (b) had more frequent information regarding the ir water use. These two fac tors are direc tly related to
the project’s goals, which include, among others, inc reasing the frequency, the detail and the granularity
with which users are informed about their consumption.
Interestingly, increase in price of water comes later as the fourth reason for reducing consumption. This
implies that the majority of consumers do not c onsider water price as a strong motivator for red ucing their
consumption. Based on the other responses in the question, we can eliminate the notion of consumption
elastici ty as a reason (i.e. consumers are willing to reduce consumption for other reasons). Also, in
conjunction with insights from the previ ous responses regarding water use, we can deduct that most
participants consider water as a low cost resource; most of them are not even in a position to quantify
their c onsumption.
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2.1.3.1.8. If you had to, would you find it easier to consume less electricity or le ss water? *

18%

47%

Definitely less electricity
The same
Definitely less water

35%

Figure 8: Responses on "If you had to, would you find it easier to consume less electricity or less water?"

Comparing water and elec tric ity c onsumption, Figure 8 implies that users find it harder to reduce their
water consumption. However, this may be partially attributed to the fact that they are poorly informed
about their consumption and ways to reduce it. On the other hand, en ergy is in general most costly, so
users are expected to be more informed on ways to decrease energy consumption, if required. We need to
add, that if the users were better informed about the nexus of energy c onsumption and hot water
consumption the results might be different.

2.1.3.1.9. Do you carry your mobile phone with you when you are inside your residence? *

23%

26%

Always, or almost always
Mostly
About half of the time

11%

Occasionally
Never, or almost never

29%
11%

Figure 9: Responses on "Do you carry your mobile phone with you when you are inside your residence?"

Figure 9 provides some important insight regarding how consumers currently use their mobile phones.
One in four almost always carries their mobile phones with them, while almost one in two has their
mobile phone with them about half of the time. This means that mobile phones are omnipr esent devices
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even within domestic environments, and as such suitable for conveying direct interventions and stimuli
regarding water consumption.
Of course, the remaining population is equally important, meaning that the mobile phone alone is not
enough. The rise of wearable devices may c hange this landscape and provide additional medi a for
delivering information to consumers. However, and for the time being, interventions need to also be
delivered to the point of c onsumption through suitable interfaces.

2.1.3.1.10. Is your mobile phone within reach or visual range when you: *
Always, or almost always
0%

10%

Wash the dishes

10

Wash your hands

8

Wash your teeth

8

6

Wash your automobile

6

5

Never, or almost never

70%

80%

90%

100%

31
49

19

56
70
72

15
24

60%

22

12

12

Occasionally

28

17

8

Water the plants

50%

12

11
4

About half of the time
40%

12

12

4

30%

20
10

3

Take a shower 2

Take a bubble-bath

20%

Mostly

28
12

40
19

40

Figure 10: Responses on "Is your mobile phone within reach or visual range when you:"

A somewhat obvious, but nevertheless important insight is provided from responses to this question.
Across all major water consumption activities, the m obile phone is at reach at best 50% of the time. The
strong negative responses are also telling. For all activities, 29% -56% of the tim e partic ipants do not have
a mobile phone within reach. Again, we reach similar insi ghts with the previous question.
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2.1.3.1.11. Would you be able to replace the shower -head in your residence without anyone helping
you?*
2%

3%

2%

Definitely Yes
25%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes or No
Probably No
68%

Definitely No

Figure 11: Responses on "Would you be able to replace the shower-head in your residence without anyone
helping you?"

The results of the above question demonstrate the c onfidence of the consumer of being able to install the
measuring device on their own. Only 7% of consumers would require assistance for installing a new
shower -head. Consequently, integrating a display in the shower -head for conveying water consumption
information is a packaging option that can be realistically adopted by consumers.

2.1.3.1.12. If you own both a mobile phone and a tablet, which one do you generally use more when
inside your residence? *

25%
38%

Definitely the tablet

Both equally
Definitely the mobile phone
15%

I don’t own a tablet and/or a
mobile phone
22%

Figure 12: Responses on "If you own both a mobile phone and a tablet, which one do you generally use
more when inside your residence?"

Several interesting observations can be made from responses in this question. First, in domestic
environments where users have access to both a mobile phone and a tablet, preferences are almost
perfectl y divided . This means that equal attention should be given to both types of devices. Especially
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considering the c urrent m arket trend of hybrid mobile phones with increased screen real -estate (i.e.
phablets) a homogenized technical approach in terms of UI and functionality should be considered.
Second, given that mobile phone ownership in EU/USA is greater than 90% 1, 2, we can safely deduce that
almost on e out of three respondents does not own a tablet. Actually, this number is greater for the
general population 3 and indicative for the technology-inclination of our participants. Consequently, for the
majority of consumers, their mobile phone will be the on ly means for gaining knowledge regarding their
water consumption.

2.1.3.1.13. Is Bluetooth ON in your mobile phone? *

8%
8%

2%

Always, or almost always
Mostly

19%
63%

About half of the time
Occasionally
Never, or almost never

Figure 13: Responses on "Is Bluetooth ON in your mobile phone?"

The responses in this question are expec ted based on the current Bluetooth version of most mobile
phones. While the low-energy Bluetooth 4.0 is available for more than a year now, and is a de facto
standard for practically all new mobile phones, c onsumer perceptions are still dominated by the previous
energy-hungry versions of Bluetooth. As a result, the vast majority of users (65%) almost never have the
Bluetooth turned on. We expect this percentage to significantly decrease during the lifetime of the project
as consumers get acquainted with the better energy ef ficiency of Bluetooth 4.0. However, the availability
of Bluetooth cannot be taken for granted; data transmission should be designed as to accommodate this
challenge.
1

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/mobile-phone-ownership-in-four-pan-european-regions
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/06/06/cell-phone-ownership-hits-91-of-adults/
3
http://techcrunch.com/2013/02/20/forrester-tablet-ownership-in-europe-to-rise-4x-in-5-years-55-of-regions-online-adults-will-own-one-by-2017-up-from14-in-2012/
2
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2.1.3.1.14. Do you own another device that connects to your phone over Bluetooth? *
0%

An activity tracker (e.g.
calories burned,…

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

4

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

97

An electricity monitor 1

100

A heating thermostat 0

101
Yes

Smart lighting switches

3

98
No

Television

4

97

A headset
Speakers
Other

23

78

17

84

14

87

Figure 14: Responses on "Do you own another device that connects to your phone over Bluetooth?"

The responses in this questions were anticipated and do not provide any new insight. Most Bluetooth owned devices are headsets/speakers. A lso, current market penetration of smart home systems and
activity trackers are extrem ely low.

2.1.3.1.15. Would like to have more information about your water consumption than your periodic
water utility bill? *
4% 0%

Definitely Yes
19%
39%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes nore No
Probably No

38%

Definitely No

Figure 15: Responses on "Would like to have more information about your water consumption than your
periodic water utility bill?"
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Figure 15 verifies what was also implied by the answers in Figure 7. The majority of users are interested in
learning more information about their water consumption. Spec ifically, almost eight out of ten users have
replied “Definitely Yes” or “Yes”, while another 16% does not have a c lear opinion about whether they
would want such additional inform ation. F or this group of users we cannot assume a priori a negative or
positive attitude towards acquiring more information. It is po ssible that these users are not aware of the
actual benefits (e.g. consumption reduction) that can be achieved. Finally, only a 5% answered that they
are not interested in this facility. However, none of them definitely reject it, so there m ight also be ro om
for a shift in their point of view, given that they are provided with motivation or education on water
consumption and saving.

2.1.3.1.16. Assuming you could have information on a mobile device about how much water you
consume, which of the following devices would you prefer? *
Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

Mobile phone

Fixed display placed
near the point of
consumption (e.g.
above the faucet)

30%

Neither Yes or No
40%

50%

10

27

70%

13

28

33

Definitely No
80%

90%

39

31

5

Probably No

60%

45

Tablet

Smart watch

Probably Yes

7

16

27

41

100%

5

5

14

31

8

8

11

Figure 16: Responses on "Assuming you could have information on a mobile device about how much water
you consume, which of the following devices would you prefer?"

Again, responses in this question are aligned with insights derived from previous questions, and validate
the project’s targeting . The mobile phone is m arginally preferred over fixed displays in the point of
consumption for the majority of c onsumers. Both options for conveying knowledge to consumers enjoy
significant approval, with ~85% and ~72% respectively of partic ipants providing a positive response
(Definitely Yes, Probably Yes). Actually, less than 10% and 20% of the participants, respectively, are
negative with these solutions (Probably No, Definite ly No). Regarding tablet devices, consumers are
clearly less receptive. However, this observation must take into account the still growing share of tablet
devices owned by the consumers. Finally, smart -watches are considered as a preferred medium by only
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~15% of consumers. This was an entirely antic ipated outcome, since smart -watches are still on their
infancy. However, if we take into account that only 55% of consumers currently wear a watch and the
anticipated market growth of smart watches in the next 3 years 4, the ~15% of positive responses conveys a
critical insight. Despite the unproven technology, the very few manufacturers, and unfamiliarity with the
capabilities of this new m edium, consumers understand the potential themselves! Clearly, there is gre at
potential for delivering tim ely consumption information using wearable devices.

2.1.3.1.17. What type of information would you prefer to be given instantly (i.e. in real time) as you
consume water? *

Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

The cost of
consumed water
(e.g. €, £, $)

40%

50%

Probably No

60%

70%

22

Just an alert when I
exceed a certain
limit I have set (e.g.
volume, money)

22

12

80%

90%

5

36

27

35

23

33

37

100%

9

1

8

10

15

45

36

26

Definitely No

36

56

The CO2 emissions
associated with my
consumption

A simple indicator of
absolute efficiency
of my water
consumption…

30%

Neither Yes or No

50

The volume of
consumed water
(e.g. Liters, cubic
meters)

Just an alert when I
exceed a national
average

Probably Yes

21

2

11

0

15

5

10

7

Figure 17: Responses on "What type of information would you prefer to be given instantly (i.e. in real time)
as you consume water?"

4

http://www.businessinsider.com/global-smartwatch-sales-set-to-explode-2014-3
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2.1.3.1.18. Would you like to have access to your historical water consumption data? *
1%

1%
8%

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes
Neither Yes nore No
Probably No
Definitely No

53%

37%

Figure 18: Responses on "Would you like to have access to your historical water consumption data?"

2.1.3.1.19. Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption data,
what kind of information would you find useful? *

Definitely Yes

0%

10%

Probably Yes

20%

30%

The cost of
consumed water
(e.g. €, £, $)

The amount of my
consumption
relative to
households of the
same size

40%

50%

60%

Probably No

70%

66

The volume of
consumed water
(e.g. Liters, cubic
meters)
The CO2 emissions
associated with my
consumption

Neither Yes or No

90%

28

37

100%

5 22

26

29

51

80%

26

71

29

Definitely No

2 11

12

7

3

3 3

Figure 19: Responses on "Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption
data, what kind of information would you find useful?"
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Figures Figure 17 to Figure 19 present what types of consumption data users would prefer to be shown.
Volume and cost of consumed water are the most important for m ost users, followed by alerts and
efficiency indic ators. Fur ther, almost all users require to have access to historical consumption data
(Figure 18), preferring, on top of volume and cost data, also comparative data with other households. The
aforementioned results demonstrate the users’ need for more fine grained and detailed information about
their c onsumption, not restric ted to simple indicators.

2.1.3.1.20. Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption data,
how would you prefer this information to be presented? *

Definitely Yes

0%

10%

20%

Interactive charts
and graphs
presenting
consumption over
time
Interactive charts
and graphs
presenting
consumption over
point of consumption
All data available in a
spreadsheet-like
format

30%

Neither Yes or No

40%

50%

Probably No

60%

70%

64

20

80%

90%

31

15

25

44

33

100%

4 31

38

28

18

Definitely No

29

42

Simple efficiency
indicators

Report resembling
my current water
utility bill

Probably Yes

20

18

27

5 1

5

8

12

3

11

Figure 20: Responses on "Assuming you had access through a web site to your historical water consumption
data, how would you prefer this information to be presented?"
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According to Figure 20 , the most preferable consumption data visualization m ethods are charts, followed
by efficiency indicators. This is expec ted, since both tools present data in a more intuitive and user
friendly way than spreadsheets and reports. A lso, it is important to highlight that the current water utility
bills are less preferable than all options. Despite consumers being familiar with their structure and
content, they prefer other media providing them increased information and potential for exploration.

2.1.3.1.21. Assuming you could compare your water consumption data with others, which of the
following groups would you prefer? *
Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

Members of my
family
My friends
My neighborhood
My municipality

Probably Yes
30%

Neither Yes or No
40%

50%

34

Probably No

60%

70%

35

29

36

My country

35

13
10

19
41

6
8

10
23

35

100%

10

25
34
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90%
9

26

28

28

80%
17

28

25

Definitely No

13

6
8

3

9

3

Figure 21: Responses on "Assuming you could compare your water consumption data with others, which of
the following groups would you prefer?"

The responses of participants regarding comparison of their water consumption with other user groups
provide two important i nsights. First, across all groups, negative responses (Probably No, Definitely No)
range from 10% to 23%. This means that the vast majority of participants are positive towards c omparing
their water consumption with others. Second, i t appears that users co nsider more important to compare
their consumption with large scale aggregates ( c ountry, c ity, municipality), with positive responses
reduc ing as the group decreases in size. C omparisons with friends and neighbors roughly enjoy the
approval of neighborhood and munic ipality groups .
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2.1.3.1.22. Would you share your water consumption information with others? *
0%

Definitely Yes
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Members of my family
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My country
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Figure 22: Responses on "Would you share your water consumption information with others?"

Responses in this question provide several interesting findings relating to perceived notions of privac y
and trust. First of all, consumers clearly do not want to share their water consumption information with
everyone, i.e. expose it in the public dom ain. Actually 40% respond with ‘Definitely No’, while ~25% are
positive (Definitely Yes/Probably Yes). The number of positive responses is critical if we c onsider that one
in four is willing to share their consumption with everyone, as it forms a very broad user base for
designing bottom -up awareness c ampaigns and initiatives for motivating the general population. The
number of negative responses imposes a critic al requirement from consumers: water consumption should
be private by default, with consumers having full c ontrol regarding who they share thei r consumption
with.
It is important to highlight the positive view of partic ipants in sharing their water consumption data with
scientists. Positive responses are ~80%, and roughly the same with positive responses for sharing data
with family members! Furt her, comparing with the responses regarding water suppliers ( whi ch ha ve d e
facto access to this data ), we can make the following observations. First, scientists enjoy the trust of
participants. Consumers understand the needs of scientific research, and are willing to share their
consumption data with scientists. This introduces a great opportunity for gaining access to water
consumption inform ation directly from consumers, and bypassing entirely the water utilities. Second, the
trust awarded to scientists a lso implies great responsibility in maintaining it. Proper care and assurance
should be given to ensure consumer privacy and application of data only for sc ientific purposes.
Finally, approximately ~45% of c onsumers are willing to share their consumption d ata with larger
population groups (neighborhood, munic ipality, city, country). This is certainly a positive outc ome; almost
one in two would share their data, and thus provide multiple opportunities for analysis and broader water
efficiency polic ies. Howev er, the most interesting insight comes when comparing the responses for the
groups ‘M y country’ with ‘Everyone’. Positive responses (Definitely Yes/Probably Yes) are ~45% vs. ~28%
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respec tively, despite the fact that sharing data with an entire country mor e or less means sharing data with
everyone! This implies that the perceived notions of societal geographical boundaries regarding data
sharing are important to c onsumers. When possible, these should be explored and promoted to the fullest
degree to engage c onsumers.

2.1.3.1.23. Would you have any worries regarding sharing your water consumption data with
others? *
Definitely Yes
0%

Privacy. My data may
be used to extract
information about me

Commercial
applications. My data
may be used by
others for profit,
without my consent

10%

Probably Yes

20%

41

44

30%

Neither Yes or No
40%

50%

60%

Probably No
70%

80%

33

25

Definitely No
90%

8

11

13

13

100%

6

8

Figure 23: Responses on “Would you have any worries regarding sharing your water consumption data with
others?”

Participants provide practically the same responses for both data sharing c oncerns, i.e. privacy and
commercial exploitation . A lmost 70% share these worries (Definitely Yes/Probably Yes), with only 20% of
the participants not c aring (Definitely No/Probably No). C learly, the se consumer concerns must be
addressed on a tec hnic al level, providing users with complete control over their data and how they are
used and/or shared by others.
Further, the positive responses in the previous question ( i .e. data sharing ) gain an even gre ater
significance if we take into account the consumer c oncerns. Despite the fact that 70% of consumers are
concerned about sharing their data, almost 80% is willing to share it with scientists.
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2.1.3.1.24. How much money would you pay for a device enabling you to mon itor and learn about
your water consumption in real -time? *

Up to 30€ (£24)

12%
39%

16%

0%

30€ up to 50€ (24£ up to 39£)
50€ up to 100€ (39£ up to 78£)

5%

More than 100€ (78£)
Depends on how much money it can save
me in consumed water

28%

Figure 24: Responses on "How much money would you pay for a device enabling you to monitor and learn
about your water consumption in real-time?"

2.1.3.1.25. If such a device was offered to you for free, would you use it? *
1%

0%

7%

Definitely Yes

16%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes nore No
Probably No
76%

Definitely No

Figure 25: Responses on "If such a device was offered to you for free, would you use it?"

Figure 24 and Figure 25 demonstrate that the cost of a water c onsumption monitoring device is an issue.
Although almost all users would use it if it was given them for free, two out of three users would not
spend over 50€, while 14% would not buy it at all.
Clearly, the price ceiling for suc h a device is around 50 €. However, it is important to mention that
consumers make this estimate without taking into acc ount the cost savings from the reduced water/energy
use. Given convincing and validated benefits (e.g. 25% reduction), the price of the product could increase
up to the point where its c ost is amortized over a 1 -2 years.
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2.1.3.1.26. Let’s assume you were in the market for a replacement shower -head and had three
choices... *
4%

The standard one
49%
47%

The intelligent one

The luxury one

Figure 26: Responses on "Let’s assume you were in the market for a replacement shower-head and had
three choices…

In this question we introduce participants to a very specific consumer decision. Assuming they were in the
market f or a replacement shower -head, we asked from them to choose over a standard one (29 €), a luxury
one (79€), or an intelligent one, i.e. providing them with real -time water consumption information (79 €).
We have intentionally priced the ‘intelligent’ shower -head sim ilarly to the ‘luxury’ one. From the
responses, we can see that only 4% of participants would be willing to spend the extra money for a luxury
device. Instead, they are polarized between the ‘standard’ and the ‘intelligent’ shower -head. Practically
one in two participants would be willing to spend more than double of the money in order to enjoy more
information over her water consumption. This is extremely enc ouraging, as consumers seem to
understand, value, and ultimately select a novel product prom oting water effic iency.
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2.1.3.1.27. If I purchased a shower monitor that provides real -time water consumption information,
I would do that because: *
Definitely Yes
0%

I can save money

10%

Probably Yes

20%

I am curious how
much water and
energy I consume

40%

50%

41

Probably No

60%

70%

51

37

90%

100%

18

31

30

46

Definitely No

80%

36

I can help to protect
the environment
I can educate my
kids

30%

Neither Yes or No

15

18

40

6 0

6

31

10

10

50

Figure 27: Responses on "If I purchased a shower monitor that provides real-time water consumption
information, I would do that because:"

This question allows us to understand the reasoning behind the consumers’ preference for a shower -head
providing real-time water consumption information. The leading motivating factors seem to be
environmental concern and actual interest for learning more about water/energy consumption. Cost
savings come a close second, and the wish to educate younger fam ily members last, but quite important as
well.

2.1.3.1.28. Demographics questions
The final and opti onal part of the online survey inc luded a set of questions regarding the demographic
characteristic of the participants, and their broader views on environmental issues and technology
receptiveness. An analysis of the responses for this group of questions is provided in A ppendix II.
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2.1.3.2.

Utility Survey

The online survey targeting Utility users is analyzed next. The survey c onsisted of five question c ategories,
as discussed in Section 2.1.1.2. Next, we analyze the responses for each question. The “*” symbol after a
question denotes that an answer to the question was mandatory.
Note that as mentioned in 2.1.2, we consider the absolute size of the participants to be small. The reader
is advised to take this into account regarding the generalization of the insights that follow.

2.1.3.2.1. What is your position in your organization? *
0%
8%
25%

Director, or CEO
High level executive
Manager

42%
25%

Technical Expert
Other

Figure 28: Responses on "What is your position in your organization"

The responses to the first question provide us insight on the composition of the utility employees that
participated in the survey. Al most half of the participants were technical experts while the other half
consists of high level executives and manage rs. Thus, our sample is balanced between people that can
comprehend technical information and people that are in position to take decision s on strategies and
policies.

2.1.3.2.2. Do you experience strong pressure to reduce the meter -to-cash costs? *
0% 0%
17%

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes

42%

Neither Yes or No
41%

Probably No
Definitely No

Figure 29: Responses on "Do you experience strong pressure to reduce the meter-to-cash costs?"
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The responses indicate a strong p ressure for reducing the meter -to-cash (M2C) costs: 58% replies that
there is pressure to reduce the meter -to-cash costs, while the rest 42% does not have a clear opinion. This
is an important finding, since it indicates a need from utilities to lower stan dard operating costs and
increase profits . On the one hand, any solution that can reduce M2C costs ( directly or indirectl y ) would
appeal to utilities. On the other hand, the implied targeting towards cost -efficiency may act as a deterrent
for long-term and/or big investments (e.g. roll-out of SWM and data anal ysis tools ). Ideally, the industry
would require quick wins, with a low entry barrier (cost, technical complexity), and benefits apparent as
soon as possible.

2.1.3.2.3. Do you experience strong pressure to impro ve the quality of water demand forecasts for
“next day” forecasts? *
8%

Definitely Yes

25%

17%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes or No

25%

25%

Probably No
Definitely No

Figure 30: Responses on "Do you experience strong pressure to improve the quality of water demand
forecasts for “next day” forecasts?"

2.1.3.2.4. Do you experience strong pressure to improve the quality of demand forecasts for time
scales of several years? *
0%

0%

0%

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes

42%
58%

Neither Yes or No
Probably No
Definitely No

Figure 31: Responses on "Do you experience strong pressure to improve the quality of demand forecasts for
time scales of several years?"

Questions 3 and 4 indicate the focus of utilities with respect to water demand forecasting: utilities are
interested in long-term predictions of consumption ( all participants gave a positi ve answer ), while they are
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much less interested in short -term predic tions (only 25% gave positive answers). This is expected, since
long term, aggregate data would, in first sight, appear more fitting for utilities to base their services on.
However, i t is obvious that there is a lack of insight in the specific matter, sin c e predicting and analyzing
short term consumption could provide several advantages, both to the users and the utilities (e.g.
increase of user interest/engagement in the respec tive technologies, user -personalized services by the
utilities, etc.)

2.1.3.2.5. Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential water consumption? *
0%
8%
25%

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes

25%

Neither Yes or No
Probably No
42%

Definitely No

Figure 32: Responses on "Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential water consumption?"

Figure 32 shows the importance of reduc ing domestic consumption for utilities. An overall 67% reveals a
pressure towards achieving such a goal (Definitely Yes/Probably Yes) , with 25% declaring strong pressure.

2.1.3.2.6. Do you feel strong pressure to reduce water consumption among commercial
customers? *
0%
8%

Definitely Yes
34%

Probably Yes
33%

Neither Yes or No
Probably No
25%

Definitely No

Figure 33: Responses on "Do you feel strong pressure to reduce water consumption among commercial
customers?"
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Figure 33 provides very similar result, with respect to reduc ing consumption of commerc ial customers:
59% answers positively, however, 34% declares a strong pressure. This might indicate a focus by the
utilities to the commerc i al users, which are expected to consume larger quantities of water and/or require
different services by the utilities.

2.1.3.2.7. Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential energy consumption (due to water
heating)? *

8%

Definitely Yes
33%

17%

8%

Probably Yes

Neither Yes or No
Probably No
Definitely No

34%

Figure 34: Responses on "Do you feel strong pressure to reduce residential energy consumption (due to
water heating)?"

Question 7 shows that utilities do not share the same concerns, when it com es to energy consumption .
Only 25% indicate that there is a need for reducing energy consumption due to water heating . This is also
expec ted, since water utilities focus on their dom ain, without c onsidering households as smart ecosystems
where saving of resources is interwoven and includes energy, water, products, money, or air pol lutants.

2.1.3.2.8. Is domestic water conservation of importance for your company? *
0%

0%

0%

Definitely Yes
Probably Yes
50%

50%

Neither Yes or No
Probably No
Definitely No

Figure 35: Responses on "Is domestic water conservation of importance for your company?"
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The responses of the above question verify the results discussed on Figure 32. All partic ipants consider
domestic water conservation as an important goal of their utility (Definitely Yes/Probably Yes) .

2.1.3.2.9. Do you feel there is a need to educate and assist consumers with reducing their
consumption? *
0%

0%

0%

Definitely Yes
42%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes or No

58%

Probably No
Definitely No

Figure 36: Responses on "Do you feel there is a need to educate and assist consumers with reducing their
consumption?"

Another important finding is that utilities consider it necessary to educate consumers on water reduction
practices. This finding strengthens the need for technologies and tools that will be implemented in DAIAD:
systems that can provide consumers with real -time, both simple and m ore detailed/sophi sticated
information on their consumption and also allow them to compare their consumption and recommend
them with ways to save water.
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2.1.3.2.10. Does your organization apply smart water metering technologies? *
0

1

2

3

4

5

No, and we don’t
plan to in the
near future
No, but we
evaluate this
technology
No, but a roll-out
will be
implemented…
Yes, but only for
experimentation
Yes, but only in a
small
percentage…
Yes, for most of
our clients
Figure 37: Responses on "Does your organization apply smart water metering technologies?"

This q uestion shows the infiltration of smart water metering technologies in water utilities. Only half of
them applied such technologies, but only experimentally or in a very small scale, while 25% are not even
interested in adopting such technologies in the future. This might be attributed to shortcomings of current
technologies (high cost of installation/maintenance, limited functionality, com plexity), as well as to the
lack of initiative and the technological gap within water utilities, as shown in the responses of question
11.
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2.1.3.2.11. If you do not currently apply smart water metering technologies, what are the reasons?
*
Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

Probably Yes
30%

40%

Neither Yes or No
50%

60%

Probably No
70%

80%

Definitely No
90%

100%

The procurement
and deployment
costs are high
The required
changes in
existing systems
and operations…
The benefits are
not convincing
There is no
business case to
do so

The technology is
not robust enough
There is no real
need, existing
metering covers
our needs

Figure 38: Responses on "If you do not currently apply smart water metering technologies, what are the
reasons?"
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2.1.3.2.12. What type of data management system do you currently have for storing water
consumption data? *
0

1

2

3

4

5

Nothing

Spreadsheets
and files
A single
database with all
required
information
Multiple
databases with
the data
scattered…
A dedicated Data
Warehousing
solution

A Big Data engine

I don’t know

Figure 39: Responses on "What type of data management system do you currently have for storing water
consumption data?"

From Figure 39 we can see that only one out of six partic ipants have applied a dedicated data
warehousing solution f or storing WDM data, while none adopts a big data engine solution. This is clearly
attributed to the lack of m assive user consumption data, since current technologies and utilities policies
do not allow the large scale deployment of data gathering, m anagement and analysis systems.
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2.1.3.2.13. What type of analysis software do you use for extracting insights from water
consumption data? *
0

1

2

3

4

Nothing
Simple
spreadsheet
programs
Off-the-shelf
statistical
analysis…
Canned reports
from our data
manageme…
Software
developed for
our needs
I don’t know

Figure 40: Responses on "What type of analysis software do you use for extracting insights from water
consumption data?"

On the other hand, there is great dispersion on the means of analysis that are applied by the several
utilities, varying from no tools to problem -specific developed software. However, only one out of six uses
such software, where the most po pular means of analysis are simple spreadsheets.

2.1.3.2.14. What is the most detailed information you have regarding the water consumption of a
specific household? *
0% 0%

0%
9%

Total water consumption over a year
18%

Total water consumption every few months
Total water consumption per month
Total water consumption per day

73%

Total water consumption every few hours
We have no access to data for specific
households

Figure 41: Responses on "What is the most detailed information you have regarding the water consumption
of a specific household?"
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2.1.3.2.15. What is the most detailed information you would like to have regarding the water
consumption of a specific household? *
0%
17%

8%

Total water consumption over a year

8%

Total water consumption every few months

Total water consumption per month

17%

Total water consumption per day
Total water consumption every few hours

50%

Total water consumption every few minutes

Figure 42: Responses on "What is the most detailed information you would like to have regarding the water
consumption of a specific household?"

Questions 14 and 15 revolve around the existing and desired granularity of water consumption data that
utilities can obtain. We c an see that the most fine -grained data available to utilities is per -month and
regards only a 9% of them, while the majority (73%) obtains data with a granularity of a few months.
It becomes c lear that the current state does not cover the utiliti es’ need ; half of the respondents state that
they would like to have data with dail y granularity , while another 34% states that they would like to have
even more fine -grained data. Of course, data of this scale require advanced storage, m anagement and
analysis solutions, which c annot be covered by the current state of the art.

2.1.3.2.16. What is the estimated size of your water consumption data? *

17%

0%
8%

67%

8%

1-5 Gigabytes
5-20 Gigabytes
20-100 Gigabytes
More than 100 Gigabytes
I don’t know

Figure 43: Responses on "What is the estimated size of your water consumption data?"
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2.1.3.2.17. What is the earliest point in time of your digital w ater consumption data starts from? *
0%

Less than 5 years from now

25%

42%

5-10 years from now
10-20 years from now

33%

Figure 44: Responses on "What is the earliest point in time of your digital water consumption data starts
from?"

Figure 43 and Figure 44 provide several insights. First, the majority of participants (67%) do not know the
size of their water consum ption data. Second, almost half of the respondents confirm the availability of
data covering the past dec ade.

2.1.3.2.18. Besides water consumption data, what other data do you use in order to analyze water
consumption? *
0

2

4

6

8

10

Demographics

Census
Geographical
Meteorological
Water quality
Consumer surveys
Water availability
Water consumption data from
other regions/countries
end-use measurement data
Figure 45: Responses on "Besides water consumption data, what other data do you use in order to analyze
water consumption?"
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The answers reveal the most important fac tors, according to water utilities, for analyzing water
consumption. As expected, demographics and meteorological data have the highest rank, since they
constitute determinants that influence water consumption. Geographic al, census and consumer surveys
come sec ond. Finally, other factors such as water quality and water availa bility seem to be less important
for most utilities.

2.1.3.2.19. Are there departments in your organization responsible for analyzing water
consumption data? *
0%
8%

No
25%

Yes, a single department
Yes, multiple departments

67%

I don’t know

Figure 46: Responses on "Are there departments in your organization responsible for analyzing water
consumption data?"

Question 19 reveals that most utilities have dedicated departments and personnel for analyzing
consumption data. This demonstrates the importance of water consumption analysis processes for the
utilities, as well as a possible lack of coherent c ollaboration tools to achieve it.

2.1.3.2.20. How do you evaluate the quality of the water consumption data you currently have? *
0%
8%

Excellent

17%

Good
17%
58%

Average
Inadequate
Poor

Figure 47: Responses on "How do you evaluate the quality of the water consumption data you currently
have?"

Figure 47 shows that only a small percentage of utilities (24%) are satisfied with the consumption data
they obtain, while th e majority (58%) does not have a c lear opinion. This figure, in combination with
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Figure 41 and Figure 42 indicate the lack of highly granular, detailed and massive data in the current state
of the WDM area. This finding is verified by Figure 48, where utilities seem dissatisfied by the resolution
(detail -granularity) of their data: only 25% evaluates their data resolution positively.

2.1.3.2.21. How do you evaluate the resolution of the water consumption data you currently have? *

8%

Excellent

17%

Good
25%

8%

Average
Inadequate
42%

Poor

Figure 48: Responses on "How do you evaluate the resolution of the water consumption data you currently
have?"

2.1.3.2.22. How do you evaluate the accuracy of the water consumption data you currently have? *
0%
8%
25%

Excellent
Good
Average

42%
25%

Inadequate
Poor

Figure 49: Responses on "How do you evaluate the accuracy of the water consumption data you currently
have?"

Interestingly, when it com es to data accurac y, only one in two are satisfied . Since water consumption data
are de jur e used for billing purposes, one would assume that their quality would be great. However, this is
not the case, with partic ipants acknowledging quality shortcom ings in their data.
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2.1.3.2.23. Have you ever been limited in your work by the lack of appropriate water cons umption
data? *

8%

9%

Never

8%

Rarely
25%

Some times
Several times
Frequently

50%

Figure 50: Responses on "Have you ever been limited in your work by the lack of appropriate water
consumption data"

According to question 23, only one third of participants declare that their work has not been lim ited (or
has slightly been limited) by the lack of better c onsumption data. This is on par with the results of
previous questions with respect to the lack of high resolution data that limits the analysis capabilities of
utilities and, thus, the quality of services they can offer.

2.1.3.2.24. Do you believe real-time water consumption data would be beneficial for your
organization? *
0% 0%

25%

Definitely Yes
33%

Probably Yes
Neither Yes nore No

Probably No
42%

Definitely No

Figure 51: Responses on "Do you believe real-time water consumption data would be beneficial for your
organization?"

This question reveals the great importance of real -time c onsumption data: three out of four utilities
consider them important, although, apparently from previous questions, they hardly obtain such data.
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2.1.3.2.25. What could real-time water consumption data be good for, in your view? *
Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

Probably Yes
30%

40%

Neither Yes or No
50%

60%

Probably No
70%

80%

Definitely No
90%

100%

Saving water

Saving energy
(from hot water)
Avoiding/smoothin
g water
consumption…
Predicting water
demand in the
future
Enabling fair water
pricing

Figure 52: Responses on "What could real-time water consumption data be good for, in your view?"

This question complements the previous one, examining the reasons why utilities c onsider real -time data
important. Interestingly, real -time data are regarded as important for all the goals presented in the
question. These two questions verify the need for real -time monitoring systems like DAIAD, where both the
consumer and the water stakeholders can gain insights and perform com plex analysis tasks on the
respec tive data.

2.1.3.2.26. Are your clients aware of water efficiency? *
0%
17%

8%
8%

Not at all
A little
Averagely
A lot

67%

Very much

Figure 53: Responses on "Are your clients aware of water efficiency?"

This question reveals a great lack of aw areness on the real status of end users -consumers, from the side
of utilities: only one out of six utilities consid er s their customers unawar e of water effici ency . However, as we
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have seen in the consumer survey ( Figure 2 to Figure 5) consumers provide very disperse and unrealistic
estim ation on their daily/shower consumptions. Thi s misconception of the current state by water utilities
can be justified by the lack of proper tools to monitor and understand actual consumption behaviors from
consumers .

2.1.3.2.27. Does the geographical area you serve face any of the following challenges? *
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Water scarcity
Seasonal/tempor
al peaks in
demand
Low water
demand
High costs of
distribution
Lots of losses in
water distribution
Increasing
consumption
Increasing
population
New
developments
and supply areas
Figure 54: Responses on "Does the geographical area you serve face any of the following challenges?"

The responses are in line with the known challenges identified in the literature . For the m ajority of
participants, the leading challenge is peaks in demand, with problems relating to population growth
following.
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2.1.3.2.28. If you have performed awareness actions for water efficiency in the past, how would
you describe their success?
0%
9%

Extremely well

9%

36%

Well
Neither well nor poor
Poor

46%

Extremely poor

Figure 55: Responses on "If you have performed awareness actions for water efficiency in the past, how
would you describe their success?"

Similarly to question 26, this question reveals the m isconception of utilities about consumer awareness ,
since an 80% considers that consumers have been suc cessfully educ ated o n water efficiency on the past.

2.1.3.2.29. How was your water pricing policy designed? *

17%
25%

Based on analysis of costs and water demand
Based on analysis of costs and water demand,
but influenced from Public Sector policies

8%

Mostly defined from Public Sector policies, with
limited influence from analysis
50%

Independent regulator

Figure 56: Responses on "How was your water pricing policy designed?"
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2.1.3.2.30. Would personalized tariffs be feasible in the area you serve? *

17%

Yes
50%

Not sure
33%

No

Figure 57: Responses on "Would personalized tariffs be feasible in the area you serve?"

2.1.3.2.31. How long would it take to change your pricing policy to support personalized tariffs for
your clients? *
0%
8%

Less than a month
25%

67%

1-6 months
6-12 months
Not feasible

Figure 58: Responses on "How long would it take to change your pricing policy to support personalized tariffs
for your clients?"

The two questions above reveal the rigidness of water utilities with res pect to changing/per sonalizing
consumption tariffs. Half of the respondents provide a negative response, with only 17% saying that
providing personalized tariffs would be feasible. Further 67% states that it is impossible to change tariffs.
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2.1.3.2.32. Which of the following actions would be required to change your pricing policy to
support personalized tariffs for your clients? *
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Notify our clients

Notify a regulatory
body
Request
permission from a
regulatory body

Decision from a
high-level
Executive in my
organization
Decision from the
CEO of my
organization
Decision from the
Board of Directors

Figure 59: Responses on "Which of the following actions would be required to change your pricing policy to
support personalized tariffs for your clients?

The responses of this question indicate the major reasons that cause the rigidness in changing tariffs. It is
obvious that the reasons are mainly policy -related.
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2.1.3.2.33. How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data and
corresponding insights for the every -day operation of your organization? *
0%
8%

17%

Extremely Important
Very Important

25%

Relatively Important
Of low Importance
50%

Not Important at all

Figure 60: Responses on "How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data
and corresponding insights for the every-day operation of your organization?"

2.1.3.2.34. How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data and
corresponding insights for medium and long -term decision making of your
organization? *
0% 0%
8%

Extremely Important
34%

Very Important
Relatively Important
Of low Importance

58%

Not Important at all

Figure 61: Responses on "How do you evaluate the importance of data analysis of water consumption data
and corresponding insights for medium and long-term decision making of your organization?"

Questions 33 and 34 examine the importance of c onsumption data for the shor t-term and long -term
operation of utilities. As expected, such data are c onside red more important for the long -term operation
(92% against 67%), though the majority of utilities recognizes their overall importanc e.
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2.1.3.2.35. Do you believe that having access to real-time water consumption data of your clients
would be beneficial for your organization in terms of: *

Definitely Yes
0%

10%

20%

Probably Yes
30%

Neither Yes or No
40%

50%

Probably No

60%

70%

80%

Definitely No
90%

100%

Decision making

Pricing policies

Anticipated water
demand

Figure 62: Responses on "Do you believe that having access to real-time water consumption data of your
clients would be beneficial for your organization in terms of:"

This question examines the main benefits of real -time consumption data for water utilities. The results are
not very informative, sinc e all questioned benefits are recognized by the utilities. The definite positive
attitude however is very encouraging; negative responses are almost absent.

2.1.3.2.36. Do you provide your water consumption data to public sector stakeholders? *

8%

17%

25%

Yes, our full records
Yes, but aggregated
No, but we do provide them with reports

50%

No

Figure 63: Responses on "Do you provide your water consumption data to public sector stakeholders?"
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2.1.3.2.37. Would you object to having your organization’s water consumption data publicly
available? *
0%

No, I don’t see any problems with that
42%

58%

Yes, because its information we must keep away
from competitors
Yes, because the quality of data is not good
Yes, because they can be considered as personal
information

0%0%
Figure 64: Responses on "Would you object to having your organization’s water consumption data publicly
available?"

Questions 36 and 37 reveal the divided viewpoints of utilities with respect to consumption data privacy. A
17% provides their full consumption records to public sector stakeholders while another 50% provides
them aggregated. On the other ha nd, 42% agrees in making consumption data publicly available, against
58% that raises privac y concerns. The responses to these questions make it clear that systems like DAIAD
should ensure privac y of c onsumption data and c learly c ommunicate this feature, b oth to end users and to
water utilities.

2.1.3.2.38. Assuming your clients purchased a product that reduced their water consumption by
20% on average. Do you believe the purchase of this product should be subsidized by
your organization? *
0% 0%
17%

No
Yes, at most by 5€ per citizen (£4)
Yes, at most 15€ per citizen (£12)
83%

Yes, the full cost

Figure 65: Responses on "Assuming your clients purchased a product that reduced their water consumption
by 20% on average. Do you believe the purchase of this product should be subsidized by your organization?"
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This question reveals the unwillingness of wat er utilities to subsidize products that fac ilitate water saving.
This indicates that such devices and systems should be of low cost so that it is possible for end users to
obtain them on their own.

2.1.3.2.39. Assuming your clients purchased a product that provided yo u with their real-time data
water consumption, with an average error of 20%. Do you believe your organization
would use this data? *

8%

No, I don’t see how it would be useful

25%

No, we don’t have the means to exploit this data
No, because the error is quite high

34%
8%
8%
17%

Yes, but only out of curiosity and evaluation
Yes, but it would be of limited use
Yes, it would be of significant use

Figure 66: Responses on "Assuming your clients purchased a product that provided you with their real-time
data water consumption, with an average error of 20%. Do you believe your organization would use this
data?"

This question reveals the dispersed opinions of utilities about water monitoring systems with less than
optimal accurac y. Around six out of ten utilities would use inaccurate data (with 20% error), however, only
42% would actually utilize them for non -experimental tasks.

2.2. Discussion panel
2.2.1. Methodology
The Consortium partners organized group -specific discussion panels on the functionality and services of
DAIAD. Each panel c onsisted of homogenized groups of 5 -10 partic ipants from different dom ains:
consumers, researchers and utility repr es entati ves . The purpose was to have an open discussion regarding
the functionality and services of DAIAD. At the beginning of each panel, a short introduction to DAIAD was
given and the participants were informed about the confidentiality of the discussion. Then a free
discussion followed in order for the participants to express their opinions and preferences on several
aspects of the DAIAD fram ework. The coordinator of the discussion was free to direct the panel based on
its composition and area of expertise, m aking sure, however, that points presented in the surveys would
eventually be discussed.
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2.2.2. Participants
Three panel discussions c overing three different stakeholder groups took place: a consum er panel with
seven partic ipants, a panel consisting of researchers in the domain of water resource management and a
panel of five water utility employees, specialized in several domains: water effic iency, social media and
communications and research and innovation. Due to the heterogeneity of the participant groups, we next
separately present the major insights obtained by the disc ussions. Note that the complete minutes of the
discussions are presented in Appendix I .

2.2.3. Overview of insights
2.2.3.1.

Consumer Panel

The major insights from this discussion panel are as follows.


The information on water usage could be integrated with energy/resource consumption
information and visualize d by in -home displays. The most desirable way would be on the
smartphone (so no other device has to be installed).



Integration with external (weather) and internal (heating) information would be welcome.



Consumers express that they would principally spend money for a water monitoring system if the
return on investment is significant.



Direct feedback should be unobtrusive.



Consumers would also like to see c onsumption information directly at the faucet, the showerhead,
or on the tiles behind the faucet.



Direct and indirect feedback is required. An aggregation of the whole information on the shower
could be visualized afterwards.



Persuasive and factual feedback forms are preferred as direct feedback.



Saving tips are interesting but should be personalized.



The willingness to share data depends on the audience and on the added value. For sharing
information with a community a nonym ity is definitely required .

2.2.3.2.

WDM Researcher Panel

The following list summarizes the major insights from the discussion panel on WDM researchers.


The most important benefits from water metering are considered: water (and energy) saving and
adjusting/controlling water demand. Though, several other benefits are also mentioned (see
7.1.2).



Water metering devic es should provide high resolution measurements and real -time feedback.



Researchers are positive towards data sharing. They consider that water utilities and research
institutes can be c onside red trustworthy by the consumers.



There are concerns about users being willing to pay for the device/system.
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Meaningful and m anageable amount of recommendations/interventions for water consumption can
be conceivable/acceptable by the users. Direct and pers onalized feedback would be preferable.



Mobile phones and fixed displays seem good means of interventions.

2.2.3.3.

Utilities Panel

The following list summarizes the major insights from the discussion panel with water utility employees.


Water utilities are positive on SWM for providing higher granularity data and encouraging
consumption behavior changes.



Management of water demand and consumer consumption by water utilities has issues and could
be improved.



High granularity data (e.g. per m inute) is desirable, as lon g the tools to analyze them are also
provided.



A system like DAIAD would help study consumption and behavioral changes and educate people on
their c onsumption.



Data sharing in social platforms is considered important. Also, providing consumption related co st
and emissions, as well as rewarding behavior changes could be useful.



Concerns involve the fact that measurements need to be very accurate, the cost of the devices, the
need to promote/motivate their use, privac y, c ompatibility issues and possible radia tion.

2.3. One-to-one interviews
2.3.1. Methodology
The Consortium partners organized one -to-one interviews on the functionality and services of DAIAD. The
participants came from different domains: water supply and wastewater treatment, water suppl y compa nies’
consultant, environm ental policy regulator , water policy regulator and environmental agency . The purpose was
to have an open discussion regarding the functionality and services of DAIAD. At the beginning of each
interview, a short introduction to DAIAD was given and the participant was informed about the
confidentiality of the disc ussion. Then a free discussion followed in order for the partic ipant to express
her opinions and preferences on several aspec ts of the DAIAD framework. The coordinator of the
discussion was free to direct the discussion towards the area of expertise of the interviewee , making sure,
however, that points presented in the surveys would eventually be discussed.

2.3.2. Participants
Six interviews took place with one researcher, two representat ives of water suppliers, two representatives
of water regulators and a representative from an environmental agency. Next, we present the major
insights in four subsections, corresponding to the four types of interviewees. Note that the c omplete
minutes of the discussions are presented in Appendix I.
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2.3.3. Overview of insights
2.3.3.1.

Researcher Interview

The following list summarizes the major insights from the interview on water researcher.


Smart metering can be useful for leakage identification, and less for load manag ement and water
saving.



Data sharing with water suppliers, service providers and sc ientists will be acceptable by
consumers.



Willingness to pay is a concern; suppliers are expected to be more willing than c onsumers.



Interventions will be acceptable by the users, espec ially via the monitoring device or the mobile
phone.

2.3.3.2.

Water Supplier Interview

The following list summarizes the major insights from the interviews on representatives of water supply
companies.


Smart metering can be useful for water saving. Thou gh, extensive user/household profiling is
required. Covering only one faucet is a disadvantage.



Data sharing with water suppliers, service providers and sc ientists will be acceptable by
consumers.



Water suppliers are only willing to pay for water consumpti on analysis. Users are not expected to
pay.



Interfering/intervening with the consumers should be limited, discrete and careful. It could also
be very expensive.

2.3.3.3.

Water Regulator Interview

The following list summarizes the major insights from the interviews on water regulators.


Research and innovation in smart metering are welcome. Currently WDM domain is left behind
w.r.t. tools and apps, especially compared to energy domain.



Customer engagement and companies ’ understanding of user needs and communicating w ith them ,
are important goals.



Data collection and analysis only indirec tly affects/interests water regulators.



Water polic ies in general encourage smart metering technologies for water. However, there are
both opportunities and barriers for sm art meterin g projects.

2.3.3.4.

Environmental Agency Interview

The following list summarizes the major insights from the interview on environmental agency
representative.
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Financial incentive s, detailed information on user consumption and user insight on their
consumption are features that are m issing from c urrent WDM tools.



Smart metering and projec ts like DAIAD can be helpful in the WDM/ water efficiency area.



A smart metering system has to be easy to use and m aintain, to allow c onsumption comparison, to
provide simple-user friendly feedback, to be inexpensive and reliable and generic enough to be
utilizable by several systems.



Being able to extract high resolution consumption data from many users would be useful for WDM.



It is unclear whether current policies favor smart met ering technologies or whether such
technologies will be widely adopted in the future.
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3. Use Cases
In this section, we present the major use cases of DAIAD organized along the major deployment and
exploitation scenario s. A high -level scenario description is provided for each group of use c ases in order
to identify: (a) the environment and assumptions under which DAIAD will operate, (b) the involved
stakeholders and their relationships, and (c ) significant key performance indicators and/or goal -setting
that must be achieved. The provided use cases, in conjunc tion with insights gained from stakeholders that
were presented in the previous sec tion will be used for establishing the user requirements of DAIAD.

3.1. Consumer
Consumers include c itizens who are concerned about their water and energy consumption as well as those
who are fascinated by smart everyday -objects. Consumers may be driven by the desire to curb their water
and energy consumption , to raise a wareness among family and friends, or the y may be simply interested in
quanti fying their own beha vior and in being exposed to new technologies. Further, they may simply be
provided with DAIAD in the context of a demonstration/trial or roll -out organized by a stakeholder (e.g.
utility, local admin istration). As such, DAIAD is installed and used to meet one or more of these goals. In
addition, all Consumers are considered as clients of water and energy utilities and acquainted with simple
mobile devices.

3.1.1.1. Stakeholders


Consumer. She has purchased a D AIAD kit (or granted, or recei ved co -fi nanci ng ), installed it in her
residence, and monitors her water consumption. She is assumed to own a mobile devic e (phone
or tablet, with Internet connectivity and Bluetooth c apabilities) . Further, DAIA D may be instal led
in a single fixture, or multiple fixtures inside a residence. Similarly, multiple residence members
my use DAIAD with the option of pairing their own mobile device or not.



Utilities (Water and Energy). Access to customer data can help water utilities t o augment, improve,
and evaluate their water management practices. The key interest may differ between the
companies, as some want to increase or decr ease water demand, depending on environmental
conditions and business targets formulated by their sharehol ders or local authorities. The same is
valid for gas and electricity providers. However, as they mostly operate in more liberalized
markets, they additionally have to focus on winning new and retaining existing customers as well
as on up-selling (e.g. gree n tariffs with a higher margin) and cross-selling (e.g. add -on services).
Therefore, these utilities want to use detailed consum er data for targeted marketing and enhanced
business development purposes.



Privacy protection interes t groups and related regulatory bodies. These organizations advocate a
careful usage of data that could possibly infringe consumer privacy. They promote aspects such as
data ownership of the consumers, the right to delete data from files, and they aim to keep control
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over personalized data in the hands of the consumers. Moreover, clear, easy -to-understand data
protection policies are am ong their key objec tives.


Citizen associa tion/NGO . These stakeholders inc lude organizations that are active in sustainability
issues. They want to prom ote sustainable consumption behavior and increase the awareness on
the side effects of water c onsumption.



Local authoriti es . These parties want to gain access to detailed consumption data (often in
anonymized form to avoid privac y issues) in order t o augment water management practices and to
promote user partic ipation regarding sustainability issues. As such, the motives are primarily
rooted in existing/emerging issues regarding water and energy management.



Public authorities a nd regul atory bodies ta rgeting water supply . In addition to the reasons outlined
for local authorities, public authorities and regulatory bodies have an interest in gaining better
data to develop, evaluate, and selec t policy measures to implement fair and sustainable prac tices
regarding water supply and billing.



Mobile apps and Internet of Things (IoT) developers . Software and hardware developers want to
disseminate and sell products and software applications that provide added value to the
customers. For them, open interfaces to retrieve consumption data are important. Equally
important are trusted mec hanisms that allow the consumer to grant access to their consumption
data.

3.1.2. UC1 –Installing DAIAD@feel
The consumer installs the DAIAD@feel in a fixture following the provided print ed visual instruc tions,
requiring no tools, nor c alibration . In c ase the device includes an in -situ DAIAD@know c omponent, as soon
as water runs through the fixture, information is displayed in r eal-tim e to the consumer ( water and energy
consumption, temper ature, effi ciency scal e ). When a new extraction process starts after a pause longer than
2 minutes, the device resets itself, and again starts c ounting from zero. Any member of the household can
use the device, without any action required.
In case the device does not include an in -situ DAIAD@know component, it first needs to be paired with a
mobile device where DAIAD@home is installed.

3.1.3. UC2 –Installing DAIAD@home
The consumer installs DAIAD@home in the same manner as with any other mobile application, by sim ply
visiting the application store available in her mobile device. The first time the application is installed the
consumer has the option of signing in with an existing account (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) or create a set of
credentials (email, password). F urther, she is informed that with the same credentials she can have access
to a version of DAIAD@home over the Web, providing a more analytical overview of her data and activities.

3.1.4. UC3 –Pairing DAIAD@home
The consumer has the option of pairing her mobile device with DAIAD@home, so that information from
DAIAD@feel can be provided to non -integrated DAIAD @know interfaces, analyzed, or shared. The c onsumer
must be in possession of Bluetooth -enabled (BT 4.0 or newer ) mobile device (phone, tablet) and must
previously have installed D AIAD@home to her mobile device. The consumer must open DAIAD@home in her
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mobile application and let water pass in the fixture where DAIAD@feel is already installed. Pairing is
performed either with a sequence of tim ed water on-off events, or a PIN, according to provided
instructions. The consum er verifies the proper pairing by viewing in real -time information from
DAIAD@feel (water and ener gy consumption, tem perature, effi ciency scal e ).
The same process c an be optionall y performed with other mobile devices (e.g. tablet, mobile phones of
other household members). This enables them access to real -time and historical information when they
operate the fixture. Further, should the user have more than one DAIAD@feel devices installed at diff erent
fixtures, she is required to perform the same operation for each fixture.

3.1.5. UC4 –Data transmission
Data from DAIAD@feel are transmitted to DAIAD@hom e in an oppor tunistic manner . This happens completely
opaque to the consumer, with the purpose of hiding potential connectivity issues. First, DAIAD@feel
always maintains in a non -volatile memory data for a finite number of past water consumption events,
uniquely identified. Then, if the mobile device is in BT -proximity with DAIAD@feel during a consumption
event, r eal-time information is transmitted and stored to D AIAD@home, along with past water c onsumption
events stored in the non -volatile memory. DAIAD@feel uses the unique identifiers of past events to
maintain data consistency and non -duplic ation . The same process also serves the case wh ere more than
one mobile device is paired with DAIAD@feel.
Data from the mobile device are then sent over to the DAIAD@home web applic ation whenever the mobile
device has Internet connectivity.

3.1.6. UC5 –Alerts
The consumer may set alerts that help to keep track of saving targets, or be informed about events
requiring her attention. The consumer may select from DAIAD@home a predeterm ined list of specific
thresholds (e.g. flow rate over a given limit, shower duration over 20min ) or events ( e.g. succeeded avera ge
water consumpti on lower tha n the national average ). Notifications are sent based on user-defi ned preferences
to the mobile device , by email or in social media.

3.1.7. UC6 – Real-time interventions
The consumer is provided through DAIAD@know with real -time information regarding her water
consumption ( vol ume of wa ter us ed, temperatur e of water, ener gy consumption from hot water ), in addition to
interventions visualizing in a naï ve and easy to understand manner aspects of her consump tion behavior.
These stimuli are informative and educative in nature, aiming to enable the consumer to associate her
consumption behavior with the actual impact in water and energy use. Further, the consumer may also
receive automatic alerts/recommendation s or user-defined alerts during an actual water consumption
event in the c ase of the web and mobile versions of DAIAD@know.

3.1.8. UC7 – Exploring water use
The consumer has access through the web and m obile versions of DAIAD@know to historical water
consumption data, simple exploration and analysis tools, automatically -extracted indicators, and
recommendations for improving her consumption behavior. The consumer may explore this information at
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any time, and share the provided data/insights through social media. T he mobile version of DAIAD@home
provides a concise representation adapted to the sm aller screen real -estate, with additional options and
information being available in the web version of DAIAD@home.

3.1.9. UC8 –Sharing information
The consumer at any point in time may select to publicize over the Web her water consumption and goals
achi eved. Information may be shared a nonymousl y, or assoc iated with the user’s provided social identity
(e.g. Facebook, Twitter). In the first c ase, information is anonymized by defa ult to protect user privacy;
geographical location is obfusc ated to the city -level and the only public set of demographics include age
group (e.g. 18 -25, 26-35) and household size (e.g. 1 -2, 3-5, 6+). Further, information is not public ized in
real-time, bu t after a q uar antine period of 1 month ( e.g. September’s data shared on December 1st ). The data
are available through DAIA D’s web services.
If the consumer has selec ted information sharing linked with her social identity, she has the following
options per type of information . All sharing restric tions in granularity and accuracy are included in the
system as a failsafe to protect the privacy of novice and uninformed c onsumers :


Water cons umption may be periodi cally and automatically shared in 1-month aggregated data sets .
The data are available through DAIAD’s web services. Note that the c onsumer can always download
her full water use data and share it in her own accord.



Goals achieved (e.g. reduced water consumption by 20%, shower duration below the national
average) m ay be periodic ally and automatic ally shared in social media after a 1 -day quarantine
period. The consumer has also the option to instantly share spec ific goals achieved through the
DAIAD@home application with a simple selec tion (i.e. share-to but ton).

3.1.10. UC9 – Uninstall DAIAD
The consumer c an remove DAIAD@feel from the fixture at any given time following the installation steps
backwards. The device can be stored or moved to another fixture. Further, the consumer can uninstall
DAIAD@home from her mobile device at any given time, and use only the in -situ DAIAD@know for
monitoring her water use. The consumer is requested whether a copy of her data should be saved; if the
response is negative, all relevant information is removed from DAIAD servers.

3.2. Commons
3.2.1. Scenario description
An arbitrary number of consumers (2-10,000) that have installed DAIAD in their residences decide to form
a community (C ommons in DAIAD terminology ) and thus share their water c onsumption, generate insights ,
publicize and gamify their consumption behavior. A Commons is formed in the basis of loc al proximity
(e.g. building block, neighborhood), environmental awareness (e.g. active c itizens), partic ipation in
existing groups (e.g. Citizen Assoc iation s, NGO), or in an entirely ad hoc basis (e.g. consumers not even in
the same country).
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Consumers are supported in match -m aking for forming a Commons through a dedic ated DAIAD’s web -site
(create a new, join an existing). A consumer can enter and exit (opt -out) from a Commons at any time,
with a simple selec tion in her DAIAD@home device (mobile phone). Commons can also be consolidated
(joined) and broken in its original members at any time. Further, Commons can dec ide to share its data
with other stakeholders, or c ancel a sharing agreement at any time. Self-regulation and moderation
regarding the lifec ycle of Commons and potential abusive behavior is handled entirely by the Commons
members with no external intervention.

3.2.1.1.

Stakeholders



Consumer. She has purchased a DAIAD kit (or granted, or recei ved co-fi nanci ng ), installed it in her
residence, and monitors her water consumption. She decides to partic ipate in a Commons either
due to curiosity, self -belief, or third-party incentives.



Citizen Association/NGO . It is an organization active in sus tainability issues with an existing member
or volunteer base. It wants to establish a Commons or have access to data of existing Commons.
Insights from DAIAD will be used to acc limatize with water monitoring technologies, strengthen
existing activities wit h actionable information, transfer and induce changes to the general
population, or establish a new activity focused on water monitoring.



Local authority . It wants access to Commons data in order to augment its water management
practices, or promote personal responsibility and participation in sustainability issues. As such,
its motives can be stem from simple curiosity/forward -thinking or existing/emerging issues in
water/energy management.



Public authority/Regulator y body . It is a body with a national/EU level reach in c harge of policy or
regulatory measures for water and/or energy resource management. It wants access to Commons
data for similar intents an d purposes with a Loc al authority. However, its extensive geographical
reach introduces needs for tapping into Commons data and gaining insights on a massive scale.



Utility. (Energy/W ater) . A water utility wants access to Commons data in order to augment,
improve, or evaluate its water management practic es. For an energy utility, its interest lies in
reduc ing hot water consumption and thus energy demand/CO2 output (e.g. incentives to
consumers, adjustments in pric ing, introduction of solar water heating). I n both cases, these
stakeholders are not considered committed to the DAIAD system, and simply explore its potential
uses and impac t. Consequently, they do not have access to DAIAD@utility ( specialized big data
analysis) but must be enc ouraged to adopt DAIA D in a larger scale through simple pathways and
options (e.g. co-finance/award DAIAD, trial access to DAIAD@utility , training courses ).

3.2.2. UC1 – Commons creation
A consumer publicizes its intent to create a new Commons through the DA IAD@commons service. The
consumer can have any official capacity (e.g. NGO representative, community c oordinator), but this does
not affec t the provided fac ilities (i.e. equal access to all consum ers ). The consumer provides a targeting for
the Commons (e.g. specific building, area, NGOs), additional information ( e.g. nam e, social/physical
meeting points ) and publicity status ( e.g. data sharing by defaul t, anonymous members, obfuscated
geographical locations ). The Commons is created instantly, and instantiated with data from the foun ding
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consumer. The newly established C ommons is available in a public c atalogue in DAIAD@commons. Further,
consumers are automatically notified based on geographical proximity and/or thematic preferences.

3.2.3. UC2 – Consumer enters a Common
A consumer visits DAIAD@home (mobil e app) or DAIAD@commons (web site) and searches for an existing
Commons through its c atalogue service based on various criteria (e.g. geospatial, thematic, number of
members, cr eati on date ). F urther, DAIAD@commons provides recommended Commons based on the user
profile (match-making). For each C ommons, the consumer can gain an overview of its activity and compare
it with similar ( e.g. geographical, size) Commons. The consumer can join a Com mons based on of a simple
selec tion. A notificat ion appears displaying in simple terms the acknowledgement of the membership (e.g.
data sharing, self -regulation obligation), whic h the consumer must implic itly accept. Beyond this point,
the consumer’s data (real -time/historic) are instantly shared with the C ommons group and
DAIAD@commons provide a visible reminder of the membership. Finally, there is no limit regarding the
number of Commons a consumer c an simultaneously participate in.

3.2.4. UC3 – Consumer exits a Common
The consumer can exit a Commons she alre ady participates in at any given time, either through
DAIAD@home or DAIAD@commons. Justification for opting out is optional, and exit from a group takes
place immediately.

3.2.5. UC4 – Commons insights and analytics
Any user (i.e. visitor, not a Commons member) c an visit DAIAD@commons to gain an overview of the
activity of existing Commons. This public infor mation contains solely aggregated statistics and gamifi ed
indicators to solicit interest. Examples include: num ber of members and evolution over time, aggregat ed
water consumption over time, water saving champions ( anonymized), achievements -reached (e.g. 10%
collective reduction) and experience gained (e.g. based on continuous partic ipation of members), money
saved over time (due to reduction in water/energy), c ompare activity with other Commons. At all cases, no
personal information or data that can potentially lead to the identification of actual users is provided.
Members of Commons have more finely-grained access to the above fac ilities (i.e. at the consumer level)
at their disposal, and means to motivate their peers. They can examine the exact performance and ac tivity
of other users (a gain, without access to personal information ) per type of consumption and basic
demographics, promote their achievements and participation through soc ial channels (e.g. share-i t
functionality across analytics), and set collective goals (e.g. 20% m ore members, 30% less energy for
showers). Further, they can share information with other users ( privat e forum ) to exc hange experiences,
issues, and ideas.

3.2.6. UC5 – Access to Commons data
An external stakeholder (i.e. non -Commons member) visits DAIAD@commons, identifies existing Commons
and requests access to the data they generate. Depending on the c onditions stated/agreed by the
founders of the Commons (UC 1) t he stakeholder must provide a short explanation regarding the request
(e.g. c ommercial, scientific), assign a point of contact for any inquires the Commons members have, and
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accept standardized access t erms (e.g. no reselling, no use beyond initial purpose, acknowledgement of
the source). The Commons members are notified accordingly and the request is automatically granted if
after a period of 24h at least 20% (or any other percentage defined by the comm ons members) of the
group have not explic itly declined. The stakeholder has access to data through DAIAD’s Data API
(anonymized) and only regarding real -time information (historical data will not be provided). Access to the
Common’s data can be invoked at any given time when more than 20% of the Commons members have
requested so.

3.2.7. UC6 – Commons management
Commons do not have any owners , inc luding their founding member. Each member has access to her
account, where she can edit personal information, vote on pe nding issues (e.g. oppose/invoke a sharing
request), and remove herself from a Commons. Further, members can create one of the following
standardized polls: (a) remove a specific user (e.g. abusive behavior), (b) shut -down the Commons, and
(c) invoke data access to an external stakeholder. Other members are notified to participate and decisions
are taken if YES votes exceed e.g. 20%, 50%, and 20% respectively.

3.3. NGO
3.3.1. Scenario description
A Non Governmental Organization (or C itizen Association), active on wate r efficiency and/or broader
sustainability issues, is applying DAIAD across its members and/or active citizens. There are two major
deployment and use directions, which c an c o -exist and complement each other. First, the NGO may simply
tap into existing Com mons groups and/or create a new Commons . As such, the NGO is simply repurposing
data from existing consumers and has access to the DAIAD analysis facilities and knowledge extrac tion
services. Optionally, the NGO may also distribute DAIAD kits to a sel ected user population and either
monitor its data alone or in addition to data provided by existing Commons . The latter case supports
focused studies and roll -outs of DAIAD which may also be co -financed or sponsored by a third party (e.g.
government, local muni cipality, water utility, private company). In both cases, the NGO has access to the
DAIAD analysis tools, for monitoring water consum ption, extracting actionable insights, and collecting
evidence for policy-making.
The purpose of applying D AIAD could be o ne or more of the following: (a) monitor and analyze a spec ific
geographical area challenged by wa ter shortage problems, (b) perform an awareness campaign for a local
population, (c ) gain highly granular data and demand models for given area.

3.3.1.1.

Stakeholders



Existing DAIAD cons umer . She has purchased a DAIA D kit ( or granted, or received co -fi nanci ng ),
installed it in her residence, and monitors her water consumption. She is a member of one or
more Commons, and thus sharing her water consumption data.



Citizen. She is not a DAIAD customer, but is given a DAIAD kit to participate in an NGO -organized
study and/or roll-out. She is required to install in her residence and join a Com mons. The c riteria
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for selecting each citizen are unknown (e.g. even a simple draw ), as are her tec hnological literac y
and sustainability sensitivity. As such, she is considered the most challenging user of DAIAD, as she
will require the least amount of installation and use effort.


Volunteer/active ci tizen . She is not a DAIAD customer, bu t is given a DAIAD kit to partic ipate in an
NGO-organized study and/or roll -out. She is required to install it in her residence and join a
Commons. Her volunteer status implies a heightened level of awareness and thus motivation for
installing and using DA IAD. However, technolog ical skills may also be limited.



NGO/Citizen Association . It is an organization active in sustainability issues with an existing member
or volunteer base. It wants to apply DAIAD and integrate it in studies, awareness campaigns, or
evidence -based policy m aking . Insights from DAIAD will be used to familiarize with water
monitoring technologies, strengthen existing activities with actionable information, transfer and
induce c hanges to the general population, or establish a new activity focused on water
monitoring.



Third Party. For the purposes of this scenario, all other stakeholders are considered as third parties, and as such have no direc t involvement over how DAIAD is being applied. However, they
may provide indirect support in the f orm of: co-financing/sponsoring DAIAD kits, providing access
to additional data (e.g. from smart water meters), support awareness campaigns, use insights
gained for dec ision/polic y -making.

3.3.2. UC1-NGO establishing a Commons
An NGO publicizes its intent to cre ate a new Com mons through the DAIAD@commons service. The NGO
provides a targeting for the C ommons (e.g. spec ific building, area, NGOs), additional information ( e.g.
title, social/physi cal meeting points ) and publicity status ( e.g. data sharing by default, anonymous m embers ,
obfuscated geographical locations ). The Commons is c reated instantly. The newly established C ommons is
available in a public catalogue in DAIAD@commons and in a prominent position. Further, consumers are
automatically notified based on g eographic al proximity and/or thematic preferences. The NGO has access
to all data and services of its Commons.

3.3.3. UC2-NGO requesting access to data
In addition to creating a new Commons, the NGO may request data from existing Commons and/or existing
DAIAD consumers. In the first c ase, the NGO simply follows the process established for external
stakeholder access in a C ommons. The exception is that C ommons members may decide to share their
historical consumption data, with each consumer taking that decision he rself. For the second case , the
NGO may also try to initiate and unite di ffer ent user s who might not necessarily be in the same Commons,
(i.e. very low water us ers with ver y high water users ), as a method to see how they interact and exchange
knowledge but also to yield any positive outcomes this m ight have. The NGO visits DAIAD@commons, and
provides a set of pr edefined criteria (e.g. a verage water consumption, location, demographi cs ) for potential
consumers and a population targets (e.g. min 20, m ax 100). The NGO must provide a short explanation
regarding the request (e.g. c ommercial, scientific ), assign a point of contact for any inquires the
consumers have, and accept standardized access terms (e.g. no reselling, no use beyond initial purpose,
acknowledgement of the source). The system automatically selects the appropriate consumers and notifies
them for the request. C onsumers must manually approve the request. If they have not responded over a 7 -
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day period, the request is implic itly considered as declined . Finally, consumers may invoke at any given
time the access to their data.

3.3.4. UC3-Data analysis and knowledge extraction
The NGO (as any non-Com mons member ) can visit DAIAD@commons to gain an overview of the ac tivity of
existing Commons. When the NGO has ini tiated a Commons itself, and/or has been granted access in
existing Commons, and/or specific users have granted access to their data, it has the more finely -grained
access provided to all C ommons members. Additional facilities include downloading historica l data (sociodemographi cs , cons umer interactions and water consumption information ) in sim ple formats (e.g. MS Excel,
CSV, SPSS) for further analysis . This information would be used to begin to draw out trends about
consumers who use DAIAD.

3.4. Utility
3.4.1. Scenario description
Utilities comprise wa ter companies as well as gas and el ectrici ty providers. Depending on the country, the
utility itself or dedicated, independent metering c ompanies collect and pre -process consumption data,
either manually or electro nically. A lso depending on the supply area, utilities may sometimes provide both
electric ity and water ( and sometimes even gas and district heat ), and may use synergi es in their meter -tocash processes to keep the costs down. Yet another important differen ce among supply areas/countries
relates to the degree of market liberalization and thus the possibility of the end customer to change
providers. The latter fosters c ompetition, and c onsequently advanced tariffs, better service quality, and
additional produc t offerings become a major concern of the market players.
Our main target group is water utiliti es which need to offer attractive products to their customers, improve
customer satisfaction, and aim at m anaging water supply in a sustainable way. Doing so, they are
confronted with the challenge of supplying high -quality drinking water at low c ost and, at the same time,
manage the sources of their water sustainably, such that the supply c an be maintained over a long period
of time. Our secondary target group is energy utilities, which m ay also be interested in water conservation
to the extent that hot water is concerned. This is the case since electricity providers – more often than
their counterparts from the water domain – have to avoid extended (peak) energ y consumption in times of
low supply (e.g. no sun, no wind).
A utility may apply DAIAD in one of the following ways of i ncr easing invol vem ent :


Request a ccess to data from existing C ommons in its geographical area of reac h. Its purpose is to
tap into highly granular water /energy consumption inform ation, experiment with the provided
analysis services and DAIA D’s facilities.



Purchase and distribute D AIAD equipment to a sam ple of its customers, either to evaluate the
technology and its potential impact, or to s tudy water/energy consumption in a representative
population and extract insights that can be applied for its entire customer base.
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Subsidize DAIAD for its customer base, either to raise awar eness on sustainability issue, or have
access to highly granular water/energy consumption information.

3.4.1.1.

Stakeholders



Utility. It is a private or public company, offering water and/or energy to customers (100K-5M) in a
given geographical area. It has a metering i nfrastructure in place and CRM /billing system s in
operation. Beyond that, we make the assumptions of limited expertise in data management and a
basic understanding of Water Demand Management. As such, we must support utilities operating
from and beyond this low technical and knowhow foundation.



Utility cus tomer. She is a customer of the utility, with or without the option of selecting a different
utility to serve her water/energy needs. She at least receives periodic bills presenting her water
consumption and to the respective price . She is given a DAIAD kit to partic ipate in a utilityorganized study and/or roll -out. She is required to install it in her residence and join a Commons.
The criteria for selecting each utility customer are unknown (e.g. even a s imple draw), as are her
technologic al literacy and sustainability sensitivity. A s such, she is c onsidered a challengi ng user of
DAIAD, which will require the least amount of installation and use effort.



Commons. Commons are groups of utility customers that have already purchased and installed
DAIAD, and actively share their consumption information at their own accord. As such they share a
common interest in using DAIAD, may serve as “ brand advocates ” and even offer customer support
to other utility cust omers.



Privacy protection interes t groups and related regulatory bodies. These organizations advocate a
careful usage of data that could infringe consumer privac y. They should be included in the
development process at an early stage.



Local authorities . Authorities are interested in innovative solutions offered in their region. They
also want to improve the sustainability of dem and and supply of water and energy and monitor
the utilities’ performance in accordance to this aim.



Public authoriti es and regul ato ry bodi es targeti ng water supply . Often in line with local authorities,
public authorities and regulatory bodies have an interest in long -term sustainable and cost
effective service provision while conservation and em ission targets are met.



Mobile Apps and Internet of Things developers . These developers want to dissem inate and sometimes
sell products and software applications that add value to the customers. For them, open interfaces
to retrieve the data are im portant.

3.4.2. UC1 – Accessing DAIAD@utility
The utility may download DAIAD@utility and install it in a local infrastructure. The software must be
initialized and populated with any required data. The utility has full c ontrol over the integration and
migration processes of data , user management, performance, security and disaster recovery. Another
option for the utility is to use DAIAD@utility as a cloud -based SaaS (Software -as -a-Service) deployment. In
this case the utility maintains full control over its data and user management; all other aspects are
handled automatically by the system.
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3.4.3. UC2 – Evaluating DAIAD@utility
The utility wishes to evaluate DAIAD@utility analysis servic es without investing in DAIAD hardware and
involving its customers. In this case, a utility representative creates an account in the SaaS version of
DAIAD@utility, providing information regarding her evaluation intentions. She m ay also create credentials
for additional users working in the utility which will also participate in the evalu ation. The evaluation c an
be performed in two ways: (a) with syntheti c data , provided by the system, or (b) with actual consumer’s
data provided by C ommons. In the first case the user may select from several pre-defined synthetic
datasets with parameters b eing population (100K, 500M, 1M), geographical location (South Europe,
Northern Europe), and pricing (Greek, UK tariffs). In the second case the user must follow the process of
requesting access to data from Commons; the system provides no guarantees that access to data will be
given by Commons.

3.4.4. UC3 – Organize a DAIAD deployment
The utility has access to DAIAD@utility and distributes or subsidizes DAIAD kits to its customers. The
acceptance of the equipment is explicitly escorted by the provision of their f ormal consent for (a) allowing
the utility to store and analyze their data, and (b) accepting as offi cial water consumption information the
data generated by their water meter. The consumer is provided with detailed information as to which of
her personal data are used, how this data is analyzed and what is done with the results. Further, it is
explained who (including but not limited to the utility) will have access to the data/analysis results and in
whic h form (e.g. anonymized, aggregated). Consumers the n follow the processes described earlier
regarding the installation and use of the system.

3.4.5. UC3 - Analysis
The utility applies DAIAD @utility in order to analyz e water consumption information. Data sources m ay
include any of the following: data from DAIAD u sers, historical water consumption data, third party data
(e.g. geographical, meteorological, demographics ). As such, the utility will be able to apply both highly
granular data provided from DAIAD, as well as any other water consumption data it m ay have (e.g. from
smart water meters). The utility applies t he analysis and report functions in DAIAD@utility to extract water
demand models for its population and perform what -if analysis across several parameters. Further, the
utility can always extract reports from DAIAD and provide them as input to existing ICT systems and/or
analysis processes.

3.5. Water Demand Expert
3.5.1. Scenario description
A water demand expert has access to DAIAD@utility and data and wishes to perform an arbitrary number of
analysis steps. The e xpert may work under the capacity of a utility (permanent personnel or a
commissioned service provider), a public adm inistration ( again, similar working conditi ons appl y ), or be an
academic researcher. C onsequently, the expert may have a specific targeting (geographi cal, pricing, poli cy ),
or simply explore the various parameters of water demand in search of important findings.
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In order to carry out the analyses, the water demand experts need access to at least one part of the data
stored in DAIAD@utility an d of the results of all relevant analyses that have been conducted by the utility
or other experts beforehand. The extent of this data access is subjec t to the c apacity of the water dem and
expert; she may have access to actual utility’s data, DAIAD data fr om utility customers, data shared from
Commons, or a c ombination.

3.5.1.1.

Stakeholders



Water demand expert . She is considered highly profic ient in theoretic al and practical applic ations
of water demand management. However, experience with big data collections and analysis services
offered by DAIAD may be rather limited. C onsequently, while she carries deep knowledge of
methodologies and understanding of the goal of the analysis, she may not be fam iliar with full
breadth of DAIAD capabilities.



Commons. These are existing Commons approac h ed by the expert with a request for accessing to
their data, using the standard data -request processes.



Utility. The utility is involved only when the analysis is performed on its behalf . In this c ase it is
responsible to provide the water demand expert with the required data.



Privacy protection inter est gr oups and r elated regulator y bodies advocate a careful usage of data that
could infringe consumer privacy. They should be included becau se data with restric ted
accessibility are given to a third party (i.e. the water demand experts) and analyzed by them.

3.5.2. UC1 – Initialize a study
In case the study is not supported by a utility operating DAIAD, the expert must create credentials in
DAIAD@commons and send data sharing requests to Commons of her selection. The expert automatically
has access to the SaaS version of DAIAD@utility, in which data from Commons become available when the
access is granted. Further, the expert may reuse other public d ata integrated in DAIAD@utility, or upload
her own data.
In case the study is supported by a utility operating DAIAD, the expert is provided with access to
DAIAD@utility from the utility’s responsible administrator.

3.5.3. UC2 – Analysis and exploration
Experts use data and DAIAD@utility analysis servic es to perform an arbitrary number/type of studies
across a temporal and geographic al span selected by them. The software supports them with analysis and
reporting facilities, which may include identification of para meters influencing consumption, extraction of
demand models, clustering population, etc. The expert has complete freedom over her analysis, can save
intermediate results, and export them at any step of the process.
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4. User Requirements
In this section we present the user requirements that will guide the development of the DAIAD system. The
requirements were compiled by examining the online surveys, the discussion panel s and one -to-one
interviews.
Before we proceed, a high-level overview of DAIAD archi tec ture is shown in Figure 67. The top level
includes the DAIAD@feel module which provides real -time water consumption data. This data is used by
the middle level that consists of three modules, nam ely DAIAD@home, DAIAD@c ommons and DAIAD@utility,
whic h offer data analysis services to a single user, communities of users and water utilities respec tively.
Finally, at the bottom level, there is the DAIAD@know module that in cludes user interfaces for interacting
with the DAIAD system.

Figure 67: High Level Architecture Overview
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4.1. DAIAD@feel requirements
Terminology
Sensor idle
state
Extraction
Process

DAIAD@feel sensor is in idle state when no water flow is measured for at least 2 minutes. DAIAD@feel sensor exits
idle state whenever measurable water flow is observed.
An extraction process is the time interval between two consecutive temporal events of exiting and entering the
sensor idle state

DAIAD@feel
Automatic resetting

When a new extraction process starts after a pause longer than 2 minutes; the device resets itself and starts
a new measurement session.

Measurement:
Water flow rate

DAIAD@feel will measure water flow rate in liters per second in real time.

Measurement:
Temperature

DAIAD@feel will measure the temperature of flowing water in Celsius scale in real time.

Computation: Energy
consumption

Using real time water flow rate and temperature measurements, DAIAD@feel will compute an estimation for
the associated energy usage in kWh during an extraction process.

Computation: Water
consumption

DAIAD@feel will compute the total water consumption of an extraction process.

Energy autarkic

DAIAD@feel will not require an external power source or integrated battery. It will generate the necessary
power from water flow.

RF-connectivity

DAIAD@feel will support Bluetooth 4.0 (or newer).

Discoverability /
Pairing

DAIAD@feel should be able to be discovered by and paired with other devices that support Bluetooth 4.0 (or
newer).

Mobile device
compatibility

DAIAD@feel will be RF-compatible with Android and iOS mobile devices.

Real-time data
transmission

DAIAD@feel will transmit in real time measurements for water flow, temperature and associated energy
usage.

Historical data

DAIAD@feel will maintain a record of at least the past 50 consumption events in non-volatile storage;
consumption events will be identified uniquely.

Opportunistic
transmission

A mobile device may request any subset of the historical data available during a current consumption event.
The data are sent during the current consumption event, along with real-time data.

Localization

DAIAD@feel will be able to be localized w.r.t. measurement units and unit costs for different markets.

Autonomous
operation

DAIAD@feel may operate autonomously when it is integrated with DAIAD@know, or RF-connected with an insitu DAIAD@know component. In autonomous operation no data will be available to other DAIAD
components; the user will receive information and stimuli only from the aforementioned DAIAD@know
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DAIAD@feel
components.
Connected operation

DAIAD@feel may operate in a connected mode when it is paired with DAIAD@home. In connected operation
data may be available to all DAIAD components; the user will receive information and stimuli from all
available DAIAD@know components.

Data Transfer
Security

Data will be protected with encryption to preserve user privacy.

Ease of use

DAIAD@feel will be easily installed by end-users, with no tools, expert assistance, or calibration required

Drinking water
appropriateness

DAIAD@feel will have drinking water approval

4.2. DAIAD@know requirements
DAIAD@know
Versions

DAIAD@know will be available in several versions of increased expressiveness, depending on its integration
across DAIAD components. These versions are: (a) integrated display with DAIAD@feel, (b) in-situ component RFconnected with DAIAD@feel, (c) integrated with DAIAD@home (mobile/web), (d) integrated with
DAIAD@commons (web), (e) integrated with DAIAD@utility (web).

Integrated
display

The integrated display will automatically provide real-time consumption data and alerts from a set of pre-defined
consumption events which are extracted from DAIAD@feel. The user will not be able to interact with the display.

In-situ
component

The in-situ component will automatically provide simple stimuli to users, alerting them from a set of pre-defined
consumption events which are extracted from DAIAD@feel. The user will not be able to interact with the display.

Mobile

Note: the relevant user requirements are integrated in the DAIAD@home section.

Web

Note: the relevant user requirements are integrated in the DAIAD@home, DAIAD@commons, and DAIAD@utility
sections.

4.3. DAIAD@home requirements
DAIAD@home
Availability

DAIAD@home will be available as a software for mobile devices (Android and iOS).

Supported devices

The UI and analysis capabilities will be adjusted accordingly to the available screen.

Installation

The consumer installs DAIAD@home by simply visiting the application store available in her mobile device.

Sign-in

The user will be able to create a new account or log in with an existing social media account. The same
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DAIAD@home
credentials will be used for accessing all aspects of DAIAD@home.
Pairing

Pairing of DAIAD@home with DAIAD@feel will be performed either with a sequence of timed water on-off
events, or a PIN. The user will provide information for the physical deployment of DAIAD@feel.

Multi-device
support

Pairing of DAIAD@feel with different mobile devices operating DAIAD@home will be supported as to enable
data access from different mobile devices and/or different users.

Multi-DAIAD@feel
support

Pairing of DAIAD@home with different DAIAD@feel devices will be supported, as to enable monitoring across
all points of consumption in a single residence, or across different residences.

Uninstall

DAIAD@home can be uninstalled at any given time. All user’s data will be deleted upon the user’s request;
operation of DAIAD@feel is not affected.

Internet
connectivity

DAIAD@home will require internet availability from the mobile device (WiFi or mobile network) in order to
perform all cloud-based operations. Data transmission will be handled by the software depending on
internet connectivity.

Localization

DAIAD@home will be automatically localized w.r.t. measuring units and UI language. The user may change
localization preferences at any given time.

Local storage

DAIAD@home will locally store consumption data provided from the paired DAIAD@feel.

Cloud storage

DAIAD@home will support transmission and storage of consumption data to cloud storage for safekeeping,
further analysis, and provision of web-based DAIAD@know interventions. The user will be required to
provide her explicit consent, which may be revoked at any given time. In this case her data are deleted from
the cloud storage.

Local Interventions

DAIAD@home will integrate local DAIAD@know interventions to inform users and induce changes in their
behavior. These interventions will focus on immediate, real-time stimuli and exploration suitable for mobile
devices.

Web Interventions

The user will have access to DAIAD@know web-based interventions to inform users and induce changes in
their behavior. These will only be available if the user has enabled the cloud storage of consumption data.
Web-based interventions will be of increased complexity and interaction, focusing on exploration and
generating insights from historical consumption data.

Real-time data

The user will receive real-time information for her water consumption, water temperature and energy use.
This information may be arithmetic, graphical, auditory or symbol-based, depending on the user’s
preferences.

Alerts

The user may select an arbitrary number of predetermined alerts, including thresholds, events and trends,
which are automatically analyzed based on her consumption data. The alerts will be pushed to the user’s
mobile device, email, or social media, based on her preferences.

Recommendations

The user will receive recommendations for improving her water consumption. The recommendations can be
provided in real-time, or presented at a later stage, depending on her preferences.

Indicators

The user will have access to statistics and indicators automatically calculated based on her water
consumption. These will provide a ‘one-glance’ overview of her consumption habits and may be arithmetic,
visual or symbol-based.
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DAIAD@home
Trends

The user will be presented with automatically calculated trends based on her consumption, in addition to
estimates of her future consumption.

Historical data

The user will have access to her historical water consumption data, with facilities enabling visualization and
exploration.

Consumption
classification

The user will be presented with information categorizing her consumption across several consumption
events. The events will be identified automatically and will be accompanied with relevant recommendations.

User feedback

The user will be optionally requested to provide feedback on specific interventions. This information will be
used to improve the analysis algorithms, recommendations, and personalization.

Profile

The user may provide information regarding her profile/preferences to improve the provided interventions

Multiple users

The user may indicate that she is not the only water consumer in the residence. In this case DAIAD@home will
automatically attempt to identify individual users based on their water consumption habits and user
feedback (if provided).

Data sharing

The user will be able to download and share her data/indicators through social networks. The extent of data
sharing and anonymization will be decided by the user.

4.4. DAIAD@commons requirements
DAIAD@commons
Availability

DAIAD@commons will be available as a web site, where the user will be able to search, create, register
and unregister in several Commons groups.

Versatile group creation

Any user will be able to create a group at any time, with a simple selection in her DAIAD@home device.
Also groups can be joined together and broken up.

Group participation

Any user can join and leave any group at any time. Terms of membership are shown to the user on
registration. All user’s data will be deleted upon the user’s request, when leaving a group.

Membership eligibility

Any kind of user (consumer, active citizen, NGO, etc.) can create and participate in a group, with exactly
the same privileges. A group will be managed by the members, no owner will exist and each member
will be able to edit personal information, vote on pending issues, etc.

Sign-in

The user will be able to create a new account or log in with an existing social media account. The same
credentials with DAIAD@home will apply.

Group initialization

The Commons group creator will provide information describing the group. These may include a
targeting, additional information and publicity status.

Public group catalog

A catalog will provide a list with all available groups for users to join. Commons recommendations
(match-making) will be available based on group and user attributes.

Localization

DAIAD@commons will be automatically localized w.r.t. measuring units and UI language. The user may
change localization preferences at any given time.
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DAIAD@commons
Multi
household/user/device
support

DAIAD@commons will be able to access and process data from arbitrary DAIAD@commons members,
upon their consent.

Group standardized
polls

Members can create one of the following standardized polls: (a) remove a specific user, (b) shut-down
the Commons, and (c) invoke data access to an external stakeholder. Decisions are taken if certain
percentage thresholds are reached.

Parameterized group
creation

A stakeholder will be able to create a Commons group by inviting users (already participating in
Commons) that satisfy specific restrictions on a set of predefined indicators, including average water
consumption, location and demographics.

Terms of use for
parameterized group
creation

The stakeholder-creator will assign a point of contact for any inquires the consumers have and accept
standardized access terms. The users may accept or decline the invitation or revoke access to their data
any given time.

Limited visitor data
visibility

A non-member user can overview a group's anonymized activity and compare it with other groups.
These data will include: number of members and evolution over time, aggregated water consumption
over time, water saving champions, achievements-reached, and money saved over time due to
reduction in water/energy.

Extensive members data
visibility

Members of a group will have access to more detailed, but still anonymized, data. These will include
exact performance and activity indicators of other users per type of consumption and basic
demographics.

Extensive-anonymized
members social
functionality

DAIAD@commons will allow social facilities, including examination and comparison to the exact
performance and activity of other users per type of consumption and basic demographics, promotion
of their achievements and participation through social channels and setting collective group goals.
Further, they can share information with other users (private forum) to exchange experiences, issues,
and ideas.

Data API

A Data API will be provided to external stakeholders. The API will provide anonymized, real-time
consumption information of the members.

Advanced Data API

Upon group members’ consent, the Data API will further provide historical data regarding sociodemographics, consumer interactions and water consumption information.

Terms of use for Data API

Access to the Data API will be granted to external stakeholders if a percentage of group members do
not decline it. Access can be revoked at any time by the members. The stakeholder will provide
explanation regarding their access to the group's data and accept standardized access terms.

Cloud storage

DAIAD@commons will store and process consumption data in cloud infrastructures.

Web Interventions

DAIAD@commons members will be able to inform other members and induce changes in their
behavior. Web-based interventions will be of increased complexity and interaction, focusing on
exploration and generating insights from historical consumption data.

Motivation functionality

Means of motivation and gamification will be available to members of a group.

Private forum

A private forum will be available for members to discuss their goals, achievements, interventions,
news, etc.
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DAIAD@commons
Data sharing

The user will be able to download and share her data/indicators through social networks. The extent of
data sharing and anonymization will be decided by the user.

Recommendations

DAIAD@commons will provide recommendations on user consumption, based on collaborative analysis
of consumption data from several users. Clustering techniques will be applied to identify subgroups of
similar users in several levels (proximity, demographic similarity, similarity of consumption patterns,
etc.) and produce the corresponding recommendations for consumption behavior changes.

Personalized
recommendations and
interventions

DAIAD@commons will explore user provided profiling information and group consumption data and
metadata to provide personalized recommendations and interventions for the user.

Consumption statistics

DAIAD@commons members will be able to explore their historical consumption data and anonymized
data from the other group members and extract aggregate data.

Indicators

DAIAD@commons will have access to statistics and indicators calculated based on her water
consumption. These will provide a ‘one-glance’ overview of her consumption habits and may be
presented in several visualization ways.

Trends

DAIAD@commons members will be provided with automatically calculated trends based on their
consumption, as well as aggregate (average) or analytical consumption trends of other group
members, allowing the estimation of their future consumption and the comparison with group
members in several levels.

Historical data

DAIAD@commons members will be able to explore their historical consumption data and anonymized
historical data from the other group members.

Advanced exploration
and querying capabilities

DAIAD@commons members will be able to query the available consumption data, with a set of
predefined-configurable queries and filter the results w.r.t. several predefined variables, including
time, demographics and thresholds on consumption values.

Data visualization

DAIAD@commons will provide several data visualization options including charts, trend diagrams,
analytical tables, symbols, faceted filtering of data.

User feedback

Optionally the user will be requested to provide feedback on specific interventions. This information
will be used to improve the analysis algorithms, recommendations, and personalization.

Collaborative
consumption
classification

The user will be presented with information categorizing her consumption across several consumption
events. Collaborative knowledge from several DAIAD@commons users will be used to achieve more
precise event categorization and behavior comparison, thus inducing consumption behavior changes.

Forecasting

Forecasting and what-if analysis based on WDM models and historical water consumption and
contextual data will be supported.

Results visualization

The system will be able to provide visualizations of the results in the form of (a) charts and graphs,
presenting several facets different granularities of data and metadata, (b) simple and intuitive
efficiency indicators, (c) tables containing analytical and aggregate consumption data, (d) symbols.

Privacy and
anonymization of user
data

The system should ensure privacy of user data, when required by the user. User location,
demographics and time of measurement will be obfuscated to strengthen the anonymity of users.
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4.5. DAIAD@utility requirements
DAIAD@utility
DAIAD@common
functionality

DAIAD@utility will incorporate DAIAD@common’s functionality, w.r.t. data storage, processing and analysis,
including trend identification, what-if analysis, forecasting, clustering and classification and group/user
management. Further, it will extend several analysis functionalities to address the specific needs of water
stakeholders regarding the exploration, design and validation of Water Demand Management strategies.

Installation/deploy
ment options

DAIAD@utility will be available in two versions for installation: (a) local installation, where the software will
be initialized and populated with any required data and the stakeholder-user has full control over the
integration and migration processes of data, user management, performance, security and disaster recovery;
(b) as a cloud-based SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) deployment, where the stakeholder-user maintains full
control over its data and user management.

Dataset access

The user may obtain synthetic datasets with pre-defined parameterizations, such as population (100K, 500K,
1M), geographical location (South Europe, Northern Europe), and pricing (Greek, UK tariffs), or ask access to
real user consumption data from DAIAD@commons.

Data integration

Integration of other third sources that may provide geographical, meteorological data, demographics or
smart water meters data will be supported. Demographics should have higher priority.

Advanced analysis
capabilities

The system will allow advanced facilities, including identification of parameters influencing consumption,
extraction of demand models, clustering population, what-if analysis.

Advanced
modeling
capabilities

DAIAD@utility will provide services that allow stakeholders to explore the hidden correlations of the
parameters that shape water demand strategies and water pricing, including interactive parameterization of
processing algorithms and interactive selection of variables for building the WDM model.

Query functionality

The stakeholder-user will be able to submit custom queries to the data and the results of the analysis
produced in a specified query language.

Predefined queries A large set of predefined, configurable queries will be available to the stakeholder-user, including aggregate,
filtering and join queries.
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5. DAIAD Architecture
5.1. Introduction
In this section, we present the DAIAD architecture and explore possible solutions to the challenges
enacted by the user requirements. Initially, we present an overview of the DAIAD logical architec ture,
identify the main DAIAD hardware and software modules , and establish the dependencies and data flow
paths between them. Next, we provide a more detailed view of each module and investigate different
architectural solutions, enumerating the advantages and drawbacks of eac h one. Finally, we describe the
software integration prac tices to be applied, the deployment scenarios of the DAIAD system , and our test
setup.

5.2. Logical Architecture
In this section, we introduce a high -level overview of the DAIAD logical architec ture and identify the main
data flow paths in th e D AIAD system. The logical architecture of DAIAD is depic ted in Figure 68 and
consists of three layers, namely Data acquisition, Storage and Analysis , and Presentation .

Figure 68: Logical Architecture

The first layer contains a single module, DAIAD@feel.


DAIAD@feel is a sensor device installed at water extraction points that collects real time water
consumption data. DAIAD @feel is the most critical module of the DAIAD stack since its proper
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functionality allows accomplishing the main goal of the DAIAD project, i.e. acquisition and analysis
of highly granular real tim e water consumption data.
Data from DAIAD@feel is used by the next layer, which consists of three modules, namely DAIAD@home,
DAIAD@commons and DAIA D@utility.


DAIAD@home is responsible for connecting to DAIAD@feel sensors and downloading any available
data. Once data is successfully downloaded, DAIAD@home can perform ana lysis on loc al data
collected from one or m ore sensors and generate recommendations and alerts for the user.
Optionally, if the user has given her consent, data is uploaded to DAIAD@commons and /or
DAIAD@utility.



DAIAD@commons is a social and collaboration platform that allows users to form communities and
share their water consumption data. DAIAD@commons exchanges data with DAIA D@home instances
installed on registered user’s mobile devices. It offers more advanced analysis fea tures that
generate recommendations and alerts based on data spanning the whole com munity. M oreover,
DAIAD@commons provides reliable secondary storage for the user’s historic al data. Users can
browse and download their historical data using any implementat ion of DAIAD@know applications.



DAIAD@utility offers advanced functionality for supporting water demand management needs.
DAIAD@utility collects data from both DAIAD@home installations for registered users and
DAIAD@commons communities. Further, it integra tes and manages several third -party datasets for
analysis (e.g. geographical, SWM data, historical water consumption data) .

Finally, the last layer is the presentation layer which is responsible for conveying stimuli regarding water
consumption, and enabl ing knowledge extrac tion . This role is served by DAIAD@know , whose appropriate
instantiations are integrated in the DAIAD@feel, DAIAD@home, DAIAD@commons, and DAIAD@utility.

5.2.1. Components
In this section, we present a m ore detailed view of all DAIAD modules. Each module is collapsed to its
basic components and a description is given for their functionality, their relationships and dependencies
with other components, their external interfaces and the associated design dec isions and their rationale.

5.2.1.1.

DAIAD@feel

DAIAD@feel in its simplest form is an energy autarkic sensor that measures real -time water c onsumption at
the fixture level. In this section we do not exam ine the mechanical design of the sensor, but instead we
focus on the least functionality a sensor should provide to external modules for satisfying the main use
cases described in Section 4.1.
Since data transm ission is opportunistic, DAIAD@feel should be able to store measurements of past
consumption events to avoid data loss. D ata will remain stored until a connection is establi shed to
DAIAD@home. To that end, non -volatile memory must be integrated into the sensor for storing historical
data. This data will be kept until either it is safely uploaded to a paired DAIAD@home client, or until there
is no more memory spac e for storing new measurements. In the former case, the DAIAD@home c lient may
request the removal of stale data. In the latter, the oldest data will be overwritten. Every consumption
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event will be stored alongside a unique identification number generated by the sensor. This number will
be unique per device and will allow DAIAD@home to distinguish redundant data transmissions.
DAIAD@feel will support the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) standard for uploading data. BLE provides
functionality for discovering, pairing and exchan ging data with other Bluetooth enabled devices with
significantly low power consumption. If no suitable Bluetooth profile exists for water metering, a custom
BLE profile will be developed that will offer services for uploading data to a client. Moreover, n ovel and
well documented procedures will be established for pairing a DAIAD@feel sensor with a BLE enabled
mobile device hosting DAIAD@home.

5.2.1.2.

DAIAD@home

Figure 69: DAIAD@home architecture

The DAIAD@home architec ture is depicted i n Figure 69. The main components of DAIAD@home are:


The Storage Manager offers persistence functionality to the rest of DAIAD@home components. It
stores measurement da ta from DAIAD@feel devices, historical measurement data, application
configuration settings and user preferences, intermediate and final results from local data
analysis, user spec ific rec ommendations, notific ation settings, and server -side data that may b e
downloaded for enhancing local analysis and recomm endation processing.



The C ontext Manager observes Wi -Fi and Bluetooth c onnectivity status, battery status, device idle
state and available storage space. When a change is noticed or a specific threshold i s reached, it
triggers appropriate events using the Event Broker. Other DAIAD@home components receive these
events by subscribing to the Event Broker.



The Event Broker implements a messaging system using the publish/subscribe pattern, that allows
DAIAD@feel components to be loosely coupled. Instead of having every component registering
callbacks to all the components it interacts with, it only subscribes for specific events from the
Event Broker. The Event Broker simplifies event handling by centralizing t he message exchange
process. Among others, the events published by the Event Broker inc lude: W i -Fi connectivity status
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changes, Bluetooth connectivity status changes, battery low status, sensor data exchange
completion, server data download completion, ana lysis processing completion, and
recommendation processing completion.


The A nalysis component provides lightweight implementations of the analysis and
recommendation algorithms that will be developed in the context of the DAIAD project. It
subscribes to th e Event Broker for receiving events when (a) consumption data is uploaded from
any paired DAIAD@feel sensor, (b) analysis results are downloaded from DAIAD@commons, (c) a
user changes his preferenc es and notific ation settings and (d) battery low status is detected.



The Notification Manager allows a user to create, enable and disable notification events by
combining a set of pre -determined rules that use specific parameters computed either by the local
analysis engine (e.g. daily total water consum ption of t he user ) or by the server analysis engine ( e.g.
weekly a verage water consumption compared to other users ). Moreover, system alerts are supported
in order to inform the user about recommendation results or events that may require her
attention ( e.g. unus ual spikes in water consumption ). The Notification Manager subscribes to the
Event Broker for receiving events when analysis and recommendation results are available.



The Data Exchange component encapsulates all the logic for data transfer operations required by
DAIAD@home. Data transfer operations include disc overy, pairing and data exc hanging with BLE
enabled DAIAD@feel sensors, measurement data uploading to DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility,
and downloading analytical results/recommendations computed at the D AIAD backend for
enhancing the local analysis and recommendation engine. Whenever any of the aforementioned
tasks is completed, an appropriate event is published to the Event Broker.



The Scheduler is responsible for supervising the execution of asynchronou s tasks. The scheduler’s
primary job is the initialization of data exchange tasks at specific intervals set by the user
preferences or when specific events occur ( e.g. the free storage space is running low or Wi -Fi
connecti vity has been d etected ). The Sche duler will subscribe to the Event Broker for receiving
events from the Context Manager.
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5.2.1.3.

DAIAD@commons / DAIAD@utility

Figure 70: DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility architecture

DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility share the same architecture but differ on the analytical functionality
they offer and the user interface they present. The main components of the architecture are depicted in
Figure 70.


The A uthentic ation and Authorization Service controls user access to DAIAD offered functionality by
managing user accounts and assigning permissions. Users can either create an account using an
email address and password , or sign -in with an existing Fa cebook or Twitter account. F or
DAIAD@utility only the first option will be available. Moreover, when a user creates an account for
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DAIAD@utility, the account is not activated imm ediately. Instead it is activated after the
intervention of an administrator w ho validates and ac k nowledges the account creation.


The Data Acquisition Servic e handles data uploading requests from DAIAD@home clients and
stores water consumption data in a NoSQL database. In order to upload data successfully, the
clients should present valid credentials and each m easurement should be tagged with a unique
DAIAD@feel device identifier.



The ETL Service is responsible for executing all
data pre aggregation. Additionally, if wor kload
data from DAIAD@feel and analysis data from
stores), the ETL Service will synchronize the two
loaders in order to c onsol idate data from
meteorological data, into the DAIAD database.



The Sc heduler Service schedules and orchestrates the exec ution of maintenance tasks including
ETL tasks. The Scheduler service will use information fr om the cluster ’s health service (see below)
to throttle task execution.



The A nalysis and Rec ommendation Engine is responsible for executing analysis requests like
Hadoop Map Reduce jobs or what -if queries. It im plements algorithms for analyzing data and
stores information about analysis models. Analysis results are stored in the DAIAD NoSQL
database.



The Event Broker implements a messaging system using the publish/subscribe pattern, that allows
DAIAD services to communicate in a loosely coupled manner. For instance, if the c luster health
service detects that computing resources drop below a spec ific threshold, it c an inform the
scheduler service to adapt its scheduling polic y.



The C luster Health Service collects data from different components of DAIAD and p rovides a
unified view of the cluster status. This information can be used by the administration service to
generate notifications. Likewise, DAIAD@utility UI can use this information to compose insightful
dashboards for system administrators. In general m ost systems like HBASE, Cassandra, M ySQL that
are presented in Sec tion 6.2 provide a service for reporting system status. Nevertheless, for day to
day operations, a mashup of these services is more produc tive.



The DAIAD@home Service handles requests from DAIAD@home clients. Among others, the requests
handled by the DAIAD@home service include: downloading historical data, fetching analysis results
and notific ation dat a from DAIAD@commons, managing DAIAD@commons operations etc.



The C ommons M anagement Service is responsible for managing all DAIAD@commons
administrative tasks and providing DAIAD@commons analysis func tionality. The exposed API has
access to a subset of the algorithms and analysis models supported by the analysis and
recommendation engine.



The W DM Analysis Service provides full access to all algorithms and analysis models supported by
the analysis and rec ommendation engine to DAIAD@utility. The knowledge dis covery workbench
application is built on top of the API exposed by this service.



The A dm inistration Service provides an API for m anaging DAIAD@utility deployment, exposing
cluster health service information and controlling scheduler service tasks and polic ies. The
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exposed API will be used for implementing a separate DAIAD@utility portal section for c luster
administration.
Most of the desc ribed functionality of the top level components will be published by implementing HTTP
Web APIs using JSON for exc hangin g data. These APIs will be used for im plementing the DAIAD web
applications functionality. Moreover, in order to increase interoperability with 3 r d party web applications
and services, the web APIs will support Cross -Origin Resource Sharing (CORS). CORS al lows web resourc es
to be requested from different domains than the one that hosts DAIAD.

Figure 71: DAIAD@home mobile application architecture

5.2.1.4.

DAIAD@home mobile application

The c omponents of the DAIAD@ home mobile application is presented in Figure 71. The user interface and
application logic c omponents will be implemented using the M odel View Controller (MVC) pattern that
allows the clear se paration of the application logic and model from the user interface. Application Logic
component will interact with the following DAIAD@home components through appropriate programmatic
interfaces:


It will configure notific ation rules for DAIAD@home notific ation & alert manager
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It will subscribe to event broker for receiving events from all DAIAD@home components in order to
provide appropriate visual feedback to users.



It will store user preferences and application data to the storage manager component

Finally, the commons client will offer a subset of DAIAD@commons func tionality to the mobile application
like browsing communities, joining communities or retrieving community analysis results.

5.2.1.5.

DAIAD web applications

The DAIAD system includes the following web applications:


DAIAD@home web client, optim ized for both desktop and mobile browsers



DAIAD@commons portal that will provide simple analysis tools and community management
features



DAIAD@utility portal that will host the knowledge discovery wor kbench and user administration



DAIAD@utility administration portal for monitoring the cluster status and managing DAIAD
deployment and provisioning.

In order to enhance user experience, all applications will be developed as Single Page Applications (SPAs)
by using the DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility HTTP Web APIs. Moreover , the M odel View View -M odel
pattern will be used to facilitate a clear separation between the user interface and any applic ation logic,
including calls to DAIAD W eb APIs.
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5.3. Physical Architecture
In this section, the physical architecture of DAID is presented. The arc hitecture is desc ribed in the context
of a cloud-based installation using either physic al servers or virtualization. Additional details about other
deployment alternatives are provided in section 5.5. Next the data storage architecture is explored in
more detail and important design dec isions and the rationale for them is explained.

5.3.1. Overview

Figure 72: DAIAD physical installation

The DAIAD physical architecture overview is illustrated in Figure 72.


Highly granular real -time water c onsumption data is initially collected from DAIAD@feel sensors.
The gathered raw data of one or more sensors is transferred to a paired mobile device running
iOS or Android operating sy stem with DAIAD@home installed.



DAIAD@home transfers water consu mption data to DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility. During
data transmission, DAIAD @home attempts to m inimize the computing, bandwidth and energy
overhead of the hosting device by employing fluent heuristics.
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Incoming data streams of water measurements are pro cessed by one or m ore dedicated web
application servers. In addition , load balancing is used to attain higher throughput. Using
dedic ated servers prevents mixing different requests types and API calls, which can complicate
performance issues tracing .



Measurement data is stored in a low latency, high write throughput NoSQL database. This
database will act as an ac tive data archive for DAIA D data, offering both safe storage and easy
access to highest granularity water consumption data. At this point the data collection c ycle is
complete and data is stored safely in the DAIAD infrastructure.



Granular sensor data is extracted, transformed and loaded to a secondary NoSQL data store either
in real-time (see section 5.3.2) or by exec uting batch processing. During this phase data
quantization and aggregation may be performed based on the required analysis scenarios. For
example, real-time consumption data is split and ag gregated in temporal slots of one or five
minutes intervals depe nding on the required accurac y.



During the phase of data c leansing, additional data may be retrieved from a relational database.
The relational database is used for storing frequently changing data, like DAIAD@commons
community memberships, user profiles and preferences, application metadata, cluster
management information , etc. The goal of using a different store for this type of data is to
minimize the delete operations on the NoSQL databases .



Except for water consumption data uploading requests, external requests to DAIAD include, web
client requests, mobile application data API calls, DAIAD@utility and DAIAD@commons data API
calls. A ll these requests are handled by a separate c luster of web applic ation servers in order to
achieve workload segregation as explained earlier. Moreover, loading balancing is implemented
whic h can further isolate the request workload.



Finally, one or m ore application servers will be deployed for handling high latenc y requests, e.g.
execution of Map Reduce jobs and running services like cluster monitoring and administration.

5.3.2. Data Storage
Data Storage is one of the most important asp ects of the DAIAD architecture, guaranteeing optimal
performance, high availability and low latency query responses. Although using a mixed persistence model
will increase redundanc y and deployment complexity, it will also achieve query workload isolation. In
DAIAD we expect mainly four query worklo ad types:


A continuous stream of write only queries with sensor data from DAIAD@home. As long as no
extensive read queries are submitted simultaneously, key value or wide column NoSQL data stores
tend to handle such workloads efficiently.



Numerous read onl y queries that request a s mall portion of the stored data. For example, a user
requests to download historical consumption data for a specific interval, browse s analysis results
and recommendations about her own consumption behavior , or views information about the
DAIAD@commons communities she partic ipates to.



Numerous read/write queries that update user preferences and settings, configure notific ations,
manage DAIAD@commons communities and memberships, initialize analysis jobs and retrieve
administration information.
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Read queries that involve scanning large portions of the stored data at a high granularity level.
Such queries are usually part of the execution of complex analysis algorithm s and Map Reduce
jobs.

For the first three workload types, responses a re expected to have low latenc y. Otherwise, user experience
may decrease significantly. The last workload is expected to have high latency but this is acceptable since
it involves querying vast amounts of data. Nevertheless, if interacti ve analysis is expe cted (e.g.
implementation of the what -if analysis module ), hierarchical pre -aggregation and data filtering may be
further applied to limit the size of input data.
Running both low and high latenc y workloads against a single data store may result in unpredi ctable
performance behavior, especially for the queries that require low latency responses. For instance, load
spikes are expected to be high ly probable for queries originating from DAIAD@home. Starting a resource
expensive M ap Reduce job simultaneously ma y forc e DAIAD@home clients to resubm it failed uploading
requests. A scenario like this is quite likely to occur and opposes to DAIAD’s princ iple of collecting
measurements data timely with the minimum impac t on user devices. Moreover, adding more servers t o
the cluster will scale the cluster’s performance uniformly for all workload types. Thus, it will be hard to
quantify the benefits for each workload type separately. In contrast, it is preferable to sca le specific
workload processing, e.g. add additional servers for handling data analysis only.
Hence, we propose using two distinct NoSQL stores in the cluster, one for handling continuous streams of
measurement data and one for handling the rest of the workload types. Optionally, analysis results may be
written to the latter store too. However, the suggested configuration increases redundancy and disk space
requirements. To alleviate this problem, analysis performance can be traded for disk space by lowering
the replication factor of the second store. The per formance tradeoff is due to the fac t that the fewer data
replicas are, the less parallelization is attained.
Data migration from one data store to the other will either be performed using batch jobs executing in
regular intervals or dynam ically by using ap propriate cluster topology and configuration. For an example
of the latter solution see section 6.2.4.
During the development phase, we plan to do extensive testin g of different c onfigurations using data from
the Synthetic Data Generator. We plan to create representative query sets for each workload type and test
different storage schemes, including both different NoSQL implementations and single or multiple data
stores installations.
Finally, we will use a relational database managem ent system (RDBMS) for storing frequently changing
data such as user profiles, DAIAD@commons community memberships and application metadata in order
to provide low latency responses to D AIAD@commons / utility and DAIAD@know web clients.
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5.4. Integration
During the DAIAD development lifecycle several tools will be used to coordinate and accelerate the
development process. A project Wiki 5 will be used for sharing architec ture and design documents among
partners. A GitHub repository 6 will be used for source code management, task management and bug
trac ing. Finally, we plan to employ Continuous Integration in order to sim plify the deployment and
streamline the evaluation of the developed software. The proposed Continuous integration flow is shown
in Figure 73. Initially, an automated build operation will be executed after a new code commit. Next,
static code analysis will be performed for detecting potential bugs. Finally, the generated software
artifacts will be packaged and stored in a build repository, ready to be deployed to the DAIAD test servers.
Code
Commit

Automated Build

Code
Analysis

Packaging

Build
Repository

Figure 73: Continuous Integration flow

5.5. Deployment
In this sec tion, we present DAIAD deployment scenarios and the options each of them offers.

5.5.1. In-house deployment
This is the most flexible DAIAD deployment scenario and applies t o (a) service providers who want to
provide DAIAD as a service, or (b) to water utilities who want to have an in -house DAIAD deployment. In
both cases, we will refer to the service provider or water utility as the owner of the installation .
The owner of th e installation is responsible for all aspects of the system, including security, availability,
scalability, cluster management, disaster recovery, resource distribution, etc. Once all DAIAD modules are
configured, the owner of the installation can enable D AIAD@utility and/or DAIAD@commons features
through the adm inistration panel, manage users, and import data.
Finally, the DAIAD@utility owner will have to either upload a pre -c onfigured DAIAD@ home mobile
application version to Apple iTunes and Google Play , or guide his customers (or commons members) to
configure their existing DAIAD@know installations for uploading data to his infrastructure.

5.5.2. Software as a Service
DAIAD@utility as a service is the simplest deploym ent scenario. A water utility may contact a service
provider and request the creation of a DAIAD installation. The service provider will allocate resources,
install DAIAD components and perform any required configuration. Once the installation is completed, the
5
6

http://wiki.daiad.eu
https://github.com/daiad
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water utility can access the administration portal to manage users and import data. The water utility will
have access to the whole D AIAD functionality except for the cluster administration portal.
The DAIAD@utility provider will also have to offer a pre -configured version of the DAIAD@ home mobile
application for the custom ers of the water utility to download.

5.6. Test Environment
In order to assess DAIAD functionality and performance, a cluster of virtua l servers will be deployed. By
default, each virtual server will have 4 logical c ores, 4 gigabytes of memory and 200 gigabytes of disk
space. These specifications may vary depending on the role of the virtual server. Several types of virtual
servers will be instantiated, including:


Five or more servers for hosting HDFS DataNodes and HBase RegionServers.



One server for hosting HDF S NameNode and HBase Master Server.



One optional server for hosting HDFS secondary Nam eNode.



One or more servers for hosting ZooKe eper (required by HBase).



Five or more servers for hosting Cassandra nodes. Cassandra node installations may share the
same virtual servers with D ataNodes and RegionServers.



One application server for hosting DAIAD@know, DAIAD@commons and DAIAD@utility web
applications.



One application server for handling data acquisition of water consumption data from
DAIAD@home.



One server for running the synthetic data generator.

The aforementioned configuration represents the minimum requirements for DAIAD development a nd
testing. During the trials, more servers will be required in order to attain availability and fault tolerance.
To that end, additional servers will be deployed inc luding:


A HDFS secondary NameNode server.



A secondary HBase Master Server and



Two ZooKeeper nodes.

5.7. Synthetic Data Generator
5.7.1. Introduction
The Synthetic Data Generator (SD G) is a software application that will generate big water consumption
data given a set of parameters. The novelty of the SDG is its ability to produce water consumption data of
high granularity i.e. resembling the output generated by a large DAIAD@feel install base (ranging from
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hundr eds of thousands t o millions of devices ). The SDG will evolve over the course of the project to produce
more accurate data by utilizing the water consumption models and analysis results introduced in WP6.

5.7.2. Relevant Work
Big data generation is currently a hot research topic due to the increased interest in big data management
and the fact that most real big datasets are pr oprietary and not available to the public . To circumvent the
lack of big datasets, several attempts have been made to c reate synthetic data generators. In t he following
sections we present two state -of-the-art systems.

5.7.2.1.

Yahoo! Cloud System Benchmark

Yahoo! Cloud System Benc hmark 7 (YCSB) implements an extensible framework for benchmarking systems.
YCSB supports different workloads and implements interfaces for the most commonly used NoSQL
databases. The YCSB architecture is depicted in Figure 74. YC SB accepts two parameter files, one for
configuring the workload (e.g. % of read, write and scan operations ), and one for configuring the
database interface (e.g. connection parameters for a specific NoSQL database ). The Workload executor is
responsible for generating the data, loading it to the data store and executing the worklo ads. Workload
execution is performed by one or more threads and execution statistics are collected by a separate
module.

Figure 74: YCBS architecture

In order to execute data oper ations, a store -spec ific database interface layer is implemented that
translates simple data operations into database spec ific calls. The m ain extension points of YC SB are the
workload executor and database interface layer. The default workload executor can be replaced with a
new implementation that offer s more complex operations. Moreover, a new data store can be tested by
implementing the appropriate database interface layer.
7

https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB
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5.7.2.2.

BigDataBench 8

BigDataBench is a holistic solution for generating data and benchmarking data management systems. It
provides parall el and distributed data generation and workload execution. In contrast to YCSB that uses
simple distributions like uniform and Zipfian, BigDataBench utilizes data models extracted by real datasets
to enhance the data generation process. Moreover, BigDataBe nch allows the creation of flexible
benchmark scenarios by abstrac ting data operations and workload patterns. In particular, data operations
are abstrac ted into three c ategories, namely the single element, single set and double set categories. Each
categor y includes typical operations i.e. put, get, delete, filter and project, aggregate, order by for single
element and single set categories respectively. Likewise, the abstrac ted operations can be c ombined to
form different workload patterns like single oper ation, multiple operation and iterative operation
workloads. C urrently, BigD ataBench supports search engine, e -commence, and social network application
domains and produces text, graph and table data.

5.7.3. SDG Roadmap
In the context of the DAIA D projec t, we have selec ted to extend the BigDataBench framework in order to
support the water consum ption application domain. The current version of SDG available in our repository
is a basic port of the BigDataBench. We plan to extend SDG in three steps. Each step wil l increase the
complexity and accurac y of the SDG and will add new features to it.

8



Initially, we will focus on generating big data in size. A small set of input param eters will be used,
including the size of dataset, time span, area and population. Correla tions and other factors that
influence consumption will be ignored (i.e. uni form data distributions will be assumed whenever
random values are req uired ). Moreover, we will make a prelim inary attempt to develop and loosely
integrate water models in the data generation process.



In this step, we will focus in increasing the accurac y for low granularity data over a large area and
time frame. To this intent, water consumption models and analysis results (such as age and incom e
distributions ) will be integrated i n the data generation process. M oreover, small scale real data
will be used as input to enhance the overall data acc uracy.



Finally, we will attempt to increase the accuracy of high granularity data by using (a)
personalization and c lustering and (b) parame ters, models and dimensions from WP5 and WP6
respec tively.

http://prof.ict.ac.cn/BigDataBench/
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6. Tool stack
6.1. Overview
In this chapter we present the libraries, frameworks and tools we are going to evaluate for implementing
the software components of the DAIAD system as well as the software sy stems and applications that we
will deploy, extend and inc orporate in the DAIAD architecture. First, we present data management systems
and processing frameworks for managing and analyzing big water consumption data. Next, we briefly
enumerate mobile appli cation development approac hes and present two distinctive frameworks. Finally,
we discuss web applic ation development and present web development libraries and frameworks
organized in two sections, targeting c lient -side and server -side development respecti vely.

6.2. Data management
As pointed out in Deliverable 1.1, NoSQL databases are not always replac ing existing database or data
warehouse solutions , but instead complement them, resulting in m ixed persistence models. M oreover,
depending on the antic ipated quer y workloads, a solution may be more appropriate than another. In
section 5.2 we have presented the DAIAD architecture and proposed a diverse persist ence model using
both NoSQL and relational database solutions. In this section we are presenting the most important
storage solutions and processing frameworks we are going to evaluate and use during the DAIAD
development.

6.2.1. MySQL
MySQL 9 is one of the m ost p opular open source relational databases that delivers high performance and
scalability. It is compliant with a broad subset of the SQL 1999 standard and is released under both a
commercial license and the GNU General Public License (GPL). MySQL offers dist ributions for many
operating systems inc luding Linux and Microsoft Windows and provides A PIs for many programming
languages including Java, Microsoft C# and Python.
Moreover, the MySQL Fabric framework supports high availability and scalability by c ombinin g data
replication and partitioning (sharding). Availability is achieved by employing a master slave replic ation
architecture in a set of servers, forming a high availability (HA) group. Scalability is attained by
partitioning data across m ultiple HA group s. It is im portant to notice that administrators should decide
how data are partitioned in contrast to automatic ally data partitioning offered by NoSQL databases.
Nevertheless, partitioning is transparent to the end users and no proxy is required for routi ng requests to
the appropriate servers. The latter is accomplished by having the connectivity API manage routing.
9

http://www.mysql.com/
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Finally, M ySQL offers a unified visual tool, namely M ySQL W orkbench that allows database administrators
and developers to easily inspect and m anage database instances.

6.2.2. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a distributed, highly available and scalable file system, designed
to run on commodity hardware and is an integral c omponent of the Hadoop ec osystem. H DFS splits files in
blocks which are replic ated across a set of servers. The storage servers are c alled DataNodes. A single
server in the c luster, namely the NameNode, is responsible for managing the file system namespace
(directory structure), coordinatin g file replication and maintaining metadata about the replicated blocks.
Every time a modification is made e.g. a file or directory is created or updated, the NameNode creates log
entry and updates metadata. Clients contact the NameNode for file metadata a nd perform I/O operations
directly on the DataNodes. A high level overview of the HDFS architecture is depicted in Figure 75.

Figure 75: HDFS architecture

The NameNode is a single point of failure in a HDFS c luster. In order to increase availability, the
NameNode maintains multiple copies of the metadata and log files. Moreover, an optional secondary
NameNode c an be deployed for creating ch eckpoints for the metadata and log files. Creating checkpoints
allows for faster recovery times. In addition, HDFS can be c onfigured to use multiple independent
NameNodes, thus implementing many autonom ous file system namespaces. The latter feature increas es
I/O operation throughput and offers isolation between different applications.
Finally, HDFS is optimized for managing very large files, delivering a high throughput of data using a
write -once, read -many-tim es pattern. Hence, it is inefficient for handl ing random reads over numerous
small files or for applications that require low latenc y.
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6.2.3. HBase
Apache HBase is a free, open source, distributed and scalable NoSQL database that c an handle tables with
billions of rows consisting of millions of columns. HBas e is built on top of HDFS and enhances it with real
time, random read/write access.
The architec ture of HBase is similar to that of HDFS. Table data is organized in regions that are managed
by a set of servers, namely RegionServers. Usually a RegionServer is installed on every DataNode of the
underlying HDFS storage c luster. By default, each region is served by a single RegionServer. Still, HBase
can be configured for region replication if availability is more important than c onsistency. Fault tolerance
is attained by storing HBase files to HDFS. Likewise, an HBase Master node is responsible for monitoring
RegionServers and load balancing. Usually, the HBase Master is installed on the same server with HDFS
NameNode. In addition, m ore than one HBase Master ma y be present in a master/salve configuration in
order to c ircumvent single point of failure issues. Finally, A pache ZooKeeper is used for coordinating and
sharing state between master and region servers. C lients connect to ZooKeeper for submitting requests
and read and write data directly from and to the region servers.
HBase integrates seamlessly with Hadoop Map Reduce framework since they share the same underlying
storage. Moreover, since rows are sorted by row key, HBase scales well for both fast row key scans across
tables as well as single row read operations. Hence, HBase can be effic iently used both as a Hadoop Map
Reduce source as well as a data store for ad -hoc querying and low latenc y applic ations.

6.2.4. Cassandra
Apache Cassandra is a massively scalable , open source NoSQL database designed for m anaging large
amounts of structured, semi -structured, and unstructured data across multiple data centers. In contrast to
HBase, Cassandra employs a master less architecture with no single point of failure. Node fa ilures are
handled by the cluster automatic ally and no external systems, like ZooKeeper, are required. In Cassandra
all servers in the cluster are equivalent and c lients can connect to any of them to perform read and write
operations.

Figure 76: Cassandra replication example
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Data in Cassandra is stored as rows organized into tables with a required primary key. C assandra uses
consistent hashing for partitioning the rows by the first component of the primary key. Inside eac h
partition, rows are c lustered on the remaining c olum ns of the primary key.
Nodes are also assigned a unique value (token) in the range of possible hash values and are logically
organized in a ring, positioned in ascending order of this value. A node is responsib le for the range of
hash values starting from the token of his predecessor (exclusive) to its own token (inc lusive). The only
exception is the node with the lowest token which gets both all keys less than that token, and all keys
greater than the largest t oken in the ring. Hence, a node’s value determines what keys it is the first
replica for.
Once a row is stored in the appropriate node, it is replicated to N -1 more nodes where N is the
replication fac tor of the specific table. The selection of the N -1 nod es is performed using a predefined
replication strategy. For instance, the simplest available strategy places additional N -1 replicas on the
next nodes c lockwise in the ring without considering topology. It is important to remember that the first
node that stores a row is only acting as a proxy for the client and is not special by any means. A ll replicas
are treated equally.
Figure 76 demonstrates the partitioning and r eplication strategy desc ribed earlier. In this example, we
assume that there are four nodes and the hash value range is from 0 to 100. Moreover, a replication
factor of two is used and a simple replication strategy is employed. Therefore, for the configura tion in this
example, a row key with hash value equal to 14 is assigned to nodes 2 and 3.
Cassandra also allows tunable tradeoffs between consistency and latency. This is feasible due to the
method Cassandra uses for reading and writing rows. In particular , when a client reads or writes a record,
it spec ifies the required c onsistency level, which is the number of nodes that the read or write operation
should be successful before returning. The lower the consistenc y level, the lower the response latency will
be.

Figure 77: Workload isolation using Cassandra configuration
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Finally, Cassandra supports workload segregation. That is an administrator can assign different sets of
Cassandra nodes for serving different workload types e.g. r eal time and analysis processing c an run side
by side without the latter affecting the performance of the former. This is achieved by using more c omplex
replication strategies that consider the network topology. An example of such a configuration is
demons trated in Figure 77 . In this configuration twelve servers are logically separated into two groups,
namely data center one and two. The two groups are configured with a replication factor of three and two
respec tively. Clients connect to servers of Data Center 1 to write new rec ords. Likewise, clients who
execute analysis queries, connect to D ata Center 2. Data are synchronized between the two clusters
automatically. However, analysis query workload does not interfere with real -time, low latenc y writer
requests.

6.2.5. Hadoop Map Reduce
Hadoop M ap Reduce is a big data proc essing framework that simplifies the development of highly
parallelized and distributed programs. D eveloping distributed programs requires handling many tasks
including data replication, data transfer between servers, fault recovery, management of many parallel
executing tasks etc. Hadoop abstracts the complexity of developing parallel and distributed applicatio ns
by making all the aforementioned tasks transparent, allowing developers to focus on the problem under
consideration.

Figure 78: MapReduce computing model

The Hadoop Map Reduc e initial version shared an architecture sim ilar to HDFS. In particular, a
TaskTracker resided on every DataNode that was responsible for performing c omputations on the spec ific
server. Similar to the NameNode, a JobTracker was acting as a master node that performed resourc e
management and job scheduling and monitoring. In newer versions of Hadoop Map Reduce, resource
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management and job scheduling has been assigned to a new component, nam ely YARN 10. Therefore, the
implementation of other dist ributed computing models, such as graph processing, over a Hadoop cluster
is possible and also Hadoop Map Reduce focuses exclusively on data processing.
The c omputing model of Hadoop Map Reduce is depicted in Figure 78. A Map Reduce program requires the
implementation of two methods, namely Map and Reduce. The Map method transforms input data to a set
of intermediate key value pairs which are partitioned on the generat ed key. Then, the intermediate
partitioned key value pairs are sorted and grouped by the generated keys. Finally, the c reated groups are
processed by the Reduc e method and the final output is produced. Both intermediate and final results are
stored on HDFS .

6.2.6. Apache Flink
Apache Flink ( formerl y Str atosphere ), is a general purpose, distributed and efficient data processing
framework that provides an extensive set of operators for expressing complex algorithms. Flink operators
are designed to work in memory and gracefully fallback to external memory algorithms once memory
resources become scarce.
One of the most prominent feature s of F link is the support for iterative operators. Many algorithms
relative to machine learning or graph processing require multiple ex ec utions over a set of data.
Implementing such algorithms with Hadoop Map Reduce is not efficient since the latter saves intermediate
and final results to HDF S (during, and after each iteration ). Moreover, another important aspect of Flink is
that it applies job execution plan optim ization sim ilar to what relational databases do for query execution
plans. Hence, instead of just executing a job expressed as directed acyc lic graph (DAG) of operators, F link
optimizes the job execution by reordering operators a nd selecting appropriate implementation algorithms
for each of them. The goal of the optimization is to reduce both data shuffling and computation time.
Finally, although Flink is independent of Hadoop, it implements support for HDFS and YARN, JDBC data
sources and HBase connectors.

6.3. Mobile framework
6.3.1. Overview
One of the most important modules of the DAIAD system is the DAIAD@ home mobile applic ation, which will
be responsible for collecting detailed water c onsumption data from DAIAD@feel devices. Hence, its
successful implementation is of critical importance for delivering the promised functionality of the whole
DAIAD system.
We are planning to develop the mobile application for two platforms: Apple iOS and Google Android .
Currently the two aforementioned plat forms account for 90% of smartphone sales for 2013 according to
Gartner 11. In general, there are three prom inent development options for mobile applic ations, namely,
Native, HTML5 and Hybrid.
10
11

For a more detailed presentation of YARN and Hadoop Map Reduce architecture refer to Deliverable 1.1
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2665715
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6.3.1.1.

Native

Native applications are specific to a given mobile platfo rm and are built using platform -specific tools, e.g.
Eclipse for Java 12 and Android SDK 13 for Android or Xcode 14 and Objective -C 15 for Apple iOS. Native
applications achieve the best performance and have full access to all hardware -spec ific features like GP S,
Bluetooth, wireless connectivity , etc. The main drawback of this approach is that two different
implementations have to be developed and no c ode reuse can be attained.

6.3.1.2.

HTML5

HTML5 applications are implemented using standard web tech nologies like HTML5, Java Script/CSS, and
are device agnosti c. Users access t he applications using a browser; hence it is easy to develop cross
platform applic ations that work on multiple devices. Moreover, the distribution and upgrade of the
application is simplified, since no native code resides on the device. Their main disadvantage is the
troublesome access to device-specific hardware features (e.g. Bluetooth or GPS ) and to provide secure
storage or offline session management.

6.3.1.3.

Hybrid

Hybrid applications attem pt to combine the best features of the previous approaches by embedding
HTML5 applications inside a nat ive container. Rich user interfaces can be easily construc ted using HTML5
and the native container gives access to device hardware features. Moreover, the application has to be
written once and be executed on m any platforms. Finally, using JavaScript as th e programming language,
the developer has access to all libraries and frameworks presented in sec tion 6.4.
Nevertheless, there are some important shortcomings ass ociated with the hybrid approach. Firstly, since
the application is executed as a web page inside a native container, performance is not optimized.
Secondly, allowing users to navigate between different web pages, may result to poor user experience
since t he application may be unresponsive during the page loading phase. The latter problem can be
alleviated by implementing Single P age Applications (SPA). For more information about SPA see sec tion
6.4.1.
Next we present two fram eworks for developing hybrid and native mobile applications, namely, Apache
Cordova 16 and Xamarin 17.

6.3.2. Apache Cordova
Apache Cordova is a framework for developing hybrid mobile applications. The app lication is implemented
using HTML5, JavaSc ript and CSS. Developers can either implement the user interface (UI) from scratch or
use one of the many available touch optimized JavaScript UI frameworks like jQuery Mobile 18, Sencha
12

https://www.eclipse.org/downloads/

13

http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
15
https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/cocoa/conceptual/ProgrammingWithObjectiveC
16
http://cordova.apache.org/
17
http://xamarin.com/platform
18
http://jquerymobile.com/
14
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Touch 19 , Kendo UI 20 and Angula rJS 21 . In the first case, developers must be watchful and account fo r
implementation differences in the web rendering engines each operating system offers, in order to
achieve parity for the UI appearance across multiple devices. In contrast, using a UI fra mework
substantially alleviates this problem.
Moreover, C ordova offers a set of JavaScript applic ation programming interfac es (APIs) that allow access
to the most common native device APIs including geoloc ation, storage and network functionality among
others. More significantly, these APIs are consistent across multiple platforms, hence, code has to be
written only once. In the case that the developer requires access to a native API that is not supported e.g.
Bluetooth connectivity, C ordova offers a plugin architecture for implementing JavaScript bindings to
expose the required native functionality to the JavaScript code. Furthermore, Cordova community already
offers hundreds of plugins accessible from the Cordova plugin registry 22.
Moreover, a Cordova applic ation is packaged in the native device format e.g. for Apple iPhone an iOS
application archive is c reated. Likewise, for Android an Android Application Package file is c reated. A user
can install the application through the corresponding platform applicati on store e.g. A pple iTunes or
Google Play, as she would with any other native application.
Cordova is currently available for the following platforms: iOS, Android, Blackberry, Windows Phone, Palm
and Symbian, it’s free and open source software and distrib uted under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

6.3.3. Xamarin
Xamarin is a framework for developing native mobile applications for Google Android, Apple iOS and
Windows Mobile and is powered by Mono 23, an open -source version of the .NET Framework. Applications
in Xamarin are c oded in Microsoft C# 24, a modern programming language that offers m any productivity
features like simplified asynchronous programming, easy to code lambda expressions and type inference.
Developers can share most of the business logic by using th e same programming language, APIs and data
structures across all development platforms. In addition, if Xamarin UI components library is used, namely
Xamarin.Forms, code reusability across different platforms can reach nearly 100%. In every case, platform
specific builds use the platform native UI controls which retain the appropriate look and feel, resulting in
optimal performance and better end -user experience.
Moreover, Xamarin offers a cloud based testing service that allows developers to easily test their
applications on hundreds of physical devices. Developers can write tests that emulate user behavior by
scripting tap, swipe, rotation and other interaction events. The test results are visually presented
accompanied with sc reenshots that allow develo pers to discover problems and UI differences quickly and
efficiently.
19

http://www.sencha.com/products/touch
http://www.telerik.com/kendo-ui
21
https://angularjs.org/
22
http://plugins.cordova.io/
23
http://www.mono-project.com/
24
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/hh341490.aspx
20
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Finally, Xamarin allows developers to access numerous components through the NuGet
repository, inc luding UI controls and web service APIs.

25

package

6.4. Web applications
In the context of DAI AD project, a set of web applications and services are going to be developed. In this
section we present the various frameworks we are planning to evaluate and use during the development
process.

6.4.1. Client Side Development
In order to offer increased UI usabi lity that is in par with desktop applications, the DAIAD web
applications will be developed as Single Page Applic ations (SPAs). In contrast to c ommon web
applications, a SPA applic ation is initialized by loading a single web page and further needed resourc es,
content and scripts are loaded dynamically on demand using Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)
requests. Moreover, code responsible for handling events, manipulating DOM elements, executing AJAX
requests and business logic will be implemented using controllers that separate views (content) and
models using either the MVC or the MVVM pattern.
Next we present JavaScript libraries and frameworks that offer many of the aforementioned features. More
than one of them may be applied in order to achieve the desired functionality in our applic ations.

6.4.1.1.

RequireJS 26

RequireJS is a JavaScript library for loading files and modules dynamically that improves application
performance. Developers declare dependencies in their modules and only reference RequireJS library in
their web pages. RequireJS resolves all dependencies and ensures that all required scripts are loaded
before executing any code that depends on them. Moreover, RequireJS provides an optimizer for merging
and minifying JavaScript files based on the decl ared dependencies. Finally, since RequireJS can manage
dependenc ies centrally, it allows to easily change a library’s version or to completely swap its
implementation.

6.4.1.2.

Backbone 27

Backbone is a JavaScript library that simplifies the implementation of two way data binding between
application models and views. Developers do not have to write and maintain c umbersome c ode for event
handling and DOM element manipulation for synchronizing models and views. With Backbone, Model View-Controller solutions can be easil y implemented without resorting to more complex frameworks that
may pose additional constraints to the application structure.
25

http://www.nuget.org/packages
http://requirejs.org/
27
http://backbonejs.org/
26
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6.4.1.3.

jQuery

jQuery is a lightweight, CC S3 compliant, fast JavaScript library with rich functionality that simplifies tasks
such as HTML elements traversal, manipulation and styling, event handling and AJAX request execution.
jQuery API supports most modern browsers and hides browser spec ific implementation details for event
handling and AJAX requests.

6.4.1.4.

jQuery UI

jQuery UI is a set of user interface controls built on top of jQuery library. It offers implementations for
both widgets and interactions. Widgets are visual c ontrols such as buttons, menus, progress bars etc,
while interactions implement behaviors like resizing, sorting, drag and d rop, etc. jQuery UI is fully
extensible allowing users to extend existing widgets and interactions or implement new ones. Finally, it
supports the creation of custom distribution packages and widget styling through the download builder
and theme roller app lic ations.

6.4.1.5.

jQuery Mobile

jQuery Mobile is a touch -optimized user interface framework, built on top of jQuery that simplifies the
development of applications accessible to smartphones, tablet and desktop devices. It supports the
development of responsive an d single page web applic ations and offers a ric h set of widgets for page
layout, page navigation and data input. Finally, custom distribution pac kages and styling c an be
configured through the download builder and theme roller applications.

6.4.1.6.

AngularJS

Developing a web application usually involves writing static HTML pages and adding JavaScript c ode for
manipulating DOM elements and executing AJAX requests. AngularJS is a web application development
framework that adds new constructs to HTML5 that allow the d eclarative definition of tasks, otherwise
developers should have implemented m anually suc h as two way data binding between DOM and models,
attaching events to DOM elements, managing form validation, etc.
AngularJS thrives when it comes to the development of CRUD applications by removing most of the
cumbersome c ode for callback registration, marshalling data from and to the user interface and updating
DOM. Nevertheless, AngularJS may not fit well when developing applications with fairly complex graphical
user interfaces.

6.4.1.7.

Sencha Ext JS

Sencha Ext JS is a holistic web development framework for creating business grade desktop and tablet
applications. It provides a class system for adding object oriented capabilities to JavaScript, a rich set of
extensible components for building complex user interfaces, a routing mec hanism for managing site
navigation and application state and a powerful event system that supports both custom events and event
normalization across different browsers.
Ext JS also offers a rich dat a library that allows developers to implement both Model View C ontroller
(MVC) and Model View View -Model (MVVM) solutions. Moreover, Ext JS allows easy theming of the
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application. Theming differs from c lassic styling by allowing an application to switch us er interface visual
aspects dynamically.
Finally, Ext JS learning curve tends to be quite steep, especially when it comes to extensibility. In
addition, when user interface controls are rendered, numerous DOM elements are created. The latter
problem though has been improved in the latest releases. Ext JS is distributed under both a commercial
license and GNU GPL license v3.

6.4.1.8.

Kendo UI

Kendo UI is a complete framework for implementing web and mobile applications with HTML5 and
JavaScript. It is built on top of jQuery and offers an extensive suite of user interface components, a MVVM
framework and customizable themes.
The user interface components feature responsive capabilities and touch support that offer an enhanced
user experience on both desktop and mobile devices. At the same time, the MVVM framework dec larative
two way data binding reduces the code required for syncing UI components with data models signific antly.
Finally, Kendo UI offers m ore than ten pre -defined professional themes which can be easily al tered using
the ThemeBuilder 28 application.
Kendo UI is distributed under both a commercial license and Apache v2 license. However, the latter
distribution contains only a subset of the user interface components.

6.4.2. Server Side Development
In this section, we enumerate various server side web development frameworks. The evaluation of a web
framework usually depends on multiple criteria such as productivity and ease of use, framework
complexity and learning curve slope, available documentation and support, secur ity, testability, scalability
and throughput, easines s of maintenance, framework eco system, etc. While all frameworks aim at
delivering robust web applications, each of them favors different qualities like testing, rapid application
development, or simplic ity over others. Moreover, applic ations usually prioritize features like security and
scalability higher than others. For DAIAD applications and services, scalability, security and testability are
the primary required qualities.
In the next sections, we fo cus on Java frameworks, since most of the open source systems we are going to
use in DAIAD, are developed on the Java platform or support Java programmatic interfaces.

6.4.2.1.

Spring 29

Spring is the most popular and m ature web developm ent framework for Java, featu ring a vast ec osystem of
projects for developing applic ations from the mobile to the enterprise and cloud. Spring’s vertical tool
stack handles almost any programmatic task like security, data access, transaction management, social
service provider integra tion, etc. Yet, its modular arc hitecture allows using only these features required by
the solution being developed.
28

http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/themebuilder/

29

http://spring.io/
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Spring also offers features such as messaging that allow the creation of scalable applications. For instance
a distributed application may be hosted on several servers that communicate using a Java Message Servic e
implementation. In addition, it offers a highly customizable security module featuring authorization,
authentication, web session protec tion, cross site request forgery (CSRF), etc. Finally, it provides an
integrated development environment (IDE) based on Ec lipse 30 , namely Spring Tool Suite, that allows
implementation, debugging, testing and deployment of Spring based applications.
Despite its c omplexity and steep learning curve, Spri ng is the most prominent choice for server side
development for DAIAD, since it offers functionality that spans all the aspects of the DAIAD architecture.

6.4.2.2.

Apache Struts 31

Apache Struts is a free and open source web development framework. It implements a pur e MVC
architecture without any extra components that may increase complexity. Developers are allowed to use
the presentation technology of their choice e.g. using a view engine like Velocity 32 or a combination of
JSON and AngularJS. M oreover, Struts integra tes seamlessly with other technologies like Spring
framework. Still Struts does not offer any special security or scalability features. However, Apache Struts
has an easier learning curve than Spring or JSF and allows developers teams to start writing code faster.

6.4.2.3.

Java Server Faces 33

Unlike other web frameworks, Java Server F aces (JSF) is a spec ification and a member of the Java Platform
Enterprise Edition (EE). JSF is used for assembling user interfaces for web applications using c omponents
whic h encapsulate most HTML and JavaScript c ode. These components allow preserving state between
requests over the stateless HTTP protocol , and implement c lient events that are executed at the server
side. The latter two features are doing exactly the reverse of what most modern client web development
frameworks, like AngularJS, do. JSF was getting criticism for being stateful but newer implementations
support stateless components too. JSF c an be used separately e.g. using Apache M yFaces 34
implementation, but the true benef its about perform ance do come when it is executed as part of Java EE
stack.

30

https://www.eclipse.org/

31

http://struts.apache.org/
http://velocity.apache.org/
33
https://javaserverfaces-spec-public.java.net/
34
http://myfaces.apache.org/
32
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7. Appendix I
7.1. Panel discussions
7.1.1. Consumer Panel
7.1.1.1. Major insights:
The following paragraphs outline point by point the discussion results for DAIAD requirements by seven
panel members who represent the stakeholder group of “consumers”.
7.1.1.2. Information about the panel members
1. The panel members don’t actively save water or know about their water consumption. Consumers
have a rough idea about how long their shower takes (about 4 -5 or 5 -10 m inutes) but they don’t
know how much water they spend. One member c hecked the water meter once but cannot tell
exactly how much the person spe nt.
2. Panel partic ipants attest restricted usage of tablets and smartphones for feedback visualization.
Only 30% of all panel members own a tablet. The distribution of smartphones is much higher
(about 90%). Nevertheless consumers rarely move the device from one room to another (such as
to the bathroom).
7.1.1.3. Insights on requirements for DAIAD
1. Personalized feedback information at the fixture level. Consumers would prefer to gain access to
individual consumption information. Id entification is suggested by an ID card or with the
smartphone. However, only a few consumers take their smartphone to the bathroom. The idealistic
version includes feedbac k information in every faucet/fixture with a quic k password -based
identification dir ectly on the faucet.
2. Feedback technologies em brace mainly in -home displays, laptops and smartphones. Consumers do
not see any usage of smart watches or Google glasses for visualizing water consumption. The
information on water usage could be integrated wit h energy/resource consumption information
and visualized by in -home displays. The most desirable way would be on the smartphone (so no
other device has to be installed).
3. Data enrichment. With the help of further devices other all day activities c an be tracked and
matched in order to identify. In a smart home scenario the data should be integrated with
external (weather) and internal (heating) information. For that reason, temperature suggestions
and water consumption estimations can be improved.
4. Willingness-to-pay depends on the savings. Consumers express that they would principally spend
money for water managem ent system if the return on investment is significant. For the amphiro a1
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device estimate s imagine a price of 80 -120€. However, only few could im agine to spend 100€ for
the whole DAIAD system. Some were interested in the system out of technologic al interest for
testing modern technologies (a vital condition is connectivity).
5. The desire for installation depends on the status of the apartment. For te nants there is no real
interest in investing in DAIAD. They would not want to change anything (shower hose or head,
often they never changed it as soon as provided by the landlord). In the case c onsumers own their
home they could imagine opting for DAIAD.
6. Direct feedback should be unobtrusive. Consumers would like to see consumption inform ation
directly at the faucet, the showerhead, or on the tiles behind the faucet. They would only
purchase a new faucet in the case they own the apartment/house. The weigh t of external displays
(such as amphiro a1) should be limited as much as possible.
7. Direct and indirect feedback is required. An aggregation of the whole information on the shower
could be visualized afterwards on the mirror.
8. Persuasive and factual feedbac k forms are preferred as direct feedback. 60% of all panel members
prefer factual feedback for individual consumption. They can imagine audible feedback.
9. Saving tips are interesting but should be personalized. A general question is about the way water
savings can be achieved. Saving tips may play a role for providing information on that subject.
However, the information should not be too obtrusive. Most of the consumers have the impression
that they can gain access to saving tips more appropriate on Google.
10. The willingness to share data depends on the audience and on the added value. Data sharing on
the household level can be unrestricted. Some consumers claim complete anonymity. For sharing
information with a community anonymity is definitely required. No o ne is actually interested in
sharing information on water consumption via facebook or twitter. The added value could be
represented by comparisons with other individuals or utility cost savings (when data is shared
with utilities). On the national level co nsumers do not perceive a real advantage. Only on the
international level (for countries with far more problems on water c onsumption) there seems to
be an advantage.

7.1.2. Researcher Panel
Next, the panel discussion for DAIAD requirements with German researchers in the dom ain of water
resource management, executed by Fraunhofer, is presented. A fter a short introduction into the DAIAD system, the following questions and topics were discussed. Under each question, the answers given are
provided:

1. What is regarded as the benefits of smart metering in general?
Answers:
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i.

Saving water and thus, from the perspective of consumers in Germany, in particular
saving costs (additional property expenses)

ii.

From an expert point of view, saving water also seems to be a relevant be nefit with
regard to water scarcity which temporarily occurs in some German regions

iii.

Demand side management  reduc ing peaks of consumption (however, this is not as
important as for energy consumption, as water can be stored and the water
infrastructure is rather oversized, e.g. to supply enough fire fighting water in c ase of
fire)

iv.

In the commerc ial and industrial sec tor demand side management seems to be more
relevant  beside households also enterprises should be assessed, as peaks of
consumption and load are relevant for tariff structure.

v.

Gaining informed sc ientific evidence on detailed water consumption (in particular
distribution of residential water consumption over different points of use)

vi.

Interesting for c onsumers/users who like to manage/monitor personal data (c f. "Body
monitoring"),

vii.

Integration into sm art homes possible (automatic management of different residential
functions)

viii.

From an energy point of view, reduc ing water consumption is very relevant - not only
reduc ing consumption of warm water - in particular due to consumption of indirect
energy for transport and treatment of water, etc.

ix.

Monitoring of leakages in the pipe network via online metering at differe nt (also
small) metering points. Detection of leakages also within household s/companies in
case of sudden unexpected changes of consumption profiles (e.g. increased
consumption during the night).

x.

For hotels possibly interesting for implementing incentive s chemes to prom ote water
saving behaviour.

xi.

Management of water allocation (e.g. in case of block pricing or droughts), also
interesting for remote buildings (e.g. mountain huts)

2. Which requirements does a smart metering system have to fulfill to provide thes e benefits?
Answers:
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i.

High metering time resolution (to the split second), in order to relate water
consumption to specific behaviour; alternatively implementation of meters at
different points of consum ption

ii.

For detection of leakages: it is sufficient to m easure and forward via online transfer
continuously total water consumption (preferably metering at point of entry)

iii.

For consumers with regard to change of behaviour: Rapid feedback which is easy
(without much effort, easily to understand) to read and given close to behaviour
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iv.

Rationing of water (e.g. in hotels, mountain huts, on c ampsites): Point -of-use
metering; high metering time period is not necessary, but feedback mechanisms

3. Which of the abovementioned benefits can be reached with DAIAD/Amphiro?
Compare answers to Question 2.
4. DAIAD/Amphiro aims to c ollect data of many users and report data back to them after processing.
For this aim, third parties have to get access to the data.
a. Is this exchange of data principally conceivable and would it be accepted i n Germany?
Answers:
i.

In princip le interesting, in particular direct smart m etering within an apartment for
own analysis, so that it is the own decision which data are shared with third parties

ii.

Data sharing with water utility or independent energy and water consultants is
conceivable (legitimation). By no means, data should be used to provide commercial
offers which are not related to the topic of water consumption

iii.

System is interesting to promote awareness for water consumption, e.g. of teenagers

iv.

Willingness to pay depends on interest in saving water/money or in managing
residential water consumption and on the benefits (e.g. amount of savings);
consumers who enjoy taking a shower might be little interest ed

v.

Perhaps mainly renting of water metering systems such as DAIAD/Amphiro will be
interesting, as attention might decrease or target is reached after some time.

vi.

In case of water scarc ity or limited capac ities for water treatment, when certain
amount of water could be allocated or special tarif fs could be introduced with prices
whic h increase drastically after certain amounts of consumption, device could be
interesting to manage amount of water/ /distribute it on different purposes.

b. Which institution could come into consideration as third party (water utility , public or private,
researcher, independent service provider, NGOs)?
Answers:

c.

i.

Water utilities seem trustworthy, if anything, with regard to use of data, as they have
an inherent interest into the data which is related to water provision; also
independent energy and water consultants seem trustworthy

ii.

Research institutes and statistical offices are also c onceivable, if use is clarified and
data are anonymized

iii.

Conclusion: it has to be c larified, who gets which data and what will be done with the
data?

Do water utilities have an interest in the data to be c ollected?
Answers:
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i.

With regard to future water provision exac t distribution of specific consumption of all
consumers is interesting, in particular for newly laid up regions and infrastruc tures

d. Who will pay for this? Which willingness to pay exists?
Answers:
i.

Willingness to pay and interest depends on the target group. Device seems interesting
in particular for younger people, which are used to/ interested in measuring
„everything“ and willing to give data to third parties. They could be willing to use
such a service or device.

5. DAIAD finally aims to influence water consumers by means of the collected data, i.e. change water
consumption behaviour of consumers in a sustainable way or according to the aims of the water
utilities (e.g. by corresponding tarifs which m ight be individualized).
a. Is such an intervention conceivable / would it be accepted by water consumers?
Answers:
i.

Comparable to energy topic: Advic e, provision of appliances and communication of
reference values is c onceivable, also interventions via price / special tariffs (e.g.
increased prices in times of water scarcity and consumption peaks)

ii.

For acceptanc e of interventions, understanding of their reasons and awareness for
problems motivating the interventions are important.

iii.

Meaningful and manageable amount of recommendations is conceivable

iv.

In case of infrastructures whic h are smaller dimensioned or spec ifi cally adapted to
consumption needs, need to manage consumption would exist and fixed c osts o f
water provision would be lower.

v.

Display of tarif fs close to point / time of c onsumption would be conceivable (e.g. via
signal lights).

vi.

Could be important that within a household feedback related to a spec ific user is only
reported to that person (and not to other members of the household), e.g. via
identification via mobile phone.

b. Which kind of interventions seems conceivable? How should information be delivered? (via
mobile phone/ computer/ email / post mail?)
Answers:
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Via mobile phone conceivable rather for usages other than taking a shower, (e.g.
providing tariff inform ation when doing laundry), m obile phone is not necessarily in
the room when taking a shower

ii.

Central display at a place whic h is well visible, e.g. in the c orridor.
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iii.

Direct management of in telligent appliances, e.g. programming for use of washing
machine according to tarif f

iv.

Mobile phone conceivable for transfer of personal, individualized data, e.g. by
entering a PIN to receive data.

7.1.3. Utilities Panel
On the 12/09/2014 at 10.30 – 12.00 a panel interview was conducted at a UK water utility with five
participants. The participants were from departm ents such as; water efficiency, soc ial media and
communications and research and innovation. A set of 10 questions were asked and a semi -formal
structure was used to allow to flexibility if points of interest c ame up and further questions were
required. During the interview notes of the key points were kept, which are detailed below, P1 stands for
participant 1 and so on for all those present.
To introduce DAIAD a brief 10 minute overview was provided which outlined the projects aims and how
these were going to happen as well as information about the trials.

1.

[LD] Are you looking to use smart tec hnologies in the near future? Do water companies wan t a
smart metering solution like DAIAD?
-[P2] We are looking to use smart meters in the future, not the smartest but what the water
industry terms as a sm art meter.
-[All] Further discussion about what a smart meter actually was and how the term means
different things to different groups was discussed. It was agreed that a smart meter was one
that sends data frequently and lets people interact with it.
-[P3] Yes, would like to use smart technology but it has been getting the technology onto the
meters th at has been the issue. We would want the better granularity of data.
-[P5] We would want smart technologies in the future, especially if they c an help to encourage
behaviour change, do like the idea of devices such as the Amphiro shower device.

2. How do you currently manage and monitor water dem and and consumer consumption?
[Going to consult WDM team – further explanation to come]
-[P1] Mostly through modelling
-[P4] Sometimes we have got consultants in to work out this consumption, this c ost aro und
£1million
-[P1] The DMAs weren’t m apped very well in terms of supply, demand a leakage though.

3. What resolution data does this give/ what resolution would you want?
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-[P5] W ith our new metering roll out we will eventually be able to get monthly data
-[P4] I would want at least daily data and even more granular than that
-[P1] It m ight not be practical to have minute data and having more granular data c ould make
it more diffic ult to store lots of data.
-[P3] I agree, there is no point in having data i f unless you take some action from the data
-[P2] It would be good to have GIS/ Analytics in near real time and make sure it is used in near
real time as possible

4. How often do you think your average consumer would log on and use DAIAD?
-[P1] Only when they have a problem…
-[P4] I think there will be pockets of people who will use it and others who wont, you will get
people like environmentalists who would be into it but those who money is not an option to
might not be interested
-[P5] If you could make it easy in app form you could add push notific ations for weekly
updates about their consumption levels. They could c hoose to have a popup asking them if they
want to know their consum ption, could choose how often they were asked.
5. How would you want to u se DAIAD and where do you think it could have the biggest impact?
-[P4] It would provide the opportunity to provide more data than we are currently able to give,
there wouldn’t always be ways to get this level of information otherwise.
-[P3] It would bri ng it up to real time and allow you to manage it yourself, it helps to bridge
the gap between customer expec tation and what we are able to provide
-[All] D iscussion about tec hnology and how customers demand more in everyday life and the
information they ha ve access to, saying this carries on through to all areas of their lifestyles.
-[P2] it would help us as a water company internally as we would be able to do more researc h
behind behavioural change and find out more information about c onsumption usage and the
factors that affect it.
-[P2] It helps us to determine what people actually use to tailor behavioural change campaigns
-[All] D iscussion about how consumers have no idea how much water they are typic ally using
and how often those who think they are low water users are often the worst offenders and vice
versa so having more data wo uld help to clear this up!
-[P1] Its educational and people would take notic e, it would make them m ore aware and
provide them with the information to look at. You could use it in schools as it would be really
good to provide data for sc hools verses other schools, or even counties an d businesses.
-[P5] Through using maps it could help us to identify which areas are the worst offenders so
we c ould target these areas first to make improvements.
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-[P4] It would provide something for people to do for a couple of minutes, in those minutes
they might not usually think about water on a daily basis, this m ight help them to relate to it
and take it for granted less than they already do.
-[P1] We need people talking about the messages themselves instead of from the water
company, it’s a c ase o f letting people think about it for themselves. People do not trust water
companies, they would rather use online forums and ask strangers!
-[All] D iscussion about how water companies are often less trusted than banks. Some of the
panel shocked at this.
-[P5] People want to have information and gamification is a good element as there is
competiveness in everyone, think this would help on a bigger scale.

6. Are there any specific features you would like from DAIAD?
-[P3] It would need to be made as easy as possible to share your household info on soc ial
media automatic ally and ac ross as many different devices as possible.
-[P2] Would be good if it was compatible with your Facebook account so you didn’t have to
make another username/ password to log in with a separate account.
-[P4] it should also be able to move with the different social media platforms being created
-[P1] A ll of the hardware and software should be moveable because people move all the time
-[P5] It would be interesting to show consumption and how it equates to money for people or
show cumulative savings over time from baseline consumption so they can see how much they
have saved since using it.
-[P4] It would be good to have heating and CO2 so people understand the embedded energy. It
would also be interesting to have a comparison to show what the money spent on a shower
could do somewhere else in the world/ what you could buy or how many buckets of water have
been used.
-[P5] Having medals and rewards or telling them they are above avera ge would be useful, like
giving them a digital tap on the back, or telling them they are the captain of water efficiency in
the street – could do a verses of the average consum ption of people in your area if you choose
to link with GP S.

7. Do you foresee an y barriers to using DAIAD? How do you think DAIAD would intergrate with you
current metering system and would any requirements need to be fulfilled?
-[P3] Might be concerns around GPS and tapping into other peoples networks if they aren’t the
leader, would need to decide tolerances of what is acceptable [Participant further expanded
and stated that they had heard about this happening on other apps]
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-[P1] The accurac y of the data needs to be near perfect. Concerns about increasing contact if it
isn’t which would damage ratings if the call centre was experiencing a higher call content.
Could be an issue if predic tions of cost is totally different to the customers bill.
-[P2] The lack of incentive to use it, there needs to be a buzz created around it for peo ple to
take it off and run with it, such as a big marketing c ampaign.
-[P4] The cost of buying it – if people were to purchase it there would need to be a fast
payback within weeks or months. On the average bill £50 is quite a big portion so it would have
to be cheap, free would be helpful!

8. Which aspec t of DAIAD interests you the most?
-[P2] the name and meaning behind it.
-[P1] The competitive and community element behind, that there will be an app with soc ial
media aspects involved
-[P4] The ease of b eing able to monitor the c onsumption and actually showing people what
they are using.
-[P5] Giving the empowerment to customers, so far water effic iency has been based on a top
down approach of giving out devices, this is another route for customers to take power of their
consumption and subsequently take action.
-[P3] The new technologies that will come out of it and a different approach to understanding
household water consumption

9. What conc erns would you or do you think customers might have about using a system such as
DAIAD?
-[P5] The radiation from m eters and hea lth concerns, know it has been proved not an issue but
the average person m ight not be aware of this.
-[P3] That the meters that we install at households aren’t specific for these devic es, so
compatibility issues.
-[P2] The privacy and customer inform ation, that its secure a nd cant be accessed or hacked.
-[P1] There is a lack of trust of the water industry and government, this could be seen as an
invasion into homes. This is becom ing a bigger area of contention for people.
-[P4] If there was a discrepanc y between meter readin gs from DAIAD and ours. There have
been cases (such as Anglian Waters in house display that didn’t work because of accurac y
issues]. The margins of error need to be low and overall it needs to be super accurate.

10. Who do you think would use it?
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-[P1] It would be cool for families who have kids who then drive the family to use it
-[P3] There are different ideals within fam ily and the older generation have different
appreciation and values about what is scare and what isn’t.
-[P4] I think it would mostly b e families using it or younger people who are part of the app
generation.

7.2. Interviews
7.2.1. Interview 1
Next, the interview for DAIAD requirements with a researcher in the domain of water supply and
wastewater treatment in Germany, executed by Fraunhofer, is pre sented.
After a short presentation of the DAIAD project and the Amphiro devic e and its intended modification, the
following questions were discussed:
1. How can smart metering of water be useful in general?
i.

In Germany, water saving is not a big issue, at leas t not from the suppliers'
perspective. The latter even argue that, if the users reduce water consumption, they
have to flush the pipes with additional fresh water to avoid hygienic problems.

ii.

Load management (i.e. achieving as smooth a flow as possible). Ba sic ally, the
capacity of pipes is large enough to accustom large flows, moreover there are
buffering capacities, but pumping larger quantities requires disproportionally more
energy for the pumps. Also, for new systems the pipes could be dimensioned smalle r
(i.e. less costly). But: many systems also serve as fire water supply (with higher
capacity needs)

iii.

Leakage identification: If the supplier knows exactly how much and when he supplied
water and how much and when the water users used it, he can calculate w here the
difference was lost. The same is true within a house or an enterprise once water is
used at very unusual times (e.g. during the night)

a. What are the requireme nts a smart metering device has or meets for this purpose?
iv.

Load management requires demand -side management  need to provide feedback to
the water users; time resolution high enough to identify peaks

i.

Leakage identification requires a comprehensive network of meters covering all
outlets  a point-of-entry meter is more useful than a point -of-use meter; time
resolution high enough to distinguish different times of the day

2. Which of these uses c an be served by DAIAD/Amphiro?
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i.

Load management as timely feedback is important

3. DAIAD/Amphiro intends to collect data, evalu ate them and return them to the water users. This
requires access of a third party to the respective user data.
a. Is this exchange of data ac ceptable?
i.

Yes, if data are used by the water supplier

b. Which institution could serve as a third party? (water supplier , public/private? (independent)
service providers? scientists? NGOs?)
i.
c.

Water supplier; service providers and scientists to the extent that they support the
water supplier

Are water suppliers interested in the type of data provided by DAIAD?
i.

They are not so much interested in the high time resolution; also, DAIAD covers
only one part of the consumed water

d. Who pays? How much?
i.

Willingness to pay for most water users is rather small (exception: monitoring
freaks); depends on whether users are ready to change the ir water use behavior at
all

ii.

Willingness to pay among water suppliers is higher, but not so much for the data
supplied by DAIAD/Amphiro device

4. Eventually, DAIAD aims at intervening with the water users' behavior on the basis of the collec ted
data such that their water use scheme becomes more sustainable, shortages are better managed
or peaks are flattened.
a. Is such an intervention acceptable from the point of view of the water users?
i.

Basically, any price or bloc k tariff represents an intervention.

ii.

If water price responds to a situation of scarc ity (e.g. drought), higher prices are
acceptable, but the c onditions have to be transparent

iii.

In situations of emergency even more drastic measures such as embargoes are
adopted (e.g. interdiction to water the lawn or wash a car)

b. Which way of intervention is acceptable? (Via mobile? Via computer? Via Mail?)
i.
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7.2.2. Interview 2
Next, the interview for DAIAD requirements with a c onsultant for water supply companies in Germany,
executed by Fraunhofer, is presented.
After a short presentation of the DAIAD project and the Amphiro devic e and its intended modification, the
following questions were discussed:
1. How can smart metering of water be useful in general?
i.

Online water meters are frequently used in the distribution network to c on trol for
leaks. In households, they have been tested in series of trials, but it is still unclear to
whic h end they could be used. They are too expensive for the benefit to exceed the
cost. In the power market, there is a need for dem and side management, because
energy c annot be stored easily. In the water sector, by co ntrast, many distribution
systems were designed and built around the 1970s, when increasing water demand
was foreseen. Now, in tim es of decreasing demand, these pipes have a rather large
capacity with no need for any kind of sophisticated load management.

ii.

For this and other reasons (e.g. the existence of plenty of water), there is also no
need to save water or to help water users doing so. In the energy sector, power
suppliers supported power users in using less electricity. This strengthened the ties
between supplier and c ustomer and prevented the latter from changing to a
competing supplier. In the water sector, by contrast, there is no competition between
suppliers; therefore, there is no need for customer -binding measures.

iii.

The higher cost of sm art meter s does pay for large, industrial customers, who are
billed for the total quantity of water used and the quantity per time (i.e. size of the
fixture)

iv.

Compared with energy, a household's annual cost for water is so small that most
people do not c are and even do not know the water price. As a consequence, price
differentiation would hardly be recognized and, all the less, have any impact.

a. What are the requirements a smart metering device has to meet for this pur pose?
i.

—

2. Which of these uses c an be served by DAIAD/Amphiro?
i.

General weakness: only one water flow in a household is measured

3. DAIAD/Amphiro intends to collect data, evaluate them and return them to the water users. This
requires access of a third party to the respective user data.
a. Is this exchange of data ac ceptable?
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i.

Yes, the issue is subject to the conditions of the contract between the wa -ter
supplier and the water users. Minimum standards for this are estab -lished by the
water suppliers' assoc iations.

b. Which institution could serve as a third party? (water supplier, public/private? (independent)
service providers? scientists? NGOs?)
i.

c.

Water supplier; service providers and scientists to the extent that they support the
water supplier; conditions need to be specified in the contrac t between both
parties

Are water suppliers interested in the type of data provided by DAIAD?
i.

Not really

d. Who pays? How much?
i.

No willingness to pay on the part of water suppliers

4. Eventually, DAIAD aims at intervening with the water users' behavior on the basis of the collec ted
data such that their water use scheme becomes more sustainable, shortages are better managed
or peaks are flattened.
a. Is such an intervention accep table from the point of view of the water users?
i.

—

b. Which way of intervention is acceptable? (Via mobile? Via c omputer? Via Mail?)
i.
c.

—

What is the water supplier's stance to this?
i.

If it was beneficial for the water supplier, there would be no reason why not to
interfere with the custom ers. Any change of water prices (or price schemes)
represents such interference. But at this moment, there is no need to interfere.

7.2.3. Interview 3
Next, the interview for D AIAD requirements with a representative of a Germ an private water supplier,
executed by Fraunhofer, is presented.
After a short presentation of the DAIAD project and t he Amphiro devic e and its intended modification, the
following questions were discussed:
1. How can smart metering of water be useful in general?
i.
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order to do so, they need to know the water users with regard to demography and
socio-economic parameters (e.g. age, in -come, education).
ii.

A difficulty in this context: Learning from user  User pays more attention to water
usage  User saves water (This is not the supplier’s aim). More acceptable: Saving of
hot water instead of water as such. Water saving not only for economic reasons, but
in order to have environmentally a good conscience.

iii.

There is a small group of water users, who love to measure and evaluate everything
around them and use devic es like Amphiro to do so (about 5 to 8 % of all users). They
can easily be convin ced to participate in the infor mation exchange between water
supplier and user . With all others this is much more difficult.

a. What are the requirements a smart metering device has to meet for this pur pose?
i.

In addition, more individual information is necessary. Some information can be
derived via the c ontract between water supplier an d the customer (Where is house
located? How many inhabitants?). But the customer and the user are often not the
same (landlord vs. tenant). More user -specific information can in principle be
collected by smart meters. But smart me -ters are stupid; in order to gain inform ation,
the data need evaluation. This requires high -resolution data and a close interaction
with the customer to learn about the meaning of specific use profiles in the first
place.

2. Which of these uses c an be served by DAIAD/Amphiro?
i.

Amphiro can fac ilitate the inform ation exchange between water supplier and water
user owing to its smart phone -mediated communication c apac i ty. Also the high resolution water metering is an advantage. Unfortunately, Amphiro covers only one
part of household wate r use (showering).

3. DAIAD/Amphiro intends to collect data, evaluate them and return them to the water users. This
requires access of a third party to the respective user data.
a. Is this exchange of data ac ceptable?
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Most of today's smart meters are point of entry meters (for entire houses), which is
also the limit for the traditional responsibility sphere of water sup -pliers. Other
recipients of water data are those service providers who measure and split (cold and
hot) water consumption of entire houses to s pecific flats.

ii.

If data are exchanged electronically or ev en wireless, strong data protec tion
standards are applied to avoid misuse of the data. Otherwise burglars c ould find out
from water use profiles whether the inhabitants are in or out; or insurances c ould
derive information about the medical condition of their customers.
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b. Which institution could serve as a third party? (water supplier, public/private? (independent)
service providers? scientists? NGOs?)
i.
c.

See above

Are water suppliers interested in the typ e of data provided by DAIAD?
i.

To analyze the water consumption and learn more about the consumption behavior
of spec ific user groups: yes. To screen the major part of all water users: no.

d. Who pays? How much?
i.

To the extent that water suppliers want to learn about their customers they will
pay. The number of customers that are ready to pay is rather lim ited (5 to 8 %, see
above)

4. Eventually, DAIAD aims at intervening with the water users' behavior on the basis of the collec ted
data such that their water use sc heme becomes more sustainable, shortages are better managed
or peaks are flattened.
a. Is such an intervention accep table from the point of view of the water users?
i.

To some extent, this interference already happens based on price schemes. Other
existing inte rvention: Prohibition of garden irrigation and car washing in times of
drought. So, interventions are commonplace.

ii.

The latter type of intervention is not exerted by the water supplier, but by local
government (politically). For the wate r suppliers, it wou ld not be advisable to
interfere too intensively with the customer (e.g. commenting every aspect of
his/her behaviour).

b. Which way of intervention is acceptable? (Via mobile? Via computer? Via Mail?)
i.
c.

Via mail and computer this is already state of the art.

What is the water supplier's stance to this?
i.

Interference with all users individually would be too expensive. However, soc ial
interac tion between users could be effective and less c ostly and without the
supplier’s need to interfere with all of them.

7.2.4. Interview 4
Next, the interview for DAIAD requirements with a UK Governmental department responsible for polic y and
regulation on environmental, food and rural issues , executed by Waterwise, is presented . Their priorities
are to grow the rural economy and improve and safeguard the environment.
Initially a telephone interview was conducted with two representatives from the department . This lasted
for 30 minutes, of which 10 of those were to provide an overview about DAIAD and is aims and trial
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scenarios. Fo llowing going through the questions both participants asked if they could have the list of
questions to consult with other colleagues who might have more expertise.

1. Currently do you think there is anything missing in WDM tools? This could be from both or either
the consumer or utility side?
i.

Government welcomes innovation in the water sector and this can be either on the
consumer or the utility side.

2. Is there a place for smart metering and projects like DAIAD to assist in the WDM/ water efficiency
area?
i.

Research is always useful. Water companies are responsible for introduc ing sm art
metering where it is needed or is cost benefic ial.

3. From your perspective, what requirements would you like from a smart metering system, such as
DAIAD? This can relate to bot h Water C ompany and household side.
i.

This question would be better directed to water companies.

4. What type and resolution data do you think would be required/ you would like to see? And why?
i.

Again, this question would be better answered by water companies .

5. How do you think having higher resolution data would impact your work? WDM perspec tive
i.

Data collection is a m atter for water companies – government does not require
very granular data from water companies’ customers. Data collection by water
companies c an be fed in to Water Resource Managem ent Plans.

6. Do you think policy currently encourages smart metering technologies for water?
i.

DELIVERABLE 1.2

There is sc ope within WRMPs to adopt innovative approaches. Government policy,
via the Water Act, is introducing competition for non-household users by 2017.
Large water users might look for a water supplier that provides them with better
data on their water usage, smart metering, online support and advice on water
efficiency to help them reduce waste. This offers obvious enviro nmental benefits
as water companies seek to attrac t new customers though new water effic iency
services and advice. For example, in Scotland a water supplier helped a caravan
park reduce their consumption by 20% through installing rainwater harvesting. In
another example, Business Stream estim ates their water effic iency servic es in
Scotland have saved customers over £13 million and saved 7.4 billion litres.
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7. How do you think this could be influenced inline with the smart metering advancements?
i.

The Water Act is creating the environment where innovation can push through and
increase uptake of smart m etering.

8. What opportunities and barriers are there for smart metering and projec ts like DAIAD?
i.

Responsibility for smart metering is a matter for water compani es.

9. Do you think smart metering will become ubiquitous in the future?
i.

We do not have an answer to this question at the present time.

7.2.5. Interview 5
This interview was c onduc ted on the 18/09/2014 with an individual from the UK Water Regulator. The area
of expertise for this person is in the policy and governmental affairs but has an in depth knowledge and
level of experience in the water sector as a whole. The questions were tailored to accommodate this as
innovation is currently highly relevant to UK water utilities and their business plans as a whole. The
interview was c omposed of 8 questions and lasted for 30 minutes.
To introduce DAIAD a brief 10 minute overview was provided which outlined the projects aims and how
these were going to happen as well as i nformation about the trials.
1. Is there a place for smart metering and projects like DAIAD to assist in the WDM/ water efficiency
area?
i.

Yes, this currently ties in with approach for PR14 and beyond (PR14 is a large report
that is produced by individual wate r companies, it sets out how water companies are
going to keep prices affordable as well as the service package that customers will
receive )

ii.

We want customers to engage directly and understand what they want whilst building
this into how they work

iii.

Want th e companies to talk and understand what customers want and need and take
an innovative approach to this communication.

2. Currently do you think there is anything missing in WDM tools? This could be from both or either
the consumer or utility side?
i.

DELIVERABLE 1.2

Gap at the moment is we all have smart phones but don’t have water on these.
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ii.

There is a gap between old fashioned engagement and the social world – and apps
would help to bridge this.

iii.

Need for water to catch up with energy

iv.

Water companies need to drive innovation for customers' supply and demand and
their m anagement.

3. From your perspective, what requirements would you like from a smart metering system, such as
DAIAD? This can relate to both Water C ompany and household side.
i.

Would like for the water companies to be able to speak to the customer

ii.

Want the kit (hardware - relating to Amphiro devices) for households but don’t
necessarily want everything (i.e. inform ation and data) on a smart phone, might want
old methods or alternatives to see this information

iii.

Where it ties in with what customers want, so if its bottom up and what customers
want and what works for them and want to use it

iv.

Risk in the water companies attached to demand management – different risks that
people might not know about

4. What type and resolution data do you think would be required/ you would like to see? And why?
i.

15 minutes sounds right but it also depends on what customer would want

5. Do you think policy cu rrently encourages smart metering technologies for water?
i.

Government polic y, the fac t its not mandated but there is space in terms of business
plans means that water companies now can , it is not up to the water c ompanies to
rise to it

ii.

Ofwat regulate – space for companies to innovate, with the Price Review methods that
have been running for a couple of years

iii.

Water Companies don’t think that there is space for innovation but the barriers have
now gone

6. What opportunities and barriers are there for smart met ering and projec ts like DAIAD?
a. Opportunity:

DELIVERABLE 1.2

i.

Through the P rice Review process there is the opportunity to reward the water
companies for innovation, water companies are looking to be more innovative

ii.

There are more ambitious water efficienc y plans – have to deliver what they have
agreed as they are dependent on customers engaging with the behaviour change
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b. Barriers:
i.

Skills barrier with the people who could deliver it

ii.

Typically people in companies wouldn’t have this as at one time there was a need for
engineers

iii.

There are different skills and challenges with that now

7. If this type of technology were to bec ome mainstream, who should take the cost for this?
i.

It would be down to the water companies understanding customers – some water
companies m ight not pay and some would be willing to pay

ii.

It would also be down to the customers ' views about whether they would want this

iii.

For example, Wessex water, in their business plan ha ve community scheme whic h
means if they save water the local schools get books for the m oney.

iv.

If the community save money – water company save money

8. Do you think smart metering will become ubiquitous in the future?
i.

Yes, but I don’t know how long it wil l take there, eventually it will get to that stage

7.2.6. Interview 6
This interview was conducted with a representative from the Environment Agency. Due to availability of the
participant an overview was given via email and questions answered in the same manner .
1. Currently do you think there is anything missing in (Water Dem and Management) WDM tools? This
could be from both or either the consumer or utility side?
i.

I think there are three m ain things missing:


The financial incentive – even though this may not have to be big - so linked to
that is;



Information for people on how much water they actually use which can only be
provided effec tively through metering and possibly by a system such as DAIAD



Understanding how much water people really use themselves i.e. even if people
have a meter do they really understand how much a cubic meter really looks and
feels like? So some form of effective visualisation tool or pic ture is needed. I
don’t think the Olympic swimming pool analogy works at all.

2. Is there a place for smart metering and projects like DAIAD to assist in the WDM/ water efficiency
area?
i.

DELIVERABLE 1.2

Yes
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3. From your perspective, what requirements would you like from a smart metering system, such as
DAIAD? This can relate to both Water C ompany and household side.
i.

Easy to use for customers

ii.

Engaging enough so the novelty doesn’t wear off and people stop using it whic h I
think is common for many apps

iii.

The ability to do comparisons with similar households so it needs to be able to be
customised by individuals to show their fa mily size etc .

iv.

Ability for individuals to c ompare their own use over time and maybe automatically
download data to a spreadsheet in Excel or Numbers – maybe this is a low priority
but will appeal to the geeks amongst us

v.

Leak warnings via text and email

vi.

Targeted and simple data and inform ation requirements/provision for both companies
and customers

vii.

Zero m aintenance for customers. It’s no good having to c hange the batteries like you
do on an Owl energy meter

viii.

Low cost and maintenance for water companies, othe rwise it won’t be funded or they
won’t be interested

ix.

Adaptable so it can be easily added on to water companies’ existing systems

x.

Reliable – for both c ompanies and c ustomers

4. What type and resolution data do you think would be required/ you would like to see ? And why?
i.

Ideally the user should be able to chose. Daily as a minimum but users could selec t
event driven data especially as individual appliances are being monitored. So maybe
it c ould provide a readout if someone uses the shower for more than 5 m inute s.
Perhaps it could provide 15 minute or appliance level data for the current day or two
days then drop down to daily after that. If the system stores 96 readings (15 minute
data) per day, this c ould add up to a huge amount of data when you get a few
thousand households onto the system. I’m not sure if water companies would want to
hold this much data. However the ability for water companies or consultants to grab
high resolution data for specific studies would be very useful.

5. How do you think having higher resolution data would impact your work? WDM perspec tive
i.

DELIVERABLE 1.2

It would be most useful for short individual studies and understanding components of
demand. Samples of high resolution data could be taken and used to track changes in
water use behaviour over time and in response to events like droughts and Temporary
use bans. For the EA’s work this would be for spec ific studies and water resources
planning rather than an ongoing data archive. We would probably want the water
companies to do a significant part of th is work. The results of these studies would
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improve demand forecasts and enable demand management messages to be better
targeted.
6. Do you think policy currently encourages smart metering technologies for water?
i.

Not directly, but water companies are expected to look at the costs and benefits of
approaches to WR planning inc luding metering and can selec t sm art meters where
these are beneficial.

7. How do you think this could be influenced inline with the smart metering advancements?
i.

No comments

8. What opportunitie s and barriers are there for smart metering and projec ts like DAIAD?
i.

If the system is found to be cost effective to install and maintain as well as delivering
real water savings from c ustomers then it will be used. If it hits the sweet spot for
customers then they may ask for it.

9. Do you think smart metering will become ubiquitous in the future?
i.

DELIVERABLE 1.2

Difficult to tell. It depends on whether metering becomes ubiquitous, whether it is
shown to be cost effective by water companies who are using it now and future costs.
It will also depend on customer views. Some companies have found that custom ers do
not want smart metering.
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8. Appendix II
The final and opti onal part of the online survey inc luded a set of questions regarding the demographic
characteristic of the par ticipants, and their broader views on environmental issues and technology
receptiveness.
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Figure 79: Responses on "What is your age?"
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Figure 80: Responses on "What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently
enrolled, highest degree received"
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Male
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Figure 81: Responses on "What is your gender?"
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Figure 82: Responses on "What is your marital status?"
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Figure 83: Responses on "What is your total household income?"
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Figure 84: Responses on "How many members are there in your household?"
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Figure 85: Responses on "Do you own or lease your residence?"
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Figure 86: Responses on "In total, what is the total number of fixtures and appliances consuming water in
your residence (e.g. faucet/tap, shower-head, dishwasher)?"
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Figure 87: Responses on "What is your opinion of environmental issues?"
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Figure 88: Responses on "How well do the following statements describe your personality? I see myself as
someone who:"
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Figure 89: Responses on "Please rate how well the following statements describe you."
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